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Summary 
The main ain1 of this project has been to investigate ho-vv turbulence and a patchy 
envirmnnent can afl:'ect the dynan1ics of plankton. In the first chapter, a brief in-
troduction to the subject, both the n1ethods and n1odels we use and son1e of their 
behaviour in relation to observed phenon1ena, is given. In the second chapter, a 
reduced rnodel for Langnulir circulations (12, 55] is used as a paradign1 for chaotic 
advection of planktonic species. The patchiness of plankton due to such advection 
is discussed along -vvith the effects of swilnining/turbulent diffusion and how we can 
sometitnes gain an analytical hold on the transport of organis1ns, using lVIelnikov 
analysis (19, 109], in certain flows and \Ve extend the results of previous work (19] 
in this area. 
In Chapter 3, the possibility of pattern fonnation of swinuning, spheroidal or-
ganisn1s in a sin1ple, steady shear flow is investigated. The fonns of the diffusion 
tensors can be tnore cotnplicated than for isotropic diffusion due to the spheroidal 
xii 
shape and behaviour of the organisn1s [11, 41, 81). For organisrns vvith identical 
diffusion tensors it is shown that the shear can have a destabilising effect, due to the 
non-standard diffusion tensors, contrary to the analysis in [24) for sin1ple Fickian 
diffusive behaviour in the reacting particles/ organisn1s. For the case of non-identical 
diffusion tensors, a vveakly non-linear extension is derived about the zero waventun-
ber, no-flow instability. The resulting an1plitude equation suggests that zero Inay 
not always be the critical ·wavenurnber and that criticality of the bifurcation is highly 
dependent on the non-linear reaction tenns. The work in this chapter generalises 
the results of Doering & Horst;heinke [24) and Spiegel & Zaleski [96] to swin1ming, 
spheroidal orga.nisn1s. 
In Chapter 4, the effects of turbulence and any inertial effects (buoyancy or 
density differences) is considered with regard to the initiation and subsequent prop-
agation of phytoplankton bloon1s. A stochastic Inodel for synthetic turbulence is 
en1ployed [62) and the derivation of the steady equation of rnotion for inertial or-
ganisnls in hmnogeneous turbulence is derived, as in Reigada et al. [91], and the 
different aggregation zones for inertial orga.nisn1s ai·e revealed. 
An analytical expression for the energy spectrun1 of inertial organis1ns inunersed 
in steady, isotropic turbulence is derived, using a waventnnber dependent diffusion 
approxitnation to the non-linearity in the Navier-Stokes equations first seen in the 
work by Powell & Okubo [88]. The expression yields results consistent with pre-
vious \Vork [53, 54) on 2D turbulent energy spectra. It is seen that any inertial 
differences bet;ween the phytoplankton and zooplankton act to try and separate the 
two species into different areas of the flo\v, t;hus aiding the oecurrence of a bloon1. 
xiii 
A stna.ll sized oscillatory bloon1 is observed with period of order 1 year suggesting 
that inertial/density differences [31, 65) between the plankton and the surrounding 
ocean can influence the fonnation of blomns. 
Using a continuun1 contact rate expression, based upon the inertial driven "rel-
ative" fluxes of the phytoplankton and zooplankton, and other well known spatial 
ｳｴｾ｡ｴｩｳｴｩ｣ｳ＠ the ten1poral changes in the contact rates and the spatial distributions of 
the planktonic species are studied. As expected, the blomn increases the contact 
rate of predat;or and prey and even ·when the spatial correlations suggest it ·would be 
decreasing due to inertial separation. Our contirnnun expression detects this as it 
is a dynatnic measure, based on ·where the plankton are n1oving t;o, not \-vhere they 
are. 
The e11'ect of a patchy environn1ent is studied first, in Chapter 5, for the situa-
tion ·where vve know explicitly the dynmnics of the plankton. VVe take a spatially 
discrete, coupled oscillator approach to the patchy dynarnics of plankton. Such 
systerns sho·w differing degrees of synchr·onised behaviour [6, 17, 50], depending 
on the strength of the coupling between the patches. Using a well known NPZ 
(Nutrient-Phytoplankton-Zooplankton) [26, 27, 102) tnodel for the patchy dynan1-
ics, we demonstrate that spatio-tetnporally varying patch dynarnics can arise from 
a variety of sources, including luw levels of coupling and even small levels of systmn 
noise. 
It is conjectured and ntunerically dmnonstrated that, for a general system of 
diffusively coupled oscillators, if the coupling is luw enough to see unsynchronised 
dynatnics in a localised area, we see the en1ergence of non-synchronous dynatnics 
xiv 
in the vvhole patch systen1. Large scale forcing has been suggested as a rnechanisn1 
that can induce the synchronisation of seerningly un-coupled populations [17, 32]. 
By adapting a test for the detection of so called generalised synchronisation first 
presented in Abarbanel et; al. [1], the non-linear 1nechanisn1 behind this forced 
synchrony is revealed, for both regular and chaotic dyna1nics. Also, the role of chaos 
is discussed in a general set;ting for patchy ecosysten1s. At least for two coupled NPZ 
systmns with different dyna1nical 1nodels, it appears that chaotic dyna1nics seen1s 
to facilitate the formation of sn1ooth, generally synchronised [94] dynamics between 
the patches more (overall) than regular dynamics. These results are discussed in 
the context of observed spatially coherent chaotic oscillations such as the celebrated 
Canadian hare-lynx [17, 49, 52] data set. 
The case where the dynarnics of the patches is not knovvn and, consequently all 
vve n1ight have is time series data. is studied in Chapter 6. Given only 1neasurements 
of the dyna.tnics of son1e patchy population, we present a \vay of trying to deal 
with the patchy data in a n1ore rigorous frmnework as 1nention of the inherently 
heterogeneous envirmunents being 1nea.sured [46, 90] is 1nade but is n1ostly ignored. 
A n1ethod of first distinguishing independent patch dyna1nics frmn detenninis-
tically related dynatnics is presented based on the algoritlun first seen in Pecora. 
ef; al. (78]. Given this detenninistic bond between the patches we then set about 
creating a tneta-population [90) tilne series representing the collective dynamics of 
the population. This ne\:1.7 tilne series is constructed so as to t;ry and preserve as 
rnuch of the individual dynatnics as possible. Using a non-linear prediction algo-
ritlun [18, 22, 87, 99] ideally suit;ed t.o possibly short data sets, we suggest this new 
XV 
tin1e series can be used to in1 prove short tenn predictions of general trends in the 
dynamics and also for the purposes of tnodel -fitt;ing. Pa.rt;icula.r at(;ention is given to 
using algoritluns that can be applied to relatively short data. sets, often a problen1 
in studying time series data. of ecosystmns. 
xvi 
1 
Introduction 
Plankton play a 1najor role in the global carbon cycle and are at the bottmn of a very 
long food chain. Also various planktonic species are food for 1nany species of fish 
larvae such as cod, vvhich cons.titutes an ever dwindling, yet econo1nically ilnportant 
htnnan food resource. These are just a few of the n1any reasons why rnuch research 
centres on t;he understanding of the processes that involve planktonic conununities. 
For instance blomns of phytoplankton, vvhich consist; of a possibly short lived yet 
often extreme increase in the phytoplankton population, can have devastating effects 
on t;he local fish populations (red tides) [57] but also help dictate the year class 
strength of a particular fish stock, by this we 1nean the abundance of fish relative to 
previous years. Fish eggs spawned dose to the location of a. phytoplankton blomn 
have a readily available food source when they hatch into larvae [57] and these 
excellent growth conditions can subsequently influence the ntnnber of juvenile fish 
that; recruit into the fish stock. One of the n1ost widely observed phenmnena is the 
"patchiness" of plankton, put n1ore fonnally that plankton populations vary spatially 
1 
as -vvell as tetnporally [33, 61, 66]. Also, the qualitative nature of this patchiness 
is very variable, fr01n regular to cmnplex (possibly chaotic) patterns [66, '71] to 
travelling fronts [16, 33] suggesting ｴｨ｡ｴｾ＠ 1nany difl'erent processes interact in various 
ways to produce such a variation of patterns. 
There is also a ·wealth of spatio-tetnporal scales to consider as vvell. For a n1ore 
cmnplete review of how the oceanographic and biological space and tilne scales 
overlap, the interested reader is referred to the articles by Folt & Burns [31] and 
Steele & Henderson [103]. The basic ideas are that, for length scales of around the 
order of lOin or less and tin1e scales in 1ninutes or less, the do1ninant influence is 
the individual behaviour of the plankton themselves. Factors such as s-vvin1n1ing, 
diel vertical tnigration and food location can cause 1nicro-patchiness [23) at the 
stnallest scales and are n1ore influential than say turbulence or tmnperature/sa.linity 
variations. As we 1nove to length scales of kilmnetres and above and titne scales on 
the order of days up to possibly years, the physics of the ocean begin to dmninate 
the proceedings. Fro1n the tneasuretnents of Okubo ['73], the turbulent "diffusion" at 
these scales is n1uch higher than any swinuning "diffusion" and so individual effects 
becon1e Inuch less iinportant. 
1.1 Modelling Plankto11.ic Populations 
The first step to n1odelling such processes would nonnally begin vvith developing 
a n1odel of the basic population interactions of the planktonic species. There are 
individual based 1nodels, -vvhich concentrate on the behaviour of each plankter -vvith 
2 
regards to its local envirorunental state [86, 111]. These type of n1odels are n1ore 
suited to the s1na.ller spatio-ternporal scales as this is ·where individual effects are 
tnost prmninent. \iVhile patchiness and turbulence occur at these srnaller scales [23], 
the ·work in this thesis concentrates n1ore on the larger scales so another tnethodology 
is required. 
In the late sevent;ies/early eight;ies, work such as that by Fasharn [29} and Steele 
and Henderson [101] concentrated on trying to n1odel the collective dynan1ics of the 
populations (tmnporally, spatially or both). Such an approach can either be discrete 
or continuous in tirne but, for exarnple, l;he tilne scale of changes in phytoplankton 
populations can be of the order of hours ·while changes in so1ne species of zooplankton 
are n1ore of the order of days [57]. Discrete titne 1nodels cannot fully capture, and 
can even rniss, sueh behaviour so a continuous in tilne set up is generally demned 
more appropriate. These latter types of ODE/PDE tnodels are the ones vve -vvill be 
eoncentrating 011. Such dynatnica.l systmn type n1odels allovv for rnore general ideas, 
such as different advective scenarios [2, 16, 71, 92], to be explored and also apply to 
a tnore general type of ecosystem rnodel [43] than an individual based tnodel would 
as tnean field type n1odels concentrate on generic population trends, as opposed to 
representing an individual plankter's behaviour. 
There are a variety of rnodels but most concentrate on representing either the 
biotnass of nu1;rient, phytoplankton and zooplankton (NPZ) (26, 27, 102] or simply 
the phytoplankton and zooplankton concentrations (PZ) [60, 66, 85, 107} with the 
nutrient included in the phytoplankton equation. Ivlore trophically cmnplex n1odels 
do exist and an excellent study of these can be found in [112]. The general structure 
3 
I 
of an NPZ 1nodel can be represented as follows: 
dN ( ) dt = -.ft JV, P) + f2(JV) + .{3(P, Z , 
(dlP = aJ1 (JV, P) -f:t (P)- j5(P, Z), 
-t 
dZ 
dt; = f3j5(P, Z)- /G(Z), 
(1.1) 
where JV, P and Z represent the bimnass of the nutrient, phytoplankton and zoo-
plankton respectively. 
The uptake of nutrient by phytoplankt;on is defined by the function / 1 while 
Inixing/sinking and excretion regeneration are contained in / 2 and f 3 , respectively. 
As an exatnple, [2'7] incorporated both nutrient saturation and phytoplankton self-
shading into the tenn h = aJV/(e+n)(b+cP). The excretion regeneration tenus are 
proportional to the t;rophically relevant predation functions .!5 and f 6 ·while sinking 
and/ or rnixing is generally ass tuned to be linearly related to the biotnass of the 
species. 
In the phytoplankton equation, l 1 incorporates both sinkingjn1ixing of phyto-
plankton to and frorn the upper mixed layer and both of which are usually assun1ed 
to relate linearly to the bi01nass. The function / 5 tnodels predation by zooplankton 
and can been tnodelled in a variety of fonns, frotn a silnple Lotka-Volterra tern1 
to lVIichaelis-lVIenten [60] to Holling type responses [26, 27, 107]. Finally, f 6 is the 
higher predation or "closure" tenn (n, ,Bare efficiency para.tneters) which represents 
zooplankton predation by species such as fish. Again, n1any types of tenn are used 
such as si1nple linear and quadratic tern1s [27) to the Holling type III functional re-
spouse [60). A good treattnent of the different functional fonns used in such n1odels 
can be found in [26, 27, 102]. 
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For PZ n1odels vve have a slighter sitnpler tetnplate and 
(1.2) 
with 91 usually being a logistic grovvth type term. Sitnila.r to (1.1), 92 represent;s 
zooplankton predation of phytoplankton and 93 the predation of zooplankton by 
higher predators and 'Y is an efficiency paran1eter. Popular choices for the functional 
fonn of 92 (P, Z) have been the IVIichaelis-11Ienten fonn [60], 92 (P, Z) = ZP/(p.+P), 
or the Holling type III fonn [107], 92 (P, Z) = ZP2/(Jt2 +P2). The Niichaelis-lVIenten 
form is a tnonotonica.lly increasing function while the Holling type III function gives 
a. sigtnoidal predator-prey response curve (with fl measuring 1;he prey saturation 
rate). For the closure tenn, 93 (P, Z), well used fonns are 93(Z) = dZ, dZ2 , and 
dZ2 I (v2 + Z 2), with 1.1 again lneasuring the sa(;uration level of zooplankton, \-Vith 
respect to the higher predator, and dis the rate of predation. For exatnple, the linear 
and quadratic closure tenns n1odel different responses by the higher predators to the 
atnount of prey present but differ in tha.t the quadratic tenn decreases quicker as the 
atnount of prey gets very small but also increases faster when there are tnore prey 
to be found. The linear response is less influenced by the atnount of available prey. 
Tenns such as the Holling type-III (;enn tnodel a quadratic response for lo-w-levels 
or prey which saturates (depending on the value of 1.1) as the prey becotues n1ore 
abundant. These particular t.ern1s have been seen to have a significant effect on the 
nature of the dynatnics of the systetn for both the pure ODE systen1s [GO, 107) and 
spatially extended systen1s [16, 61., 66, 71 ). 
1tlodels of the fonn sho·wn in (1.2) have displayed a variety of interesting proper-
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ties frmn Inultistablity, lhnit cycles and activator-inhibitor behaviour [60] to proper-
ties such as excitability [107]. Also, NPZ n1odels have been shovvn to exhibit various 
equilibria, lin1it cycles, chaotic oscillations and even cmnplex attractor coexistence 
[26, 27, 102] for a. variety of fonns of the function f6 . Figure (1.1) shows the change 
in the dyna.tnics for the NPZ model, with linear closure, first seen in [26] when vary-
ing the closure rate. \?ile see that; ever n1ore cmnplex oscillations can arise as vve 
increase the closure rate d, resulting in chaotic oscillations (arising frmn the usual 
period-doubling [25] route). 
\iVhen cmnbining these types of behaviour \vith diffusion and turbulent advection 
one can Ree the pattern fanning potential a.nd we shall address several of these 
mechanisms in this thesis. 
The advantages of using these PZ and NPZ Inodels is that they represent a low-
dinlensional \:vay of n1odelling generic aspects of the various species' dyna1nics. This 
sin1plicity will be ilnportant la.ter on in the thesis as we investigate the dynan1ics of 
many coupled plankton populations and also link a n1odel for the spatially hmno-
geneous phytoplankton-zooplankton dynan1ics to a stochast;ic n1odel for turbulent 
fluw. If the 1nodels are trophically to con1plex then the ntunerical and theoretical 
analysis of the systen1s becmnes considerably n1ore difficult. Also, with so tnany 
paratneters and influential processes, it becon1e increasingly difficult to say what 
process is causing the observed behaviour. 
This sitnplicity is also one of their obvious liinitations. In real situations, there 
are 1nany different types of phytoplankton; from sn1al1 algal cells O(J-un) up to 
larger diat;onls which are around t;he nun scale in size [57]. Also, the ntunber of 
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d = 0.14185 a·nd d = 0.142} 
species of zooplankton is huge and they have a varied array of sizes, shapes and 
behaviour [31] suggesting that siinply grouping thern into one species is smnetilnes 
an ovcrsirnplification. Intra-trophic effects such as cannibalisrn [46] are known to 
occur as well as the possibility of intra-trophic c01npetition. Both these topics have 
been touched upon, fr01n a rnodelling sense, in the work in [84, 85]. As long as we 
a re rnindful of both the applicability and results arising fr01n the use of these lo-vv-
clilnensional plankton n1odels, they represent a relatively sin1ple way of approaching 
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cmnplex systen1s 'vith possibly tnany interacting titne and length scales. 
1.2 Tt1rbulei1t Advection 
Turbulence is an integral factor in all studies of oceanic processes. However, a 
c01nplete theory of turbulence has still not been achieved. During the forties, fifties 
and sixties, t;he ·work of Kohnogorov (51], von Kannan [108] and Kraichnan (53, 54] 
began to reveal the cmnplex transfer of energy and s1nall scale structure in turbulent 
flow. For 3D turbulence, vve have the celebrated Kohnogorov k-5/ 3 decay in the 
energy spectnun for the inertial sub-range (in between the energy generating large 
scale eddies and the srnaller scales where viscosity takes precedence) and Kraichnan's 
[53] corresponding decay tenn in h:-3 for 2D turbulence. 
In tenus of silnulating turbulent flows, t;he natural starting point would be to 
turn our attention to the Navier-Stokes equations: 
) 1 2 BtU+(U·\1 U = --\l.P-gk-l-lJ\1 U, p . (1.3) 
\1· u = 0, 
where U is the fluid velocity, P is the pressure and the paratneters p, g and lJ repre-
sent density, gravity and dyna1nic viscosity, respectively. Vile can non-dilnensionalise 
(1.3) via the following re scalings; 
U=Uu, 17 = Ly, Z= Lz, LT 2 -t=- P=pU p, ll 
where U and L are representative velocity and length scales, respectively, of the 
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flovv. V·le now obtain the following ditnensionless fonn of (1.3): 
(1.4) 
V·u=O, 
with the diinensionless parmneters .9 = gL/U2 and the so-called R.eynolds nurnber 
Re = U L/TJ. As first observed by Reynolds [93] in experitnents, as the para1neter 
R.e is increased, the larninar solutions of (1.4) can bec01ne unstable to srnall per-
turbaUons. The resulting flows can be highly irregula.r (turbulent) and a review of 
the n1echanisrns involved in these transitions to turbulence, as \vell as a revie·w of 
the spectral properties touched upon here, can be found in [70]. Direct nun1erical 
sinnilation (DNS) of (1.4) is c01nputationally intensive and the existence and unique-
ness of solutions, even in si1nple 3-D geotnetries, has not yet been established. The 
rapidly increasing cotnplexity of solutions, as the Reynolds munber Re is increased 
[70], also n1eans we are usually restricted to relatively low R.eynolcls nurnber flows, 
which in turn lin1its the scales we can investigate. 
1.2.1 Turbulent diffusion 
Research has also centred on the general dispersive nature of turbulent flows both 
frorn a. theoretical [54, 88] and experiinental [73] viewpoint. In real life con1putations, 
t;he resolution of the cotnputational grid will be finite. Given son1e fixed grid spacing 
ｾＬ＠ the largest vvaventunber \ve can incorporate is k* = 27f / 6.. However, vvith using 
say the Kraichnan [53] energy spectnnn, E(k), 
(1.5) 
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Table .1.1: Relative clmninance of s-vvimrning & turbulent diffusion for a range of 
spatial scales. 
Spatial scale 0 (rn) or less 0(10 Tn) - 0(100 ｮｾＩ＠ O(kTn) 
Turbulence (DE) De:::; 5 x l0-'1 DEE (5 x 10-3 , lo-2) ｄｅｾ＠ 0.5 
Swimn1ing (Ds) Ds E (lo-ti, 10-2 ) Ds E (lo-tt, ＺｾＮｯＭ Ｒ Ｉ＠ Ds E (lo-4 , 10-2) 
the spectnnn tnay fall away to practically nothing vvell before the la.rgest wavenun1ber 
/i:*. This tneans vve are rnissing the dispersive effects on any particlesjorganisn1s be-
low this scale. One way around this is t.o use the relationship derived by Okubo [73), 
which uses rneasured dye dispersal to give an empirical equation for the horizontal 
"eddy" difl'usivity, for a given length scale. It \vas seen that the eddy difl'usivity, DE, 
\Vas proportional to Ll.15 , \vhere L is the length scale. This length scale dependent 
diffusivity can t;hen be used to tnodel turbulent dispersion at the relevant/necessary 
scales and has been utilised in [16, 66, ?1, 92] and will be used in chapters 3 & 4 in 
this thesis. In Table 1..1 we give a very rough idea of the spatial scales where the 
relevant dispersive behaviours; S\vimming a.nd turbulent, are dorninant, cmnparable 
or too srnall to have an effect. The swinuning "difl'usivity" , Ds, was calculated by 
first using the range of tnean swinuning velocities, 118 frotn the work on algal cells by 
Hill & Hader [40]. Their data suggested that Vs· E (10-2 , 10-1 )n1s-I, and that given 
son1e reorientation tilne Tr of 0(1 s), the s·win1ming cliffusivity can be approxitnated 
by the expression Ds = \i§T,., which leads to the range of values given in Table 1.1. 
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V\Te can see now that, at the s1naller scales of tnetres or less, that individual 
s-vvin1n1ing behaviour is likely to dmninate the dispersive nature of the plankton 
\:vhile as we increase the spatial scale, the influence of turbulent dispersion becmnes 
tnore iinportant until, for scales above a kilotnetre, the swin11ning nature of the 
plankton is virtually irrelevant. 
1.3 Altern.ative 1nodels of t11rbulence 
For tnany years, people have been looking into alternative tnethods of silnulating 
turbulent flows to qualitatively represent the n1ixing nature of turbulent flow, while 
sometitnes sacrificing either the non-linearity of the Navier-Stokes [62] equations 
or son1e of the statistical properties. Often, there are well defined flm:v features 
which dotninate the large scale nature of the circulation such as the north At-
lantic drift., w'it.h 1nore cmnplex (possibly turbulent) tnotion occurring at stnaller 
spat;ial/tetnporal scales. For exan1ple, shear flows occur frequentJy in the ocean and 
some papers have focused on a siinple, ilnposed shear drift with any stnaller scale 
turbulence efl'ects being tnodelled by a diffusive tenn. This situation was looked 
at in the general fonn in [24, 96], with regards to shear driven instabilities. With 
plankton having varying degrees of tnotility, shape and density [31, 65], it 1night 
be possible to see these shear driven instabilities at the s1naller spatial scales. This 
could happen because turbulent diffusion doesn't do1ninate, n1eaning there could be 
distinct differences in the dispersive behaviour of the interacting plankton. This can 
lead to t;he fonnation of Turing type patterns, especially in the presence of advec-
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tion as, in a chen1ical systetn n1odel exhibiting activator-inhibitor properties [95], 
this radically decreased the difference needed bet·ween the diffusion coefficients of 
the reactants to see an instability. The tnicro-patchiness of planktonic organisn1s 
has been investigated with regards to rnotile behaviour [68, 69] and shear effects 
on both diffusion of passive tracers [72] and on the diffusion of rnotile, spheroidal 
organisn1s [11, 42]. This vvork suggests that shear can accentuate even srnall dif-
ferences in svvinuning or shape characteristics. In [16], the breaking of excitation 
waves by simple shear flows \Vas suggested as a possible route to plankton patchiness 
so, specifically when considering large scales or the Sinaller scales where swimtning 
becomes more irnportant than turbulent diffusion, it. can be sin1pler to consider this 
type of flovv dichoton1y. By this n1e tnean where the larger scale features are nlod-
elled with a silnpler advection term and srnaller scale effects are 1nodelled via the 
diffusive tern1. 
1.3.1 Chaotic advection 
A sin1pler rnethod, than direct silnulation of the Navier-Stokes equations, for tnod-
elling cotnplex flo·ws has been t;he use of chaotic advection [19, '71, 76] (for a thorough 
review of the topic the interested reader is referred to the paper by Aref [5]). In 
[12), advection by a reduced n1odel for Langtnuir [55] circulations was considered as 
a rnechanistn driving plankton patchiness. Also, in [105] a chaotic n1odel for estu-
arine flow was ernployed in a study of the transport of pollutants down rivers. In 
this thesis, vve use the chaotic n1odel for La.ngrnuir circulations fron1 [12] to detnon-
strate that cmnplex flo\vs can greatly influence the aggregation and cont;acts rates of 
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plankton and that, for a c.ertain dass of c.haotic. flows, vve c.an gain some analytic.al 
insight into the transport of plankton and how this tnay relat;e to the environtnental 
c.onditions. 
\iVhen we have s01ne unbounded, inc.mnpressible chaotic. flow, u (possibly derived 
fron1 a Lagrangian viewpoint as in the Langtnuir n1odel), then the c.ontinuun1 systen1 
(1.6) 
'vith periodic boundary c.onditions is said to exhibit Lagrangian chaos, where c 
represents the c.onc.entration of the passive scalar and D is the difiusivity. 
1.3.2 Synthetic turbulence 
In [62], an algorithrn for developing "synthetic" turbulence wa.s proposed. This 
type of stoc.hastic. velocity field (54, 70] represents a departure frmn the non-linear 
approach of the N a vier-S tokes equations to developing a randmn flow with the rei-
evant statistic.al properties ( spatial correlations and the energy spectnrn1) being 
effec.tively iinposed upon the equations of n1otion. This tnethod basic.ally begins by 
representing t;he spatio-tetnporal evolution of the strean1 function [70} a.s a Langevin 
(36] equation such as the following, 
(1.7) 
where IJ is the kinen1atie viscosity, /\ is a length seale paratne(;er and ((r, ·t) is a 
Gaussian white noise. The 1najor advantage of this type of rnethod is that;, while 
being easy to impletnent; (relative to the integration of (1.4)), the statistical prop-
erties of the flo,v suc.h as the energy spec.tnun c.a.n be defined through the choice of 
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the stirring operator, Q[·]. This is a kind of reverse approach in that the equation of 
tnotion is constructed so as to contain the suitable statistical properties required of 
the fiow. Another advantage is that vve can also readily control the relevant length 
and tiine scales of the flow using stochastic calculus [62). This Inakes it ideal for 
our purposes as '"e want a realistic n1odel for turbulence but also one ·where vve can 
exert strict control over the tin1e and length scales. vVe will thus be incorporating 
etnpirical data into the full reaction-diffusion-advection sirnulations in chapter 4. 
A final point to consider is that both zooplankton and phytoplankton have dif-
ferent viscous and inertial properties [31, 65) to the surrounding oceanic n1edium. 
In (63), the equation of rnotion for a spherical particle in a non-unifonn flow field 
was derived and, using this equation, it was seen in [91, 97] t;hat heavy and light 
particles/orga.nisms will acctunulate in different a.reas of the flow which could result 
in non-unifonn spatial distributions and other possible effects depending on the type 
of reaction dynatnics considered. Phytoplankton bloon1 occurrence, patchiness and 
predator-prey contact rates are all factors likely to be influenced by such processes. 
Also, turbulent energy has been sho-wn to be generated, certainly in 2D turbu-
lence which we consider, inside the large scale eddies. \'Vith the biased aggregation 
of inertial organisn1s being highly dependent on the vorticity [91], there tnay well 
be sorne effect on the energy spectra of inertial organistns inunersecl in turbulent 
flow. This idea was touched upon, frotn the point of view of spectral changes clue 
to reaction dynamics, by Pm;vell & Okubo [88] for passive tracers and is son1ething 
we wish to explore in this thesis ·when we consider non-passive inertial organisn1s. 
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1.4 Patch Dyna1nics 
The analysis of plankton patchiness is not finished vvhen the patches have fonned. 
In 1nost cases there will be son1e fonn of coupling betvveen the patches. This cou-
piing could appear in n1any guises such as diffusion [66] or cross-predation/higher 
predation similar to the intra-trophic. ideas investigated in [84, 85]. Also, in tnany 
cases a (spatial) continuun1 approach tnay not be advisable so, to have a broader 
definition of patchiness, it 1nay be better to consider a spatially discrete set up. As 
an example, the coupling between patches 1nay be a result of higher predatory effects 
such as highly tnobile fish schools [61]. In this case the patches Inay be separated 
by large (relative to the size and n1otile ability of the patch inhabitants) distances, 
s01nething not incorporated into a spatially continuous n1odel. Also, in a continutun 
sense, siinple isotropic diffusion does not allow one to vary the directional strength 
of the pateh coupling. A spatially discrete set up also allows for easier analysis, 
both nmnerical and analytical, as it requires solving a systen1 of ODEs as opposed 
to solving a con1plex, non-linear PDE. 
Assmning that \Ve can represent the planktonic populations as continuous-in-
tilne variables, a 1-D patch lattice can be represented as the following: 
s.i = G .i (Si) + L rj(Sj, Si), 
j 
i # j. (1.8) 
Here, S.i represents the populat;ions of patch i, the vector valued functions Gi ( ·) 
are the reaction dynatnics and the patch coupling is represented by the rj(·). VVe 
can further break this into two distinct scenarios: 
1. V\Te choose explicit fonns for the G .i ( ·) and r j ( ·). 
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2. VVe know nothing of the fonn of the G.i(·) and rj(·) and all vve have is exper-
itnental data. 
In the first case, we have a systen1 of (possibly 1nany) coupled oscilla1;ors. Such 
systmns are known to exhibit various forn1s of synchTonisation [6, 34, 77, 82]. This 
could be phase synchronisation [83], where all the oscillators lock phases. This par-
ticular type of behaviour has been observed in nature, the often quoted Canadian 
hare-lynx [17, 49, 52] data sho-ws strong phase siinilarity over a very large spatial 
satnpling range. Transitions fro1n synchronous to non-synchronous dynamics have 
been seen in a variety of systmns such a.s electrical [8] and biological [17] systen1s 
and for a variety of different n1echa.nisms such as low coupling strength, patch pa-
ratneter differences and low-level systmn noise. It is conceivable that such a loss 
of synchronicity in the stna1ler scale patchy dyn<:unics could result in larger scale 
spatio-te1nporal variability and this idea is investigated, for a variety of different 
scenarios in chapter 5. 
Full synchronisation is where the oscillators' dynan1ics are asymptotically iden-
tical but there is a more relaxed form called geneTalised synchronisation [1, 78, 94] 
where the oscillators a.re asytnptotically related via son1e suitable continuous (possi-
bly differentiable) function. This n1eans that the collective and individual dyna1nics 
could evolve in a munber of difl'erent \Vays, depending on the fonn and strength of 
the coupling. 
For the second case, all we have is experin1ental n1ea.sure1nents of the populations 
and in the extren1e case we 1nay only have data on one of the patch inhabitants. 
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This can be overcome thanks to the ·work of Takens [1 06], vvho proved that one could 
etnbed the dynan1ics of a single rneasuretnent function of one systen1 variable into 
a suitably higher clitnensional space. Basically it 1neant that one could reconstruct, 
under certain conditions, the dynamics of a possibly high-dilnensional dynarnical 
syst.em using just one of the tneasured variables. 
Given these tiine series n1easurernents fron1 various patches it vvould be helpful 
to know if the dynan1ics of the patches are detenninistically linked (generally syn-
chronised) or if they evolve in an unrelated rnanner. In the case of the previously 
tnentioned Canadian hare-lynx data, the populations are in generalised synchro-
nisation via phase synchronisation. Also, Fox ef; al. [32] observed high levels of 
synchrony in the recruittnent ｴｾｩｬｮ･＠ series of plaice ( Ple'u.r·o·nectes platessa L.) around 
the British Isles. This was detected using a variant on the correlation of the tirne 
series but this only tests for sotne level of linear relationship between the two time 
series. As in the hare-lynx data, the relationship could be highly non-linear but 
still detenninistic and the correlation approach rnay yield lovv results while a strong 
bond between the two titne series tnay be present. This suggests a rnore non-linear 
approach to patchy thne series analysis tnight be advantageous. 
Being able to distinguish the two types of behaviour would be advantageous, for 
a runnber of reasons. Firstly, when averaging the individual behaviour to obtain 
a view of the collective systern we should perhaps use a diB:'erent approach for the 
uncorrelated patch evolution than for the generally synchronised systern. The need 
for a rnore rigorous approach to create a representative tin1e series leads on to 
the second reason. There has been recent work \vith regards to fitting ecological 
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n1odels to obtained planktonic data [20, 46] to see what type of density dependent 
processes are possibly at vvork. Also, rnodel fitting fonns the backbone of nu"tny 
stock assessrnents of fish stocks which are known to reside in son1etimes distinct 
populations inside the rnanagetnentfassesstnent area [90]. Given son1e discretely 
rneasurecl data of the population of plankton Sn = (JJn, Zn), we 1night \vant to fit 
this data to some specific rnodel for the plankton populations, e.g. Sn = (Pn, Zn) 
and Sn+l = g(Sn)· If (J denotes some panuneter(s) of the explicit rnodel g then to 
rnaxitnise the goodness of the fit we would ideally want to rninirnise the error between 
the data and the n1odel variables. Put; n1ore fonnally, let the (titne discrete) residual 
rn = Sn - Sn· vve would like to calculate the parameter vector (J which Ininilnises 
the least squares error, e2 (0), where 
N N ( , 2 ｾ＠ )2) 2(0) = L .Ty-1 . = L (Pn- Pn) + (Zn- Nn e In In ? ? , 
a-- a--
n=l n=l P _:; 
(1.9) 
where V is the variance [36] 1natrix which re-scales the error in the event of highly 
variable data as rna.ny n1inirnisation algorithn1s [89} can be highly affected by badly 
scaled variables. Even if patches are generally synchronised, sarnpling data fron1 
different ones (effectively randon1 spa.tial sampling) or just one patch repeat;edly (a 
fixed tneasuretnent station perhaps) n1ay yield a data set that is not cmnpletely 
representative of the meta-patch dyna1nics. Also, silnply taking the sarnple n1ean 
of the patch populations could bias the dynatnical behaviour of the patch systenL 
\i\That \Ve would like to consider is a way of systetnatica.lly differentiating the nature 
of the patch dynatnics and then creating a representative tneta-population for the 
purposes of short-tenn predictions and rnodel fitting. The 1nethod should also be 
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able to deal 'with issues such as phase/delay effects, gaps in the data and so on. 
Using the idea of delay reconstruction [25, 99, 106] of a systmn's clynatnics frmn a 
single species rneasurmnent and powerful predictive techniques [18, 22, s·7, 99] from 
the non-linear theory of titne series analysis we can try and factor these effects into 
the tneasurmnentjprediction/fitting processes. 
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2 
Chaotic advection and patchiness: An example 
case using a reduced Lagrangian model for 
Langmuir circulations 
A popular alternat;ive to direct siinula.tion of the Navier-Stokes equations has been 
the use of chaotic advection and for an excellent review of the subject the reader is 
referred to the paper by Aref [5]. In [12], advection by a reduced n1odel for Langtnuir 
(55] circulations was considered as a tnechanistn driving plankton patchiness. Also, 
in [105], a cha.otic n1odel for estuarine flow vvas etnployed in a study of the transport 
of pollutants down rivers. Chaotic fluid flo-vv tnodels have a wide range of uses, 
particularly in physics and engineering [5, 76] and increasingly in advective tnodels 
of planktonic dyn<:unics [2, 33, 71]. In this chapter vve extend the ideas presented in 
(:1.2] by perfonning a ｾｴｩ･ｬｮｩｫｯｶ＠ analysis [19, 109) of the chaotic fl<Jw, resulting frotn 
a titne dependent perturbation to the steady dynan1ics. This analysis, for a litnited 
range of pararneters, can then be used to predict the qualitative behaviour [19] of 
the chaotic transport of plankton inunersed in the flo"\v. 'lve also use the analysis to 
predict when any n1otile "diffusive" behaviour is likely to have any noticeable effect 
and ho'v this ultitnately depends on the enviromnental conditions. 
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l\IIany of the statistical aspects, such as the energy spect;run1, are absent ·with 
such a phenOinenologica.l approach, cotnparecl to a Navier-Stokes based tnodel, but 
tnany of the qualitative features of the proble1n n1ay be captured vvith a good design 
for the particular flow n1odel [105]. A silnple exan1ple would be the following reduced 
Lagrangian model fr01n [12] for Langtnuir circulations, here (x, iJ, z) = (u, v, w) and 
u = 1 + z- C cos(1rz) - B cos(1ry), 
v = A 1f cos( 1rz )sin( 1ry), (2.1) 
w = -A 1r sin( 1f z)cos( 1ry), 
where A represents the circulation speed and both B and C can be expressed in 
tenns of A., [12]. This reduced rnodel represents the leading order tenus in a non-
linear analysis of the full equations for La.ngn1ltir circulations by Leibovich et al. 
[58]. \i\Thile containing none of the te1nperature and solute terms it serves as a 
useful approxilnation to the convection cells resulting fr01n the initial instability in 
the full set of PDE's defining Langtnuir circulations. The instability arises as the 
wind driven circulation overc01nes the stabilising vertical tCinperature stratification, 
giving rise to Rayleigh-Bernard type convection rolls in the vertical plane but; ·with a 
varying drift in the (forward) horizontal direction. Since the flow is independent of 
x, we can effectively ignore the ·u, tenn and we can consider the follovving Rayleigh-
Bernard stream function (Hainiltonian) for the n1otion in the (y, z) plane: 
Q? = A sin( 1r z )sin( wy), (2.2) 
such t.hat v = fJ<DjfJz and ·w = ＭＸｾｔ＿ＯＸｹＮ＠ In figure (2.1), son1e the steady streatnlines 
in the convection rolls in the (y, z) plane are plotted. 
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Figure 2.1: Steady convection rolls ·in the (y, z) plane in Langm:air· ciTc·ulations, 
A=O.J. 
To sitnulate the effect of son1e periodic wind current in the y-direction we can 
perturb the systen1 via the following, 
Ynew = Yold + cf(l:)(z + 1), (2.3) 
where f(t) is just; t;he tilne-periodic function j(t) = cos(wt). The tenn in (z + 1) is 
there to sinnlla.te the fact that the influence of the transverse wind current decreases 
·with depth, effectively dying away as we reach the lovver boundary. Assun1ing that 
the magnitude of the perturbation c is stnall, we n1ay Taylor expand in c about Yolcl 
t;o first order and we obtain 
<I>€ =A sin(7rz)sin(1ry) + cAj(t)1r(z + l)sin(7rz)cos(1ry), (2.4) 
·which gives a strearn function si1nilar to the one used in [19] to study chaotic trans-
port in the "even'' Rayleigh-Bernard instability. 
Time dependent perturbations of Han1iltonian systen1s often display coherent 
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Figur 2.2: Non- cap ar a (black) and rnixing region (grey- cal ) of th Poin ar· 
map of th flow d fin din (2.4). Here w = 1.2 c = .1 and A= .1. 
Th non- a1 (bla k) r ·wn in figur (2.2) ar mad up of h KAM t ri w , 
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Fi ·ur 2.3: Orbit (under- the action of the Poincar-e rnap) of initial condition zn 
both the rnixing and r tainin,g r gion . Here w = 1. 2 £ = 0.1 and A = 0 .1. The 
d form d ciTcl ｾ＠ repr nt the K AM tori with th points b ing th orbits ubje t to 
chaotic adv ction (Arnold dijJu ion) . 
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2.1 Turnstile lobe dyrtamics 
After perturbation, the heteroclinic connection between the saddle points at (y, z) = 
(n1r, 0) and (y, z) = (n1r, -1) disappears and the respective stable and unstable 
rnanifolds separate. For a critical value of E, the two rnanifolds -vvill be tangent to 
each other and after this critical value they will intersect transversely [19, 109). This 
gives rise to the creation of lobes as shown in figure (2.4). These "turnstile" lobes 
dictate the ge01netry of the non-escape area as an organisn1 .tnay only leave its initial 
cell via these lobes. This can be seen fro1n figure (2.2) as we can visualise the lobes 
surrounding the black regions. Since these turnstile lobes dictate inter-cellular flux it 
·would be helpful to calculate the area of the lobes to try and quantify the transport 
of particles between adjoining Langrnuir cells. The previously described lobes tnove 
in and out of neighbouring cells, under the action of the flow, and to estirnate their 
area we can use the fact that E is stnall [109). This rneans that, with relatively weak 
constraints on the size of E, we can ensure that the lobes are contained entirely in 
one region as the perturbation is not very strong, see figure (2.4). 
The notation used in figure (2.4) is defined as follovvs; the lobe Li,i±l denotes 
the lobe in region R1. that, after one iteration (of tirne length T = 27r /w) of the 
Poincare mapping of the How defined in (2.4), will be c01npletely contained in the 
adjoining region Ri±l· By n1aking c srnall, we can guarantee that each lobe will 
satisfy the conditions Li,·i±l c Ｍ ｾ＠ and :F(Li,·i±l) c ｾﾱ｢＠ where :F denotes the 
Poincare n1apping. 
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of how lobes a:re fonned from. the tangling of the stable and un-
stable ·manifolds (see tea.:t). The ｳ｣ｨ･ｮｾｯＮｴｩ｣＠ is set in the vertical (y, z) plane. 
2.1.1 Lobe dynan1.ics and Lagrangian chaos 
The observed chaotic behaviour in such systen1s arises fron1 the creation of horseshoe 
[19, 25, 109] type sets as the stable and unstable tnanifolds begin to acctunulate on 
one another close t;o the hyperbolic fixed points. Even though these horseshoe sets 
have zero Lebesgue [28] 1neasure, any orbits getting close to then1 experience a 
transient period of stretching and folding by these horseshoes, "\vhich causes the 
observed chaotic n1otion. 
However, if we vvere considering some unbounded array of these Langn1ltir cells 
this would not be chaotic n1otion in the strictest sense as, even though we have 
exponential sepa.ration of nearby initial conditions, the orbits are unbounded. The 
usual notion of chaotic tnotion is that this n1ust happen on smne co1npact don1ain or 
1nanifold [25, 109]. The iinposition of periodic boundary conditions at the edges of 
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the Langrnuir cell deals with the requiren1ent for a non-cmnpact dornain, and hence 
we can see so-called Lagrangian chaos for orbits in the rnixing regions. 
2.2 Melnikov analysis and particle mixing 
In this section, -vve shado·w the analysis of Carnassa & \iViggins [19] with application 
to the systen1 defined by the strean1 function in (2.4). 
FirsUy, vve use the fact that we can cmnpute the distance, nonnal to the un-
perturbed heteroclinic connection, bet"\veen the perturbed stable and unstable n1an-
ifolds, ｈｬ［ＧｾＨｳｦＩＬ＠ nr;'·(sf) respectively, of the saddle points, sf, located at (y, z) = 
(n1r, 0) and (y, z) = (n7r, -1), and n E z. Note that this n1ethod does not involve 
solving the full set of equations governing the flo\v, but does utilise the fact that the 
perturbed systern can be split into the stun of two Harniltonians as follows; 
cJ?e = Ho(Y, z) + cli1 (y, z, t). (2.5) 
｜ｾｔ･＠ will denote the distance bet\veen the perturbed rnanifolds as d( T, c), vvhere 
T E ｾ＠ paran1eterises the unperturbed heteroclinic connection, q0 ( -T), so 
(2.6) 
Let ｾＨ＠ -T) and ｾ ﾷ Ｈ＠ -T) denote the perturbed pararneterisations of the stable 
and unstable rnanifolds, respectively. The actual distance between the stable and 
unstable n1anifolds .is just II ｱ ｾ Ｈ＠ -T) - ｾＨ＠ -T) II but to calculate this would require 
solving the equations of n1otion, a considerably difficult task. The basic idea of 
lVIelnikov's n1ethod [19, 109] is to replace this with a signed tneasure of the distance, 
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d( T, £), betvveen the stable and unst9-.ble n1anifolds pe·rpendiculaT to the unperturbed 
heteroclinic connection, q0 ( -T), so 
(2.7) 
where f( -T) = (8zl-Io( -T), -Byl-Io( -T)) is the unperturbed dynatnics. Using the 
fact that the manifolds vary di-fferentiably vvith the perturbation £ [110], it follows 
that we tnay Taylor expand the bracket in (2.7) as£ is srnall and 
(2.8) 
with the gradients evaluated at £ = 0. The variational equation for small perturba-
tions to the original heteroclinic orbit is given by the following, 
(2.9) 
and [ , ]P is the Poisson bracket. If we now integrate this over the whole of tin1e we 
obtain the Nfeln:ikov function [109] defined as, 
00 
l\1 ( T) = J [I-I 0 ( y (-!;) , z ( t)) , I-I 1 ( y (I;) , z ( t) , -t + T)] p dt, (2.10) 
-00 
and finally from [19, 109) we have that, 
A1(T) 2 
d(T,£) = £ 11\l.TJo(Y(-T),z(-T))II + O(£ ), (2.11) 
where II · II is the Euclidean nonn on JR2 . 
For a rnore cmnplete overview of the definitions and theory used in this chap-
ter the interested reader is referred to the book by \iViggi ns [110]. The 1vielnikov 
function is an indicator of the distance between the stable and unstable tnanifolds 
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perpendicular to the unperturbed 1nanifold and, to O(c-2 ), gives the location of the 
heteroclinic points. In fact, the intersections of l;he stable and unstable 1nanifolds, 
again to O(c-2), are silnply the zeros of J11(T). This can be visualised by applying the 
iinplicit function theoretn. If there exists aT* such that J11(T*) = 0 (87 J11(T*) =/= 0) 
then the tnanifolds lllltst intersect transversely within in an c:-neighbourhood of 
(y( -T*), z( -T*)). Finally, we can calculate an estilnate for the lobe area, J-L(L). 
T}+l 
fl ( L) = E J 111 ( t) dt + 0 ( .::2), (2.12) 
Tj 
·where Tj+l and Tj are tvi'O consecutive zeros of J11(T) and Lis any lobe. The l\!Ielnikov 
function and hence the lobe area a.re independent of the particular heteroclinic 
connection. VVe usc the following para1neterisation fron1 [19] for the unperturbed 
heteroclinic orbit, q0(t- T), 
1 . 
y(t- T) = 0, z(t- T) = - sin- 1(sech(A1rt)). 
1f 
(2.13) 
\Ale no'rv evaluate [I10(y(t), z(t)), I-I1(y(-t), z(t), t)]P at i = t + T and substitute 
this panuneterisatjon into (2.10) to obtain an expression for 111(T), 
00 
M(r) = ./ ( A:1r3 sin(2 sin-1(scch(A1rt))) cos(w(t + r)) (;_-sin - 1(sech(A1rt)) + 1) 
(2.14) -oo 
+A21r2 cos(w(t + r))sech2 (A1rt) ) dt. 
Firstly, \Ve deal with the a·wkward tenn in sin(2sin-1(sech(A7rt))). Trivially, let 
0/2 = sin-1 (sech(A1rt)) so sin(0/2) = sech(A1r·t). \Vhat Ｌｾｾ･＠ then need to calculate is 
the value of sin(O) and we use the half-angle fonnula, 
. 2u 
s1n(O) = -1 ?' + ｵｾ＠
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(2.15) 
·where 'l./, = tan(B/2). All vve need to calculate tan(B/2) is cos(B/2) and by considering 
the triangle with a hypotenuse of length 1 and an opposite side of length sech(A1rt) 
(i.e. the angle is e /2), the adjacent side must be of length tanh(A7ri:). This Ineans 
that cos(B /2) = tanh(A1rt) and, after substituting ·u = tan(B /2) = sin(B /2)/ cos(B /2) 
into (2.15) we find that 
sin(B) = tanh(A1r·t)sech(A1r-t:). (2.16) 
'lVe then proceed by expanding the tenn cos ( w (1; + T)) in t.enns of sines and 
cosines. By syste1natically integrating by parts and using a con1bination of IVIAPLE 
calculat;ions and t;he fact that an odd trigonmnetric function integrated between the 
lhuits ±oo vanishes, \Ve arrive at the following reduced version of (2.14), 
00 
M(T) = A?T2wsin(wT) / sech(A?Tt) cos(wt) dt 
-00 
00 
+A2?T2 cos(wT) j sech2 (A?Tt) cos(wt) dt, 
-00 
(2.17) 
The integrals in (2.17) can nm:v be analytically con1puted by using the 1nethod 
of residues [104]. To do this, we 1nove the integrals in the the cornplex plane and 
the first integral in (2.17) is changed as follows, 
00 00 j. ;· cosh ( iwt) sech(A1rL) cos(w·t) d-t = dL, 
. cosh( A1rt) (2.18) 
-00 -00 
and by standard hyberbolic/exponential identities this further reduces to the fol-
lowing tvvo integrals: 
(2.19) 
-oo -00 
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VVe integrate around the contour defined by the peritneter of the rectangle defined 
by its vertices at R, R + i/A., -R + 'i/A and -R. By Cauchy's residue theore1n 
[104], this contour integral is equal to 27ri tilnes the stun of the residues of the poles 
(contained inside the contour) of the integrand. The poles of the integra.nds in (2 .19) 
are given by the zeros o[ cosh(A1r-t;) which are t: = i/2A. By letting R -t oo, the 
integrals frotn ±R to ±R+ i/ A vanish. By tnaking the follo·wing coordinate changes; 
t -t -z + ·i/ A and z = -:c [104], the integrals in (2.19) becotne 
(1+ e-wfA) (leA'"" ｾＺＭ［ｨ･ｸ＠ dx + 1 ･ａＢｸ･ｾＺｾａ＿ｔｸ＠ dx) = 27r(L res ｃｾＩ＠ (2.20) 
\vhere the smn represents the stun of the residues of the two integrands. 
The residues [104] of the two integrands are given by e-w/2!-l/27riA and ewf2A /27riA, 
respectively. It is the sum of the integrals in the bracket of (2.20) vve are interested 
in so, a.fter dividing both sides by 1 + e-tv/A and a little algebra, we fina.lly obtain 
the following expression for the int;egral in (2.18). 
00 l sech(A1r-t) cos(wt) dt =· ｾ＠ sech(w/2A), (2.21) 
-00 
a.s was obtained in [19, 109]. 
As for the second integral in (2.17), by integration by parts we find that 
00 00 
/ sech2 (A1rt) cos(wt) dt = w / tanh(A1rt) sin(wt) dt, (2.22) 
-oo -oo 
and using the the hyperbolic identities sin(wt) = sinh(iwt)/i and tanh= sinh/ cosh 
,:ve arrive at; a. silnilar con1plex exponential integral to that seen in (2.19) 
]_ (JCJ<? e(1rA+iw)t + e{1fA+itv)t / 00 e(1r1l-·iw)t + e{itv-7rfl)t ) 
ＭｾＭＭｾＭＭ dt- dt 2i e·4.1ft, + e-.rl1rt eA1rt + e-fl1ft · 
oo -oo 
(2.23) 
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As before, the poles of the in tegra.nds are at t = i /2A and using the satne tvvo 
coordinate changes, we apply Cauchy's residue theoren1 to obtain the following, 
00 j' 1 sech2 (A1ri:) cos(wt) dt = A cosech(w/2A). (2.24) 
-oo 
So we can now define our l\!Ielnikov function, using (2.19), (2.21) and (2.23) as 
i\if(T) = 1r2w (sin(w,-)sech(w/2A) +A cos(wr)cosech(w/2A)), 
whose zeros are given by 
1 
T =- tan- 1(-Acoth(w/2A)) + n1r, 
w 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
and nEZ. The first expression in (2.25) is, apart from the factor of 1r2 due to 
the different expression for the strean1 function frmn that given in [19]", the satne 
as that found for the l\IIelnikov function in the Catnassa & \iViggins paper (19] on 
titne-perturbed Rayleigh-Bernard systen1s. They used a non-depth dependent per-
turbation and the effect of the use of the depth dependent perturbation appears in 
the second expression in (2.25). 
The zeros of the l\!Ielnikov function are as n1entioned the location, to order c:2 , of 
the heteroclinic points. Here we have infinitely 1nany zeroes which suggested that 
Vi'e do indeed have tangling of the 1nanifolds. So, again to O(c:2), the area contained 
in one turnstile lobe is found by integrating the l\!Ielnikov function between two 
consecutive zeros. Vve note that this estin1ate to the area of a lobe is well defined 
as it doesn't depend on the choice of zeros between which you integrate. 
There is a closed fonn expression for the lobe area ( co1nputed in MAPLE) but 
it is too long to show here. Figure (2.5) plots the escape area (due to lobe transport 
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Figure 2.5: PTed·iction of the lobe non-escape m·ea, .1-p,(L), as a function, of w }rom. 
the lvf elnikov analysis. 
1 - J-L(L)) as a function of the forcing frequency w, which predicts ahnost no inter-
cellular flux for very stnall w, but this flux increases to a Inaxin1un1 around w = 0.15 
and decreases tnonotonically ·with increasing forcing frequency. \¥e can only check 
this for a relatively stnall range of w because as vve increase the forcing frequency 
the role of the secondary intersection points play their part. For the silnple set up 
in figure (2.4), we are considering only the prilnary intersection points, (PIPs), of 
the 1nanifolcls. Ho·wever, near the saddle points as the 1nanifolds accunntlate on each 
other, secondary tangencies occur and the creation of secondary intersection points, 
(SIPs). These in turn fonn new lobes v\'hich, as w increases, have an increasing effect 
on the inter-cellular flux. 
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Figure 2.6: Num.eTica.l plot of lhe non-escape ar·ea as a function of w. 
In figure (2.6), -vve ntunerically plot the non-escape area of the Langtnuir cell, as 
a function of t;he forcing frequency w. Since only the lobe formed by the heteroclinic 
connection around (y, z) = (0, 1/2) will play any real part in the lobe transport 
(because lobes close to the saddle point;s quickly fonn secondary and tertiary tan-
gencies and play little part in the shnple transport set up based on PIP's) we expect 
sotne agreetnent bet·ween figures (2.5) and (2.6). This is the case, but; only for a 
srnall range of values of w due to the increasing influence of the secondary /tertiary 
lobe dynatnics. The qualitative fon11 of the graph in figure (2.6) can change with the 
resolution and definition of vvhen a particle has "escaped" the Langtnuir cell. In all 
cases in this chapter, the cotnputational grid had 500 x 500 cells and we defined es-
cape t.o n1ean escape after 100 iterations of the Poincare tnap. Thus vve hypothesise 
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that, at least for sn1all w, the differences in the rnnnerical and analytical predictions 
of the non-escape area are largely due to resolution (both spatial and tmnporal). 
This suggests that such an analysis has a fairly lin1ited scope of applicability 
as it relies on both sn1all perturbations c < 1 and low frequency variations in the 
perturbations w << 1 due to the silnplistic asstnnptions on transport in the flmv. 
2.3 Cl1.aotic transport versus diffusion 
So far, we have only considered the transport of passive scalars via the turnstile lobes 
but vvhen, if at; all, n1ust we also consider diffusion? To con1pare the dmninance of 
particle transport by lobe dynatnics or diffusion, [109] considered the tin1e scale of 
transport. across a particular lobe. Intuitively, if vve have smne particle/organism 
vvith diffusivity D, then the tilne (;aken to diffuse across a lobe is given by Tv and 
(2.2?) 
where d(T, c), as defined in (2 .11), is effectively the width of (;he lobe. Now T, the 
t;irne taken for a lobe to rnove frmn one region to the adjoining region is the period 
of oscillat;ion of the forcing oscillation so T = 21f jw. 
Now, if lobe transport dmninates diffusion, ｔｶｾ＠ T. To investigate if and when 
this is true we first fix T = ｾＬ＠ this sin1ply ensures that our reference point for the 
4 
value of d(T,c) is non-zero. Novv, cornbining equations (2.11) and (2.25), we have 
the following expression for the ratio of the diffusive and advective tin1e-scales; 
Tv 
T 
c21fw3 W1f W1f 2 
2DA2 (sin ( 4) sech(w/2A) +A cos ( 4 ) csch(w/2A)) 
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(2.28) 
In figure (2.'7), we plot the ratio Tn/T where we set D = 10-4n12s-1 (a typical 
s'rvinlining diffusivity for algal cells [40]) and A = E = 0.1. Vve see that, to begin 
·with, for s1nall w, t;he ratio is zero as we have transport prilnarily by diffusion. VVith 
increasing w, the lobes soon begin to dmninate transport reaching a peak at around 
w = 0.4. The reason this differs fron1 the n1axilnum lobe area predicted in figure 
(2.5) is because (2.2'7) asstnnes that the lobe is square in shape, when in reality it 
can fonn very con1plicated shapes. At t.his value of w, the diffusion plays a lesser 
role in the 1nixing of the systen1. However, as vve exceed this resonant value of the 
forcing frequency, the lobe area reduces and diffusion becmnes the don1ina.nt force 
with respect to particle mixing. 
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Figure 2.'7: ｄｾｬｦ｡ｳｩｶｩｴｹｪ｡､ｶ･｣ｴｩｯｮ＠ To.tio a.na.lytica.lly obtained frorn the lVI elnikov a.na.l-
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2.4 Conclusions 
There is sotne c01npelling field evidence to support the idea of chaos helping to 
cause the patchiness of plankton observed in oceans and la.kes. Franks [33] showed 
pictures of lake dwelling planktonic populations vvi th a spatial distribution consisting 
of nU:t,ny deformed filatnents of plankton bion1ass, smnething ·widely observed in the 
passive advection of particles by chaotic n1otions [5, 76]. Also, such reduced/tnade-
to-Ineasure tnodels like those present;ed by Bees .[12] and Stirling [105] can capture 
the qualitative features of the relevant systen1 quite well, such as regions of high 
mixing and regions of aggregation. \iVhile direct nun1erical sitnulation of t;he Navier-
Stokes equations, even in sitnple geo1netries, still rmnains such an intensive process 
\Ve will need viable alternatives when studying the n1otion of organisn1s in specific 
situations. 
\".Te discussed how son1e of these 1nodels of chaotic advection can give rise to 
regions of organisrn aggregation (KAlVI tori) and regions of strong, cotnplex mixing 
(regions where ＧｾＧ･＠ see Arnold diffusion). Both these processes are of interest \vith 
regard to the dynatnics of aclvected plankton as these two processes can highly 
influence the patchiness of the systen1 and the factors such as the phytoplankton-
zooplankton contact rates, both are factors seen to influence phytoplankton blomn 
fonnation [57, 92]. 
In some cases, analysis of the transport and tnixing of the organisms can be 
perfonned but not always. The iVIelnikov analysis perfonned in this chapter relies on 
the tnagnitude of the perturbation (in this case£) being sn1all. Also, it was observed 
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that, by con1paring the analytical estimates of cell flux due to lobe transport and 
nun1erically rneasured estin1ates, the accuracy of the analytical estiinates was highly 
dependent on the frequency of the perturbation, w, to the steady ､ｹｮ｡ｾｮｩ｣ｳＮ＠ There 
was good agremnent between the two esl;ilnates for sn1all values of w but, as the 
frequency increased and the subsequent dynarnics becaine ever n1ore con1plex the 
analytical estin1ates rapidly diverged fron1 the nurnerical ones. 
Using a shnple estiinate for the relative diffusive tirne scales of lobe transport 
and sin1ple Fickian "svvin11ning" diffusion first seen in [109], we dmnonstrated that 
any n1otile behaviour rnay or 1nay not be relevant, depending again on the frequency 
of the perturbation. Titne perturbed I-Iainiltonian systen1s of this kind are known 
to exhibit such resonant; behaviour, vvith regard to the influence of lobe dyna1nics 
[109]. This suggests that the con1parative in1portance of any rnotile effects due 
to switnming plankton rnay depend very strongly on the pa.rticular envirmunental 
conditions, such as the wind frequency considered here. 
In Stirling [105], the perturbation J( to the steady regirne represented the ratio 
of l;he n1agnitude of buoyancy driven and curvature (of the river) driven advection in 
the vertical plane, which was greater than one. Consequently, any 1tlelnikov analysis 
is pointless as the accuracy of the expressions for lobe area and the 1tielnikov function 
are O(c2). However, because such tnodels are usually 2+1 or 3+1 di1nensional, 
rnixing can be tneasured by calculating the Liapunov exponents [25] of the systen1. 
These give the rneasure of the exponential separation of nearby particles/organisrns 
in11nersed in the relevant flow. Factors such as low-din1ensionality and adaptability 
rnean that, while lacking the rigour and statistical properties of the Navier-Stokes 
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equations, chaotic advection n1odels can be useful for investigating the turbulent 
transport; of planktonic organisn1s in specific scenarios. 
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3 
Motile, spheroidal organisms in small scale 
shear flows 
Shear flo·ws are a cotnn1on feature in the ocean and occur at all spatial scales but one 
question we hope to tackle is whether such flows, coupled with reaction dynatnics and 
swin11ning ｾＩ･ｨ｡ｶｩｯｵｲＬ＠ can cause pattern fonnation. If the shearing n1otion can cause 
instability in a hmnogeneous tnediun1 then it could contribute to the patchiness of 
oceanic plankton. The average concentration of plankton in the ocean is very dilute, 
fron1 Bees & Edwards [13] around 10 1ng Chl n13, so we can safely asstune that it.s 
n1oven1ent has little or no feedback on the flow. This being the case, the general 
equations for swirntning particles, Si, inunersed in smne incotnpressible flow, U(x, y) 
are 
\1· u = 0, (3.1) 
The flo-vv coefficients and variables are as defined in Section I (1.3), (Pi(x)) and 
Di(x) represent the tnean s-vvinuning direction and translational difl'usivity tensor 
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of species ·i, respectively and ｾｾｩ＠ is the organisn1's rnean s-vvinuning speed. The 
functions n.i denote the reaction tenns and s = (Sl, ... , SN ), JV being the ntunber 
of types of interacting organisn1s. 
To calculate the quantities (p) and D (-vvhere we drop the index for convenience) 
we will need to know sotnething of the probability distribution function (pdf), P(p ), 
of the organisms' swinuning direetions. In Pedley & Kessler [81] this was n1odelled 
by the following Fokker-Planck equation, 
(3.2) 
where D.r represents the rotational diffusivity, ·which tnodels the intrinsically randmn 
part of the organistns' orientation. This description is supported by the experiinenta.l 
evidence of Hill and !-Hider [40]. The rate of change of the swinuning direction, p, 
was expressed in [81) as a detenninist;ic torque balance ·where, in the absence of a 
gravitational torque, 
1 
:P = 2n 1\ p + e p . E · (I - pp), (3.3) 
and n = \1 1\ U is the fluid vorticity, e is the eccentricity of the organiSin. The 
eccentricity is defined in tenus of the tnajor a and tninor b axial lengths of t;he 
ellipse defining the 2D view of the organisn1 and e = (a.2 - b2 )/(a.2 + b2 ). Lastly, E 
is defined to be the rate-of-strain tensor. From [81 J, 
(p) = /' pPdx, ls2 (3.4) 
where S 2 is the surface of the unit sphere. If one asstunes that there is son1e constant 
organisn1 reorientation tiine, T,., in which the organisn1 settles into a ne-vv direction, 
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then the diffusivity tensor can be approximated (at least for s1nall shear rates) by 
(3.5) 
where V = (112 ) ＯＱｾ Ｒ＠ and (112 ) is the tnean square swin1n1ing speed. This approxi-
mation was shovvn by Hill & Bees (42] to be incorrect for larger shear tates. It; was 
seen that the increasing vorticity effects acted so as to constrain the organistn in 
ever decreasing circles of n1otion, causing II D ＱＱｾ＠ 0 in the litnit of increasing shear. 
vVhen p is defined as in (3.3), without the so called gyrotaxis tenns, related to 
gravitational torques, defined in (81] and [11], then (p) = 0. This sitnplifies the full 
equations in (3.1) and the approxilnation to the diffusivity tensor. l-Ienee, 
(3.6) 
In general, D will be a syn11netric, non-diagonal tensor whose diagonal elements 
tnay also diiier. If we asstnne that U is a sitnple, steady shear flow, e.g. U = cv.y i 
then the governing equations sitnplify dratnatically and the elmnents of D depend 
only on the strength of the shear, ｡ｾＬ＠ the eccentricity e and the 1nean S\:vilntning 
speed, ＱｾＮ＠ See [11) for a cmnprehensive review of how the elmnents of D vary \V.r.t. 
the system panuneters ｡ ｾ Ｌ＠ e and ＱｾｾＮ＠
For such swinuning behaviour to have any effect we nutst clarify the spatial scales 
we are considering. Prestuning that zooplankton swinuning speeds are cmnparable 
with t;hat of n1otile algal cells with sotne typical reorient;ation tilne, rr:,. = 0(1) s, 
t.hen the diffusion can be approxi1nated by Ds ｾ＠ V.?rr:r which is 0(10-2 ) m2 s- 1 (based 
on data for algal cells frorn (40]). Okubo [73], derived an experhnental scaling for 
the effective diffusion of tracers by turbulence with respect to the relevant length 
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scale. Using this observed relationship between D and L (D = 0.01£1.15 in units of 
centi1netres and seconds) 1neans that, for svvinuning diffusion to be con1parable to 
turbulent diffusion, our length scales a.re O(lO)n1 or less. 
Instability of systen1s advected by shear flows have been investigated before with 
regard to specific reaction 1nodels, [60, 72]. The sn1all-scale patchiness of switnming 
1nicro-organisn1s, clue to shear, has also been identified in i\!Iitchell et al. [68, 69]. 
The linear stability of the general reaction n1odel case vvas investigated by Doering 
& Horsthmnke [24] for the case 'vhere the diffusion tensors of each species were 
identical It was found that, in this case, the shear had an overall stabilising effect. 
In section 3.1, we extend this analysis to syst;en1s of swirnn1ing, reacting, spheroidal 
organisn1s which have equivalent diffusion tensors, but allnwing for non-diagonal 
diffusion terms and variation in the vertical and horizontal diffusion cmnponents. 
Here, it is seen that instability is possible, but this is dependent; on the strength of 
the non-diagonal tenns in the diffusion tensor con1pared to the vertical cmnponent 
of the diffusion tensor. In section 3.2, we extend the work of Spiegel & Zaleski 
[96], by again considering svvinuning, spheroidal organisn1s and perfonn a weakly 
non-linear anaJysis about the no-flow instability and allow for different dHfusion 
tensors for different species. The Turing instability tnechaniSin has been suggested 
as a possible rnechanisn1 for plankton patchiness at large spatial scales [60]. This is 
unlikely as the Turing instability is driven by having a suitably large difference in 
the diffusion coefficients of the two reacting species, smnething which is not possible 
at the Inn spatial scale as the dmninance if turbulent dispersion causes the diffusion 
coefficients to be effectively equal. In chetnical reactor systen1s, Satnoianu et; al. [95] 
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detnonstrated that advection can radically decrease the disparity in the diffusion 
coefficients needed (;o see a. Turing type instability. I-Io·wever, vve aren't considering 
isotropic diffusion tensors and the instability Inay arise frmn the tnore cornplex 
diffusive characteristics and we n1ay not require the Turing criteria to be satisfied. 
3.1 Linear Analysis: Equivalent diffusion te11sors 
Vve initially follovv the linear analysis of [24] but because we are allowing the or-
ganisms to be spheroidal and to switn, the analysis is slightly n1ore difficult due to 
both straining and Taylor dispersive effects which cause the diffusion tensors to be 
anisotropic and non-diagonal in nature. 
By asstuning the flow to be a steady linear shear flow, U = ayi, and using 
the fact that (p) = 0, the full equations in (3.1) can be reduced to the following. 
spatially t·wo ditnensional, reaction-diffusion-advection equation: 
a S - (S) a s na;;t82S Dyya2s D;tya a s t ·i - ni - ay ;t i + ij x j + ij y j + 2 ij :v y j, (3.7) 
where S(:c,y,t;) = (S1 , ... ,SN) is the vector of population values, the operator R(·) 
represents the linear and non-linear reaction tenns. For the retnainder of this chap-
(;er, the operators Bv and dv \viii represent the partial and nonnaJ derivatives, 
respectively, with respect t;o the variable V. VVe shall ass tune that each of the diffu-
sion tensors D** are diagonal, ·where each star can be replaced by an x or a y, and 
:-c E ( -oo, oo) a.nd y E [-L, L]. The boundaries at y = - L, L are assmnecl to be 
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in1pennea.ble leading to the following, no flux boundary conditions: 
(3.8) 
\Ale non-dimensionalise (3.'7) via the follo-wing: 
(3.9) 
where s.,. is a reference population. Since -vve are considering only orga.nistns with 
identical swinuning and shape characteristics, Di/ = D*\ and we define D = na:;t;. 
After dropping the tildes -vve obtain the following, dilnensionless fortn of (3.7): 
(3.10) 
where Pe = aL2 / D, D ** = D** / D (and so J5xa: = 1). The new boundary eonditions 
follow logically frotn (3.8), 
(3.11) 
As is customary, we assmne the existence of a hmnogeneous equilibrium solution, 
s*, of the nonlinear reaction sys(;etn, i.e. Ri(s*) = 0. Trivially, S-i = si will be a 
hmnogeneous equilibriun1 state for (3.10). \iVe will conduct a linear stability analysis 
of this solution using suitably sn1all perturbations of this s(;ate, Si = si + Es} ( E << 1), 
yielding the linearised version of (3.10): 
(3.12) 
where :Jij = anijosj(s*) and with the usual ansatz 
(3.13) 
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such that the eigenfunctions, B(y), satisfy dy8(±1) = 0 in accordance with (3.11). 
After substituting this ansatz into (3.12) vve see that 
(3.14) 
where I is the identity 1natrix. \1\Te are interested in the spectrun1 of w. To calculate 
this we first need to obtain the eigenfunctions B(y) and eigenvalues '17 ·which satisfy 
(3.15) 
Once vve have ascert;ained the spectnun of ·17, the dispersion relation in (3.14) 
requires that 
det ( ( 17 - k2 - w) I - :J) = 0, (3.16) 
for non-trivial solutions. If we now let w = w + k2 - 17 then (3.16) now becotnes 
det (:J - wl) = 0. (3.17) 
and the w are the eigenvalues of :1 and by the asstunption that s* is a stable 
equilibriurn for the spatially hmnogeneous systein, Re(w) < 0. So, once the spectn1n1 
of 77 is knovn1, we see that w = w - k2 + '1]. The difference betvveen (3.14) and the 
analogous equation in [24] is the additional tern1 in dyB occurring due to the rnore 
cmnplex nature of the diffusion tensor. Returning to (3.15), to re1nove the tenn in 
ｾｹｂ＠ we can consider the new eigenfunction, <p(y), defined as 
fyr.:y 
ik---y 
<p(y) = B(y )e DYY , (3.18) 
which gives us, after substitution in (3.15), the follo-wing nevv eigenfunction-eigenvalue 
equation 
Ｈ､ｾＭ Jl)<p(y) = ｩｫｾｹ｣ｰＨｹＩＬ＠ (3.19) 
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·where ｾ＠ = Pel jjYY and the eigenvalue, ft is given by 
(tJxY?k2 
I"= 'll- (DYY)2 
Cotnbining (3.11) and (3.18) vve obtain the boundary conditions for (3.19): 
jjxy 
dyV?(±1) = ·ik ---4?(±1). DYY 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
If V\'8 now tnultiply (3.19) by <p(y), the cotnplex conjugate of V?(Y), and integrate 
over the vertical domain, y E [-1, 1], vve obtain 
1 1 1 
/ <pd;rpdy- ｩｫｾ＠ / YI'PI 2 dy = fl / I'PI2 dy. (3.22) 
-1 -1 -1 
Integration by parts on the first integral in (3.22) yields 
1 1 
/ ＼ｰ､ｾｲｰ､ｹ＠ = ｛｣ｰ､ｹｲｰ｝ｾ Ｑ Ｍ / ldvrpl2 dy, (3.23) 
-1 -1 
and ｛＼ｐ､ｵＴ＿｝ｾ Ｑ＠ = ik ｾＺＺＺ＠ (14?(1)1 2 -IV?(-1)12 ), frotn (3.21), which is purely iinaginary. 
So the real part of Jl· is given by 
1 1 
Re(p) =- / ldv'PI2 dy I/ I'PI2 dy ｾ＠ 0, (3.24) 
-1 -1 
and the itnaginary part of fl· is given by 
(3.25) 
l-Ienee, the real part of p, is always non-positive but if ｫｾ＠ =f 0 it nutst actually be 
negative because Re(tt) = 0 itnplies that V?(Y) = c, for sotne c E C. This cannot 
be if V?(Y) is to satisfy ( 3.19). Also, Itn (p.) -=!=- 0 if k and the tern1 in the bracket in 
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(3.25) is non-zero, suggesting the existence of oscillatory tin1e-scales. Returning to 
the spectnun of our a.dvective-diffusive eigenvalue, 17, vve can see frorn (3.20) that 
(3.26) 
and upon substituting this expression for 77 back into (3.17) vve obtain the follmving 
equation for the eigenvalue w: 
(3.27) 
By asstnnption Re(w) < 0 and we have shown that Re(tL) < 0 so any destabili-
sation depends upon the following tenn, 
(3.28) 
H the tenn in the bracket is positive then there will be smne finite vvavenmn-
ber, kc, such that for all k > kc, Re(w) > 0 and the syst;ern will be unstable to 
perturbations above this waventunber. The ｢ｲ｡｣ｬｾ･ｴ＠ in (3.28) will be positive if 
(3.29) 
a.s D** = D** / n:l::l;. The rnodulus bars are necessary as it has been observed that, 
for certain shear rates, n:l:y < 0. How does this relate to the physical constraints on 
the difl'usivity tensor, i.e. det.(D) ｾ＠ 0. This positivity condition requires that 
(3.30) 
and in the final section of the chapt;er, we discuss the physical possibility of both 
inequalities (3.29) and (3.30) being satisfied. 
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Cmnbining (3.28) and (3.2'7), the critical \vavenun1ber kc, such that Re(w(kc)) = 
0, is given by 
k -c- (3.31) 
This result is interesting in ｴｨ｡ｴｾ＠ it suggests that instability is possible, even 
for identical diffusion tensors, contrary to the Vi'Ork of Doering & Horsthernke [24]. 
The key difference is the rnore cmnplex diffusive behaviour of swimn1ing, spheroidal 
organisn1s innnersed in even sirnple shear flo-ws. It is this diffusive behaviour that 
allows the possibility of an instability. 
The paper by Spiegel & Zaleski [96] investigated the no-flo\v instability (about 
the zero vvavernnnber) for a general reaction-diffusion systen1 subject to linear shear 
and having distinct diffusion coefficients. It -vvas seen that the arnplitude equa-
tion, resulting frmn a weakly non-linear analysis, -vvas ill-posed for certain parameter 
regitnes suggesting that zero was not always the critical waventunber. VVe extend 
the analysis in [96] to swinuning, spheroidal organisrns and also consider a. different 
non-linear reaction tenn and discuss the irnplications of this tenn on the criticality 
of the instability. 
3.2 LiiJ.ear & Non-Linear Analysis: Different dif-
fusion tensors 
In rnost cases, the diffusion tensors for phytoplankton and zooplankton are likely to 
be difFerent. For this scenario, the analysis is a little n1ore difficult. To n1ake the 
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equations n1ore tractable, vve follow the analysis in [96] and look at perturbations 
or the no-flow instabilit;y around the zero vvavernnnber. Returning to (3.10), we 
have the follovdng non-ditnensional equations for variations, 7'.£ , frmn the equilibriun1 
values, s;, of the species si: 
(3.32) 
and, for siinplicity, we assun1e that there are only two reacting species, the tensors 
D** are diagonal but now we set D =II na:a: II (hence D** = D** /D) and obviously 
r = 0 is a solution of (3.32). The boundary conditions follow inunediately fron1 
(3.11) such t;hat 
8yr(±1, x;t) = 0. (3.33) 
As for the non-linear tenn, Ni(r), we assmne that it consists of a sum of poly-
non1ial ten11s like 
Ni(r) (3.34) 
where d1 + d2 is the degree of N (and d1 represents the tninilnurn degree of the 
non-linear tenns hence d1 ｾ＠ 2). H we start frorn the no-flow scenario (Pe = 0), 
f>xa: = f>YY = f> and f>a:y = 0 because any n1oven1ent of the organism is due 
so ley to the ( assmned) intrinsically stochastic spatial orientat;ion of the particle, 
swimming at smne constant speed, hence n1odelled by a silnple diffusive tenn. The 
n1ore co1nplex diffusive tenns in tJxy are caused by the shape characteristics of the 
organisn1 and occur only when the flovv is present. The linearised version of (3.32) 
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admits solutions of the fonn, 
(3.35) 
·which sat;isfy the boundary conditions stated in (3.33). Also, l is an even integer 
and B satisfies the follo·wing equation, 
(3.36) 
Equation (3.36) -vvill have a non-trivial solution if 
(3.37) 
\Ve thus have a bifurcation when det(£.- (·m,2 + l21r2)D) = 0, as then w = 0, 
and we can avoid the Hopf bifurcation (for clarity) by stipulating that Tr(£. -
Ｈｮｾ Ｒ＠ + l21r2)D) < 0. Later in the analysis, we derive the atnplitude equations in a 
long horizontal length-scale so we consider the case \Vhere l = 0. Then, for s1nall 
horizontal wave-nun1bers 1n, we 1nay consider the case where det(.C.) ｾ＠ 0 (as l = 0 
and 1n << 1, see equation (3.51)). If vve now let 
(3.38) 
where t 2 «: 1 and clet('P) = 0, then the Tn = 0 mode will be tnarginally stable 
when both E and Pe are zero so we can expand about the zero -vvavenun1ber. V\fe 
rnention that a 1na.jor reason for expanding about the zero wavenutnber is to n1ake 
the resulting equations 1nore tractable. ｜ｾｔｩｴｨｯｵｴ＠ loss of generality we can assmne 
that the nuttrix 'P can be placed in the forn1 
(3.39) 
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because the diagonal sitnilarity transfonnation that achieves this leaves the diffusion 
tensors diagonal (96). The "'i are real and to once again avoid the· Hopf bifurcation 
I: h.:i < 0. To further expand in E vve introduce the following re-scalings: 
•t' . _ c2/(di-l)ql. 
'1, - \... '-''l' (3.40) 
The paratneter d1 is the degree of the sn1allest non-linear tenns. The scalings 
are used so that we produce the atnplitude equation for disturbances in the long 
horizontal scale, JY, and so that the first non-linear tenns appear at O(c2 ). 
This now gives us the following version of (3.32): 
(3.41) 
subject again to the boundary conditions in (3.33) and .1\ii(u) represents the non-
linear tenns of order d1 only. VVe now expand the v.i in E, so 
(3.42) 
To order zero we find that 
(3.43) 
which is satisfied for any ·u? = Ｇｬｬｾ＠ such that 
(3.44) 
for smne, as yet, arbitrary function A(X, T). The O(E) equations are 
(3.45) 
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but the last tenn on the r.h.s. of (3.45) is zero because the ·u?, are independent of y. 
As in (96), an appropriate solvability condition on (3.41) is that, at each order, 
1 
fvTFdy = 0, 
-1 
(3.46) 
where v = (n:2, ＱｾＱＩ＠ is the solution of the hon1ogeneous adjoint problem and the 
vector F represents the inhmnogeneous tenns appearing on the r.h.s. at each order. 
This orthogonality condition guarantees that; any secular tenns will disappear and 
our solutions at each order will exist. This is because of the Fredholm, alte1'nat·ive. 
Firstly, consider the follovving boundary value proble1n, 
Au=F, 
(3.47) 
Bu=O, 
where A is a linear operator, F is the inhornogeneous ''forcing" a.nd B are the 
boundary conditions, and the homogeneous adjoint systetn, 
A*v = 0, 
(3.48) 
B*v = 0, 
a.nd asstune we ha.ve already solved (3.48) for the vector v. If we let (·) denote a 
suitable inner product then 
(F, v) = (Au, v) = (u, A*v) = (u, 0) = 0. (3.49) 
The first step in (3.49) follows from (3.4'7), the second from the definition of 
the adjoint operator and the final step follo\-vs fro In (3.48). This detnonstra.tes that 
if the full inhornogeneous boundary value problen1 is to have a solution then the 
inhon1ogeneous "forcing" F n1ust be orthogonal to the solution v of the hmnogeneous 
adjoint problen1. 
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At first order, the solvability condition in (3.46) is satisfied because 
1 J vT (P.yBxA(X, T), P.yBxA(X, T)) dy 
-1 
1 J ＨＱｾＱ＠ + /1,2) .Pe y Bx A(X, T) dy 
-1 
= [ ｾＨｮ［ｴＫ＠ n;2)Pey28xA(X, T) [ = 0. 
Now vve can find the solution for u 1 . 'iVriting the u,} as 
for sotne function <I?i(y), the first order equations in (3.45) becmne 
where the ci?.i satisfy the boundary condition: 
(3.50) 
(3,51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
The solutions of (3.52), easily obtained using i\IIAPLE and subject to the bound-
ary conditions in (3.53), are 
1 
( 
.. ·· ) D-vvv-yy ( r;= ) ) ' - - "·1 + ｾＲ＠ ' 3 1] 11. 22 . v ( y 
q 1(Y) - 6 ·- DYY .. flYY y + IJY + J( tan DYYDYY ' 
fut 22 + ｾＲ＠ 11 · ( 11 22 
· ( ·· · ) -· (D-yy D-vv) (), ' - ｾ＠ "·1 + /1,2 3 '"1 11 - 22 
]; 2 (y) - 6 .. DYY .. DYY y + .. flYY .. DYY y + IJY 
K,l 22 + "·2 11 "·1 22 + ｾＲ＠ 11 
(3.54) 
''7Fi>2(Dif)
2 
( -J(y ) 
r;: tan DYYDYY . 
Ｍｾ＠ ｾ＠ 11 22 
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The consl;ant tenns TJ, 17 and ( are defined to be 
V= 
(3.55) 
K ｊＵｾｧＨｦＵｙｙ＠ _ j]YY) 
1 -- 11 22 I" - D-yyD-YY(D-yy . + D-yy .. ) 17 = ( .. DY'Y .. DYY) 2 ) '::, - 11 22 11 ｾＲ＠ 22 ｾ＠ 1 . 
''·1 22 + ｾＲ＠ 11 
So, the equations at 0( c2 ) are 
(3.56) 
+a '710 D- ｸ｡Ｚ｣ｾＲ＠ 'l'o 0 11/0 A-( (tro) ＱＧＧＭｾ＾ｩ＠ - i.i .Jx 1'} - ｟ＮｩＬｪ＼ＮＮｾ＾ｪ＠ - JV·i. 
If we novv apply the solvability. condition at. O(c2), after a little algebra we have 
the following arnplitude equation for A(...-Y, T): 
(3.57) 
tern1 'Y depends upon the 1Vi1.;1 J..:2 , n:1 and li2 in a siinilar way to CJ depending on the 
Qi.i, 11:1 and n:2. The effective diffusivity, 1J, again obtained easily using 1\IIAPLE to 
apply the solvability condition at 0( c2 ) using the previously con1puted solutions for 
the <l?.i.(y), can be split as follows, 
4n, (fJYY _ [)YY) 
+P2 1 11 22 ((n:1 + ｮＺＲＩＮｩＵｾｾ＠ - 2n.l) 
e 3(DYY1 .. + DYY '"'' )2 ｾ＠ 11 v2 ＲＲＧｾＱ＠ (3.58) 
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The first tenn in (3.58) is the effective diffusivity of the reaction-diffusion systmn 
(which we asstune to be positive) and the second corresponds to Taylor's shear dis-
persion. The third and fifth tenns are ·where the off-diagonal nature of the diffusion 
tensor presents itself. These tenns in ｄｾｦ＠ and ｴｊ［ｾ＠ occur at O(Pe) whereas the 
tenns involving only the vertical diffusion tenns, Dif and ｄｾｾＬ＠ appear at O(Pe2 ) 
suggesting that these ne-vv tenns due to the interaction of the shear and the shape 
of the organisrns have n1ore effect on the stability characteristics of the systern with 
irnposed shear. In the lirnit of no-flow (Pe -t 0), equation (3.5.7) reduces to the 
reduction of the reaction-difl'usion problern and in the lin1it of the organisrns' eccen-
tricity tending to zero (spherical organis1ns), the arnplit.ude equation is of the san1e 
fonn as that seen in [96]. 
Even if \:Ve assurne that Dff K.2 + D?Ji h:1 > 0 and ｄｾＺｦ＠ n:2 + ＮＱＵｾｾ＠ K.1 < 0, ｴｨｾ＠ sign of 'D 
is uncertain due to the fact that we are considering the situation where Dif =!= ｄｾｾＮ＠
This n1eans that there \vill be certain cases where the non-linear approxin1ation in 
(3.57) is ill-posed (due to the negative diffusion coefficient) and, as noted in [96], 
zero is probably not the critical waventunber for those cases. If, ho-wever, 'D > 0 
then we n1ight ask what criteria define the criticality of the instability. If we have 
that a > 0 then srnall disturbances, A > 0, will begin to grow exponentially. The 
crucial tenn is the tenn in A eli, and \Ve asstnne, for silnplicity, that d1 = 2 (i.e. the 
srnallest non-linear tenn is quadratic). If the coefficient ry < 0 then we will have 
saturation of the exponential linear growth and the bifurcation will be supercritical. 
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The coefficient 'Y can be easily con1puted to give 
2 2 
/\.2 2:= l\Tlk10 + f\:1 I: JV21..:1o 
1..:1=0 1..:1=0 (3.59) /' = 
as only the coefficients of the quadratic non-linear tenus appear here. By assun1 p-
tion, K 1 + K-2 < 0 so criticality depends upon the sign of the ntunerator in (3.59). 
If it is positive then the bifurcation -will be supercritical and vve can predict that 
disturbances ';vill develop around the zero ＧＺｾＮｲ｡ｶ･ｮｴｵｮ｢･ｲＮ＠ The ntunerator in (3.59) 
will vary greatly frmn tnodel to n1odel so no concrete statetnents on criticality can 
be tnade about; the zero waventunber instability in the general reaction tnodel case. 
It vvas mentioned in (96] that, after a linear analysis of their original equation and 
their atnplitude equation, destabilisation was seen at sn1all ·wave-numbers followed 
by stabilisation at larger ':vave-ntunbers. As in [96], it was seen that the reduced 
systmn in (3.57) tnay well be ill-posed clue to the cotnplex diffusive nature of the full 
system. This effect 1nay well be accentuated by the extra dispersive tern1s appearing 
frotn the interaction of the shear and the organisn1s spheroidal nature and in these 
cases, the critical Vi'ave-ntnnber will probably not; be zero. Further to the work in 
(96], we also discussed the criticality of the shear induced instability when the an1-
plitude equation -was well posed. vVe derived conditions on the linear and non-linear 
coefficients of the general reacl;ion systen1 which indicate the critical nature of the 
instability. 
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3.3 Conclusiorts 
The shape and swinuning behaviour of 1nicroorganisn1s can cause the nature of 
their difl'usivity tensors t.o alter quite radically frmn the nonna.lly etnployed kind [81], 
especially when the organisn1s are subject to advection by even sin1ple velocity fields 
[11, 41]. In the first section, vve de1nonstratecl that a systen1 of swin1n1ing, spheroidal 
organis1ns, with identical motile and body-shape characteristics, could be driven 
unstable by ilnposed shear and that this was a result of the non-diagonal diffusion 
tern1s appearing due to the intera.ction of the shear, the swin11ning behaviour and 
the shape characteristics of the organistns the1nselves. This extends the analysis of 
[24] to swinuning, spheroidal organisms but, contrary to their findings, we see that 
it is possible for the shear to have a destabilising influence on the system, even for 
identical diffusive behaviour. In reality, could we observe such an ins(;ability? The 
n1echanisn1 involved requires the non-diagonal diffusive tenn, fyvy, to be greater than 
the vertical d ifl'usion coefficient, fJYY. The work on gyrotactic spherical particles by 
Hill & Bees [41] suggested that for stnall Peclet ntunbers, this would not be the case. 
However, when increasing the Peclet ntunber the horizontal and vertical diffusion 
coefficients seerned to decay faster than the non-diagonal tern1s. No results are 
as yet; available for spheroidal organis1ns but the shape characteristics n1ay well 
interact vvith the increasing shear (Peclet ntunber) so as to result in a situation 
where l.fp:yl > IDYYI and det(D) 2:: 0, and instability is possible. 
In the second section, attention is turned to the case where the diffusion tensors 
of the interacting organis1ns are not equal. By considering the equation for the 
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variations for two species fro1n their averaged equilibriun1 values, \Ve followed the 
analysis in [96) and looked at the non-linear behaviour of sn1all disturbances around 
the zero waventnnber for the no-flow instability. By perfonning a non-linear analysis 
about the zero vvavenumber, we derived an an1plitude equation for the behaviour of 
s1nall disturbances (in the long horizontal length scale). The equation is sitnilar to 
that derived in [96) but with additional tenns corning frorn the n1ore con1plex nature 
of the svvin1n1ing tenus in the diffusion tensor. As in [96], the equation is not ahvays 
well-posed suggesting that the zero waventnnber is not the critical wavenumber in 
these cases. Also, we consider a rnore realistic fonn of the general reaction n1odel and 
derive conditions which detennine the criticality of the bifurcation. For supercritical 
bifurcations, the an1plitude equation resmnbles Fisher's equation which suggests the 
possible emergence of travelling waves. 
For a bifurcation at son1e non-zero, finite waventnnber the equations becon1e 
n1uch n1ore con1plex. Also, the previous analysis dealt with sn1all values of Pe, but 
what is likely to happen for large values of the Peclet ntnnber? In [41], using a 
generalised Taylor dispersion approach it was seen that the situation for large Pe is 
n1ore cmnplicated than was first thought and that the asstunption of equation (3.5) 
is invalid. As Pe ---+ oo, the vorticity of the flow constrains the particles to ever 
decreasing circular paths, allowing no dispersion of the particles. This 1neans that 
DZt ---+ 0 as Pe ---+ oo and consequently the diffusion tensors becotne identical. This 
analysis was perfonned with regard to gyrotactic spherical particles but other forces 
will becmne irnportant when considering n1otile spheroidal particles. For exainple, 
they are subject to straining forces due to the nature of the shear flo-vv. 
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For this analysis, we are effectively considering a spheroidal organisn1 'vvhich 
n1oves in one direction (i.e. along its 1najor axis). The straining field would act by 
attempting to constrain the organisn1 at sotne angle (3 to the horizontal (it should 
be noted that this will not give the organisn1 a preferred swin1Ining direction as the 
orientation, with respect to the organisrns' rnajor axis, has equal probability of being 
either /3 or (3 +1r degrees to t;he horizontal). It has been seen that the cell eccentricity 
e detennines the dispersive behaviour in the lin1it as Pe ---+ oo, the vmtical effects or 
the straining effects. If the eccentricity is too s1nall then it is the vorticity induced 
decay in dispersion that will dmninate. In this case, no instabilities are likely to be 
seen for large Peclet nurnbers as Di] ---+ 0. Hmvever, if the straining effects becmne 
do1ninant, for sufficiently elongated cells, then, for organiSins vvith differing n1otile 
and body shape characteristics, there are likely to be differences still present in the 
diffusive characteristics (for large Peclet nmnber) suggesting that inst;ability is quite 
likely. 
It was seen by iVIitchell et; al. [68, 69] that gyrotaxis [81 ], in the presence of shear, 
caused stnall-scale heterogenities of plankton. The added straining influence exerted 
on spheroidal organisn1s can also semningly cause different dispersive behaviour in 
swin11ning plankton and s1nall-scale patchiness tnay vvell be heavily influenced by 
physiological and motile responses to the surrounding flovv fields. 
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4 
Effects of excitability, inertia and turbulent 
advection 
All oceanic organisn1s will experience advection by turbulence but the possible ef-
. fects on the population dynarnics and distribution of these organisn1s are not vvell 
understood. Turbulence can cause inhmnogeneous distributions of advected orga.n-
isrns when reaction dynarnics are considered, [2). l\tioreover it has becorne clear that 
'vve ｣｡ｮｮｯｴｾ＠ necessarily asstune that plankton behave like passive scalars as they have 
some n1otile abilities [31] as ':veil as difl'erent viscous and inertial properties to the 
surrounding fluid [31, 65]. 
It. has been observed that very different aggregation zones occur for particles 
a.dvected by turbulence if their densities are different frorn the surrounding fluid 
(91, 97]. For a range of parameters it was seen that light particles are forced into 
areas of large vorticity while heavier particles are constrained to regions of high 
strain. If one of the organistns is light/heavy this rneans we will have smne degree of 
separation of predator and prey. At large spatial scales, phytoplankton bloon1s have 
been observed where the population of phytoplankton rapidly rises and then sinks 
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back. This is the halhnark of an excitable systen1 and Truscott & Brindley [107] 
presented a tvvo cmnponent PZ model which has the characteristics of an excitable 
syst.ern whose excitability is robust over a realistic paratneter range. Possibly tnany 
tnechanisrns such as salinity, tetnperature and n1ixing help cause this blomn but we 
would like to look at the contribution of inertial separation by turbulent advection . 
In [16), the breaking of excitation vvaves by shear fluw was suggested as a. possi-
ble tnechanisn1 for plankton patchiness and (71] investigated a chaotically advected 
systen1 with some driving son1e influx of nutrient (in this case iron) to the systen1. 
In both cases the system needs smne perturbation to see excitation (in the latter 
case it was exactly this addition of iron). The scenario we would like to present 
generally requires no extraneous perturbation and is driven solely by the interaction 
of inertial forces and turbulent; advection. 
In particular, \Ve would like to address the question of whether the separation of 
phyt.oplankton and zooplankton is sufficient to seed a bloorn. If a large proportion 
of the phytoplankton are allowed to grow vvHhout predation then this could cause a 
supra-threshold type perturbation indicative of excitable systerns. Also, what conse-
quences does this inertial separation and bloon1 propagat;ion have on the distribution 
of the organisrns and the predator-prey contact rates? Both these questions are im-
portant for the understanding of the possible rnechanisn1s of plankton blomns and its 
consequences on the recruitrnent of larval fish, a subject of paratnount ilnportance 
to fisheries tnanagers. 
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4.1 Turbulent advection of inertial organisms 
The asstunption that zooplankton and phytoplankton can be treated as passive 
scalars is at best hopeful. They can both, in varying degrees, have different viscous · 
and inertial [31, 98) properties to the surrounding fluid. 
4.1.1 Viscous and inertial effects 
In [63) the equation of tnotion was derived for a spherical particle at position Xn, 
\Vith velocity Vm where n is the particle index, in a non-stationary velocity field, 
U(Xn): 
dVn DU (X.,t) ) 
Tn1>-l- = rn1· D + 67rap.(U(Xn) - Vn ct t 
(4.1) 
where ｮｾｐ＠ and ·rn1 are t.he particle and fluid 1nasses respectively, 7J and p, are the 
kinmnatic and dynamic viscosities, respectively, and a is the radius of the particle. 
Vve bring attention to the differing derivative tenns, D I Dt and dl dt. The first repre-
sents the tnaterial derivative (following a fluid elen1ent) while the second represen1;s 
the derivative follmving the particle in the fluid and 
dU(Xn) _ 8V(Xn) (V . ") U(X ) dt - o/; + n v n , (4.2) 
as opposed to the tnore fatniliar definition of D I Dt. The first tenn is the Bernoulli 
tenn which is the force frotn the undisturbed flow, the second tenn is the Stoke's 
viscous drag, the third is the added n1ass tern1 and the final tenn is the Basset 
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history force. The equation in ( 4.1) incorporates the assun1ption that the particle, 
associated Reynolds nun1ber and fluid gradients around the particle are sn1all [63). 
If \Ve further assume that the drag and inertia. tenns are d01nina.nt (and the particle 
is stna.ll) then we tnay neglect t;he Basset; history tenn. To further sitnplify, tnatters 
vve follovv Auton ef; al. [10] by assutning that the work done displacing a fluid eletnent 
l11Ust; be dependent on the forces on the fluid at that point. vVith this in Inind we 
can exchange the particle derivative for the fluid derivative in the added n1ass term 
to obtain the follm:ving reduced version of (4.1) 
dV.n _ ·(U(X ) _ V ) RDU(X.n) 
dt - O. n n + Di; ' (4.3) 
and a = 61rap. which is just the Stoke's viscous drag paran1eter fron1 ( 4.1). If we 
consider the length and velocity scales of the undisturbed flow to be l0 and ·u0 , 
respectively, then we if we re-scale time in ( 4.3), using the flow tiinescale l0/u 0 , \Ve 
obtain the following, 
where 
dVn = A(U(X. ) _ V .. ) RDU(Xn). 
dt n n + Dl 
61faJtlo A= (1np + ｾﾷＱｮｦ＠ )uo' 
ｾｨｮｦ＠R= 
21np + rn1 ' 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
so A becmnes a balance of viscous and inertial forces and will henceforth be referred 
to as the diinensionless inertia. paratneter. For neutrally buoyant particles, R = 1, 
heavy particles R < 1 and for light particles R > 1. 
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4.1.2 Derivation of the long-thne equation of 1notion 
Later we shall1nove to an Eulerian fra1ne so we need to establish the existence of an 
Eulerian velocity field. To obtain a siinplified, long titne expression for the corrected 
velocity field -vve follow the approach of [64, 91]. Henceforth, we refer to V(r) as 
the effective velocity field at; position r associated with Vn for all n. The analysis 
begins by refonning ( 4.4) as a non-linear integra-differential equation as follows: 
t 
X(t) == X(O) +-V(0)(1- e-At)+ U(X(s))(1- e-fl(t-s)) ds 1 j' 
A 
0 (4.6) t 
+ ｾ＠ J (U(X(s)) · V)U(X(s))(l- e-A(t-s))ds, 
0 
and integration by parts yields 
t 
1 ;· 1 X(t) == X(O) +A V(O) + U(X(s)) ds- A U(X(t)) 
0 
+ ･ｾａｴ＠ ( U(X(O))- V(X(O)) + ｾＨｕＨｘＨｏＩＩ＠ · V)U(X(O))) (4.7) 
t Rj' R 1 +A (U(X(s)) · \l)U(X(s))ds- A;(U(X(t)) · V)U(X(t)) + V(A2 ). 
0 
If we now assume A to be suitably large, we can neglect the efl'ect of the expo-
nential tenn in ( 4. 7). This gives us a long tilne equat;ion of n1otion, obtained by 
differentiating ( 4. 7) after the exponential tenus have decayed, which yields 
dX(t) == U(X) + R(U(X) · V)U(X)- 1 dU(X) + O(A-2), (4.8) 
dt; A A dt 
and naturally dX/dt == V. If we now apply (4.3) we have that 
(4.9) 
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and, because the a1nbient flow is stationary, we have t.he follovving expression [91) 
for the effective velocity field, V(r), 
V(r) = U(r) + R ｾ＠ 1 (U(r) · 'V)U(r) + O(A-2 ). (4.10) 
4.1.3 Aggregation of non-neutrally buoyant organistns 
Aggregat;ion of particles ·will occur in regions of negative divergence, V · V < 0, and 
the divergence of (4.1 0) can be vvri tl;en in tenns of the local strain, S = -J S
1
j + Sl 
(Sll = Oy'U + ｏ［ｾ［ＧｖＬ＠ sj_ = 8:-v'Ll - Oy'V) and the local rotation (2 X vorticity), n = 
Oy'U.- Ba:V, of the original turbulent flovv, U(r) = (-u, v), as follows. Firstly, we note 
that 
= 2( Oy'llOxV - O:l:'LlOyV ), 
by application of the incmnpressibility condition, Ba:'Ll + 8yv = 0. Froin the above 
definitions and after re1noving the terms that cancel each other out, 
S 2 -IDI 2 = (8a:·u) 2 + (8yv) 2 + 4oy1t8x- 28x'Ll8yv, 
= (8:vU + 8yv)2 + 4(8y'UOxV- Bx·nByv), 
(4.12) 
and by applying the incompressibility condition again in conjunction with (4.11), 
we obtain the following expression for the divergence of the inertial velocity field, 
(4.13) 
which leads to tvvo di-fferent possibilities for aggregation. If t;he organisn1 is heavy 
(R < 1) then accumulation occurs in regions where S2 > IDI 2 , regions of high strain 
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and lovv vorticity. Conversely, if an organisn1 is lighter than the surrounding mediun1 
(R > 1.) accunutlation occurs in regions where S 2 < IDI2 , thus in areas with high 
vorticity and low strain. 
4.1.4 Spectral characteristics of inertial particles in turbu-
lence 
In this section, we discuss the role that inertia plays in detennining the energy spec-
tnun of particles in1n1ersed in turbulent flows. This situation has been considered 
by Fung et al. (35), for neul;rally buoyant particles in unst;eady ｈｯｾＮｶｳ＠ and it \Vas seen 
that the energy spectra of the particle's velocity field and the fluid it was in11nersed 
in differed due to the drag forces. For passive advection, the "vaventnnber-dependent 
energy spectnnn of the particle is just that of the ｡ｾｮ｢ｩ･ｮｴ＠ flow, E(k). Given the 
long t.enn equation of n1otion in (4.10), we can ga.in some analytical insight into 
how the spectral properties of the inertial particles 1night vary fr01n those of the 
fluid they are inunersed in. Below, we will take the Fourier transform of equation 
( 4.10) but, following Powell & Okubo [88], replace the c01nplicated non-linearity by 
utilising a vvaventunber-dependent diffusivity, D(k), defined to be 
(4.14) 
The t.enn on the right hand side of the above equation is the appropriate Fourier 
con1ponent of the non-linear tenn in the Navier-Stokes equations [70) and the Fourier 
transfonn of U(r), U(k), is defined in the usual way, 
U(k) = J dkU(r)eik·r. 
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(4.15) 
So, in Fourier space and ·with the diffusive sin1plification, equation (4.10) is 
defined to be 
( 4.16) 
｜ｾｔ･＠ let F(k) be the energy spectnun of the corrected velocity, V(k), and following 
[88) one can novv suitably integrate over all vvave-ruunbers k in Fourier space to 
obtain an expression for the corrected energy spectnun, 
( 4.17) 
and the k dependence disappears as we have integrated over the whole Fourier space 
which yields the "averaged" diffusion coefficient, D( k). Hence, shnilar to ( 4.10), the 
energy spectnun consists of both that of the original fio·w and a correction tenn, 
vlhose tnagnitude depends on both the inertial and viscous properties of the particle. 
Okubo (73], based on en1pirical observations of dye dispersal in the ocean, de-
rived an approxitnate relationship bet\veen the length-scale and the horizontal 2D 
difl'usivity due to turbulent n1otion. For a given length scale, l, the difl'usivity, D(l), 
vvas given by 
(4.18) 
Now since l ex: k-1 we can approxin1ately say that, frmn the above relationship, 
(4.19) 
4 
which, as noted by Okubo [73], is slightly different to the analytical D(k) ex: k-3 
expression ['70]. Substituting this relationship into (4.17) yields the following novel 
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result, 
( 4.20) 
':vhere 
$(R- 1) 
c = A ' ( 4.21) 
and $ is the constant of proportionality fr01n (4.19). Due to the fact that by as-
sumption, A is large, and that $ is 0(10- 1) [73] the correction coefficient £ \vill be 
small, as was the correction value in (4.10). Figure (4.1) plots the nonnal, E(k), 
and corrected, F(k), Kraichna.n [53] energy spectra for both light and heavy inertial 
regilnes. 
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Figure 4.1: Normal J(Taichna.n eneTgy spectnt'ln (solid l·i·ne) and the cor-Tected spec-
tntm. (dashed line) joT light {left)· A = 10., R = 2) part·icles and hea.'Vy (Tight; A = 10) 
R = 0) paTticles. 
\i\That itnplications does this have for the energy spectra of inertial particles? 
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Firstly, vve brie-fly explain what the energy spectrum 1neans in tenns of physical 
quantities. St;andard results fro1n turbulence work (70] state that the characteristic 
mean squared velocity of the flow, u6, ('which detennines the appropriate character-
istic velocity scale) is given by the expression 
00 
ｵｾ＠ = (U;(r)Ui(r)) = J dkE(k), ( 4.22) 
0 
As we have seen, for lighter particles R > 1 so the correction tenn will be positive 
suggesting that, for less dense pa.rticles, F( k) ｾ＠ E( k) for all k, and fron1 ( 4.22) this 
1neans the lighter particles will have a higher 1nean square kinetic energy than neu-
trally buoyant particles ·would have. Does this agree ·with other theoretical ·work on 
2D turbulence? Kraichnan 's [53] pioneering -vvork on 2D turbulence recognised that 
the energy was contained in the large-scale eddies. Furthennore, that the enstrophy 
(in turbulent flmv this is the n1ean squared vorticity [88]), and its related dissipa-
tion rate, e(k), characterised the turbulence in this regiine. Looking at figure (4.1), 
vve see that the difference in the passive and corrected spectra is greatest around 
the characteristic \vaventunber (in this case k0 = 1) in the Kraichnan spectnun. 
This wavenun1ber corresponds to the length-scale of the largest eddies in the flow, 
the eddies where the turbulent kinetic energy is generated. As was den1onstrated 
in section 4.1.3, lighter particles will accutnulate in the energy containing eddies 
hence they are n1ore likely to have a larger energy spectnun at these corresponding 
wave-nurnbers than passive particles siinply follo·wing the flow. 
For heavy particles, the correction coefficient will be negative and consequently, 
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the largest waverunnber \Ve can consider (after which F(h:) < 0) is 
.. - .. - Ｍｾ＠ . k - kmax - c u >> .l, ( 4.23) 
so for heavier particles (R < 1) we have that F(k) < E(k), fork E [0, h:max]· This 
also tnakes intuitive sense as heavier particles are constrained to the regions outside 
the eddies, vvhere the turbulent energy is generated. Also, as before this difference 
in the two spectra is greatest at the large eddy scales. 
The expression in ( 4.20) should be readily testable, especially ·with the type of 
n1odel for turbulent flow we consider in the follo·wing section as we can define the 
exact energy spectnun of the :fluw. Vve can consider the following general fonn for 
equaUon ( 4. 20), 
F(k) = E(k) (1 + ch:n). ( 4.24) 
Since F(k) can be tnnnerically calculated and both E(k) and c are known we 
may cmnpute the suitable value of the index n. If n ｾ＠ 5/6 then this should be fairly 
convincing evidence that the expression in ( 4.20) is fairly accurate. The diffusive 
approxitnation made in ( 4.14) was found in [88] to give the fa.rniliar ｫＭｾ＠ and k-3 
power laws for Kohnogorov's inertial sub-range and I(raichnan's tvvo-ditnensiona.I 
turbulence via dilnensional analysis. It is thus a valid approxitnation, except for 
large wave-ntunbers in the heavy partide regiine as it predicts negative energy at 
suitably large wave-ntnnbers. To stun up, the analysis suggests that the energy in 
the corrected particle velocity fields for lighter/heavier particles will be higher/lower 
than that of the a.rnbient fluid due to the aggregation caused by the inertial bias. 
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4.1.5 Synthetically turbulent flow 
Vve work \vith a statistically hotnogeneous, isotropic and stationary t-vvo-ditnensional 
velocity field (but can be extended to three ditnensions) which represents a synthetic, 
or kinetnatic, t.urbulent flow first introduced in (62]. This flow corresponds to the 
velocity of the eletnents of the fluid in ·which the particles, U, are in1n1ersed, although 
in the presence of inertia the velocity of these particles, V, is different frmn the 
velocity of the fluid at the particle position. 
The starting point of our two-ditnensional siinulations is a Langevin equation for 
the strearn function, 'IJ(r,-t), first etnployed by l\IIarti et al. (62], 
(4.25) 
vvhere JJ stands for the kinen1atic viscosity, Q[/\2 \72] denotes an operator which 
controls the spatial correlations, ·with A being the typical length scale of {;he flow 
and r and '[; represent the location and tirne variables. Furthennore, ( ( r, i;) is a 
Gaussia.n white-noise field with zero tnean value and whose covariance is given by 
( 4.26) 
'.-vhere Eo is the para.tneter {;hat detennines the intensity of the noise and the 6 ( ·) 
and 6i.i are the Kronecker-delta funct;ions. The Gaussian process is used to sitnulate 
an intrinsically randmn stirring force, statistically governed by the stirring operator, 
Q[·]. The Langevin equation can be fonnally integrated to get the tetnporal evolution 
of the stream function. The incmnpressible tvvo-diinensional velocity field U is now 
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obtained in the usual tnanner and 
U ( ｾ＠ . ·) = ( _ a17 ( r, t) a17 ( r, f;) ) r, t a , a . y a: ( 4.27) 
The tvvo-point velocity correlation is defined to be 
( 4.28) 
and the radial correlation function is defined as 
R(1·, s) = ｾ｛｣ｸｸＨｔＬ＠ s) + CW(r, s)], ( 4.29) 
where T = lr- r'l and s = It- ·t'l· The principal kine1natic properties of the flow 
are: 
00 
1. The mean square velocity (intensiLy), u& = R(O, 0) = I E(k) dk, where E(k) 
0 
is the energy spectrun1 of the flovv. 
00 
2. The characteristic tilne scale, t0 = \ }' ds .R(O, s). 
'l.l() 
0 
00 
1 I 3. The characteristic length scale, l0 = ? d1· R(r, 0). 
'U() 
0 
The paratneter 'l.lo is fairly self explanatory, the parameter lo detennines the size of 
the large scale vortices and the ti1ne-scale t 0 cletennines the ten1porallifespan of these 
eddies. For exatnple, with t;he "frozen" flo,\7 t 0 = oo and the flow retnains fixed for all 
titne. These para.tneters can, in turn, be cmnputed frotn the original ｰ｡ｲ｡ｾｮ･ｴ･ｲｳＬ＠ p, 
Eo and .A [62]. In this work, only the Kraichnan [54] spectnnn is considered as it is a 
generic feature of two-dirnensiona.l turbulence. Kraichnan's spectnun displays a ·well 
defined peak aot a wa.venutnber k = k0 . Other spectra such a.s the Karn1an-Obhukov 
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spectrum were developed to look at Kohnogorov turbulence [51, 70] and subsequently 
display the long "-5/3" tail in the inertial subrange. Such spectra can be silnilarly 
applied but care tnust be taken when accounting for planktonic dispersion at sn1aller 
spatial scales. The Kraichnan spectnun has the spectral property that 
( 4.30) 
"vhere k0 is the characteristic vvaventunber. This 1neans that the stirring operator Q 
should be defined such tha.t 
Q[ ' ')n')] (A2\72) Ｏ｜ｾｶｾ＠ =exp ｾ＠ . ( 4.31) 
The Fourier transfonn of ( 4.25) is 
(4.32) 
where k2 =II k 112, ki is siinply the .ith cmnponent of the vector k in Fourier space, 
and sununing over indices is understood. To gain an insight into the n1oven1ent 
or energy in the flow, we can introduce the structure function S(k, t) [62] which is 
defined in teons of the equal tirne auto-correlat;ion function, ('lJ(·) '1](·)), such that 
47r2(5(k + k')S(k, t) = (-r7(k, t) 17(k', t:)). ( 4.33) 
Frotn [62], by cmnbining this with the expression in ( 4.32), we obtain 
( 4.34) 
and the energy spectnun, E.(k, f;), satisfies E(k, t) = k3S(k, t)/47r. Cmnbining this 
relationship with the above expression tells us that 
( 4.35) 
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·where 
( 4.36) 
In the steady-state, we see that E ( k) = lJ- 1 Hl ( k). For n1ore of the details on the 
synthetic ilovv and its properties, the interested reader is referred to the paper by 
lVIarti et al. [62]. It is now clear to see fron1 ( 4.35) that the strean1 function has a 
balance between energy input, fron1 the stirring operator Q, and energy dissipation 
frmn the viscous tenn (at tilne and length scales dictated tny v). In Fourier space, 
we see that ( 4.25) corresponds to building up the field frmn its independent Fourier 
modes. Using this type of n1odel for turbulence in1plies a change fr01n an intrinsic 
randmnness (associated with the cotnplex behaviour resulting frotn the non-linearity 
of the Navier-Stokes equations) into a systen1 of independent Fourier rnodes coupled 
to an external noise with prescribed statistical characteristics. The algoritlun for 
the rnnnerica.l integration of ( 4.25) in discrete Fourier space tnay be found in the 
Appendix. 
A detailed presentation of the algorithn1 just introduced can be found in [62]. 
AHhough the general n1ethod of flow generation allovvs us to work with a non-
stationary field, vve are not going to tnake use of this possibility here. For the sake 
of sin1plicity, and in order to avoid the existence of a great ruunber of ten1poral 
scales, -vve take a stationary flow, so that, vve fix -t0 = oo in our flow sitnulations. 
The original equation derived by iV[axey & Riley [63] has certain requiretnents 
for its safe application. The tnain condition is that (a2 u0 )/(l0 v) ｾ＠ 1. Since we have 
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Figur 4.2: Snap hot of the frozen turbu,lent velocity field. Th dir ction of th 
line r pre' nt th direction of the flow at that point and th length of the lin 
the m,agnitud of the flow th r . 
｡ｾ＠ 1. u h Max Rjle. qua ion. In lin with a reali ti rang of alu £ r 
from (65 9 ] w h nc ﾷ ｾ＠ r h on id r = .0257 -l thi orr pond o z oplankton 
fa radiu of around 1 n1 and impli tha A>> 1 ju if ing th pr 
Vvc u a t ad. fl w b ,au an, t n1poral han ,e in th undi urb d flow 
U will b £ II w b, an xpon ntial d a in U (X) - V at a ra 
f th fir t enn in th qua ion ｾ＠ r th in1 'olu ion of th orr 
A b au 
d lo it in 
( 4.4). in A>> 1 thi n1ean ha an d u o tru ural h ng in h flow 
will happ non a tim al mu h f- r han an, hange in th r a ti n ､ ｾ＠ namic 
whi h upp rt h u of a ti nar. fl \ repr 
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In figure ( 4.2) \Ve shovi' a flnw realisation used in the shnulations. This flm.v has 
been ｧ･ｮ･ｲ｡ｴｾ､＠ using a square lattice of 128 x 128 points, and l0 corresponds to a 
tenth part of the linear size of and also roughly the size of the large eddies in the 
flow. 
4.2 Incorporati11.g reaction ki11.etics and diffusion 
To include the effects of planktonic interactions and diffusionjn1otility vve novv work 
in an Eulerian fra1ne vvith the reaction-diffusion-advection equation: 
aP p at= -\1· (V P- Dp\lP) + Rp(P, Z), 
( 4.37) 
az z at= -\1· (V Z- Dz\lZ) + Rz(P, Z), 
where Vi represents the velocity, with inert.ial and viscous corrections, of species 
i fron1 advection by the turbulent; fln\v at length-scales above the grid size. The 
diffusion terms Di represent the dispersion of plankton beneath the scales that the 
flow cannot sinntlate due to the rapid decay in the Kraichnan spectnnn. Truscott 
& Brindley [1.0'7] suggested an excitable tnodel for phytoplankton-zooplankton in-
teractions and 
(- P) ,,zp2 Rp(P, Z) = 1'.P 1- T/- - P') ?) 1\ . - ｾ＠ + ｲｾＬＭ
( 4.38) 
';vhere P and Z are a rneasure of the biotnass density of the phytoplankton and 
zooplankton, respectively. 
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In this n1odel, ·r and J( represent the grovvth rate and carrying capacity of the 
phytoplankton, in the absence of zooplankton, respectively. The paratneters 1 and 
h: are the zooplankton grazing rate and the half-saturation constant of the grazing 
response while finally e is the grazing efficiency and o the zooplankton 1nortality 
rate. 
The nullclines for the above model are: 
which, in the phase plane, typically look like those sketched in figure ( 4.3). 
vVe non-ditnensionalise ( 4.3·7) by rescaling such that 
P - r,\. .. ]'J Z- ｲＮ｜Ｎ ﾷ ＧＢｾ＠ I)' -l.;. y =loy-, t = Tlo, y ·i = t)loV·i, - r , - .1' ｾＬ＠ ,(. - 0•(,, l l ( 4.39) 
'l.Lo 
and the T en1ployed here is different to that seen in chapter 2. After dropping the 
tildes this gives us the non-dirnensional version of ( 4.37), 
ｾ＠ - Ｑｾ＠
-a = -\1 · (vPp- dp \lzJ) + /3JJ(.L - p)- ') ·), 
T ｰｾ＠ +X" 
( 4.40) 
8z ( 1zp2 ) 
-a = -\1 · ( vz z - dz \1 z) + c ') ') - a z , 
T ｰｾ＠ +X" 
where the dimensionless parmneters are defined to be 
(.{ _ do 11.: c5lo _ 1lo D· 
fJ- ·uo' E = e, X= J(' a= Etlo, /' = ｾＧ＠ di = 'l.to;o. ( 4.41) 
4.2.1 Paran1eter values for the full sin1tdation 1nodel 
Vve chose L as the length scale ｾ＠ 50lon (and l0 is related to L in the sense that l0 
detennines the scale of the eddies and in this case L ｾ＠ 10 l0 ) and the characteristic 
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of the n:nllcl·ines o.f the e:ccit;able syste-m in (4.38). S'Ub-threshold 
peTtur-bations (A) retu·rn qu·ickly to the eq'ltilibr-i·a?n, E. ｓｾｴｰﾷｲ｡ＮＭｴｨｔ･ｳｬｷｬ､＠ peThtrbations 
however (from. B) go o·n a long e:ccur-sion frO'ln E but still Tet·nTns to E (as E ·is 
linea'f'ly stable). 
velocity is to be 'lf,0 = 0.1n1s-1, siinilar to that used in both [2] and [71]. Follnwing 
Truscott & Brindley [107] vve set {3 = 0.43, x = 0.053, O" = 0.34 and E = 0.05 (so 
the zooplankton is the slnw /recovery variable). The parazneter A:/ is set equal to 
one so advective and reactive effects are con1parable. Follovving lVIarti et al. [62], 
the systern is spatially discretised using a square lattice of 128 x 128 cells, vvith a 
grid spacing of 0.5, and the thne step used in the ntunerical schezne is !J..-t = 0.001. 
Therefore, the non-di1nensional length of the region is 64. Kraichnan 's spectrum 
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has a. Inaxin1un1 occurring at k = 0. 75 and drops to a very sn1all value at k = 2 
(this is not true of the Kannan-Obhukov spectrun1 ·which has relatively high energy 
for large k). Hence, the length-scale associated ·with the highest energy is equal to 
21r jO. 75 = 8.4, or about a tenth of the length of the sinullation region. The length-
scale associated \vith a vvavenun1ber of 2 (residual energy is given by 21r /2 = 1r, or 
about one 20th of the silnulation region). If the silnulation region is 50 Inn then 
the dilnensional length-scale associated with low energy is L/20 = 2.5 x 105 cn1. 
This is the length-scale for ·which we wish to irnplenwnt a turbulent diffusivity into 
the reaction-diffusion-advection systen1. Hence, the diffusivity D = 0.01 * lL15 = 
1.6 x 104cn12 s- 1 = 1.6rn2 s-1 (according to the etnpirical relationship extracted by 
Okubo [73) frorn experi1nental dat;a). 
Therefore, the synthetic turbulence accounts for large scale flow, centred about a 
wavenurnber k0• The energy spectn.1n1 drops ofi sufficiently quickly for larger wave-
ntunbers such that the turbulent tnixing can be tnodelled by silnple diffusion at stnall 
length-scales. \T\le neglect; any svvinuning diffusion for the following reason. If we 
assmne an upper bound on the typical swi1n1ning speed, Ｑｾ＠ = 0(10-1 )n12 s-I, and 
son1e typical reorientation time, T.,. = 0(1) s, then the diffusion can be approxitnated 
by Ds ｾ＠ 11/T,. which is 0(10-2)n12 s-1 (based on data for algal cells frotn [40]). 
The integration of (4.40) \vas achieved by using a two-step Lax- T¥endTo.lf'schenle 
[89) vvhich gave good nun1erical convergence for the paratneter values mnployed. For 
a review of the Lax-vVendroff schmne and the second order Runge-I(utta schen1e [89] 
used to integrate the reaction dynatnics, see the Appendix. 
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4.3 Simulations for various advective and inertial 
. 
regimes 
Before vve proceed with the sitnulation results ·we first state the nature of the see-
narios \ve will consider. 
1. CASE I: Sitnple diffusive propagation of the excitation wave from a suitable 
perturbation. 
2. CASE II: Spread of a bloom under turbulent advect;ion with no inertial or 
viscous corrections. 
3. CASE III: Blomn initiation frorn an homogeneous initial distribution in an 
extrerne inertial scenario. 
4. CASE Ill: Blomn initiation frmn an hornogeneous initial distribution in the 
case of' neutrally buoyant phytoplankton and slight;ly heavy zooplankton. 
In figure ( 4.4), the phytoplankton population is shown after a supra-threshold 
perturbation. The phytoplankton excitation wave propagates via diffusion (CASE 
I) and turbulent advection (CASE II). In both cases the excitation spreads and 
eventually dies out with the phytoplankton population returning to the quiescent 
equilibrimn level. 
At t; = 0, p and z are equal t;o their equilibriun1 values p* = 0.03827 and p* = 
0.04603, respectively, except for a s1nall central zone where a value of p large enough 
to cause excitation is added. These figures are qualitatively in agreernent. with 
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Figur 4.4: PTopagation of th phytoplankton :r;citation wav via diffu ion (1niddl ) 
and tuTbulent adv ction (Tight) from, a 'LLpr· -thT hold p TtuTbation {l ft). The ax 
r-epT . . nt th (.· y) plan. 
[71) in hat bloom 1 ropagation cur 1n non-uniforn1 mann r (£ r h urbul n 
fl ｾ＠ aid d bloom propa a ion). , -,;,;, do no in 
urbul l om 1 ropa. ·a ion (in lin v i h h di b w n local nd 
global xcita ion d fin d in [71]) w ar n1or inter d in th in rtia.J init ia. ion 
of I m . ' N"hat i evid nt i t ha. he t m tend toward 
quilibrimn tat (p* z* ) for lar - tin1 . 
For he imula i n of in r ial organi tn (Ca III and I\ ) w b gin with a 
patiall, hon1og ne u di tribution at t h un x it d quilibriun1 v Ju p* and z* . 
The in r ial pa r tion und r urbul nt ad ct i n act a t h p rt urba ion t 
uili rium di ribu ·ion a nd anal ·ou to -h hr hold natur of x i able 
w find ha x1 ri ical valu of h B rn ulli param r Vi hi h 
r gim wh r no bloon1 c urr .d fr m r ion v h r w aw lo ali d 
and subsequent blomn propagation. In figure ( 4.5) we see the evolution of both 
populations in the extrerne inertial regilne, Rp = 1.33 and Rz = 0.667 (CASE III). 
As the phytoplankton acctunulate in the eddies the population exceeds the threshold 
value and excitation begins inside t;he eddies. Diffusion causes the excitation to n1ove 
out frmn the eddies ahnost covering the whole dmnain but the flo-w eventually forces 
this wave back into 1;he vortices. All the titne the excitation is also decaying and these 
three processes seen1 to reach an equilibriurn state leaving a steady, heterogeneous 
distribution of plankton, with phytoplankton at the excited state inside the eddies 
and belo\>v it outside. For suitably sn1al1 Bernoulli paran1eters the separation is not 
strong enough to induce excitation. l-Ienee, we reach a steady, quasi-h01nogeneous 
distribution around the non-excited equilibritun values. 
One of the tnost interesting case occurs for the regirne ·where we have neutra.lly 
buoyant phytoplankton (Rp = 1) and slightly heavy zooplankton Ｈｒ Ｎｾ＠ = 0.9). Here 
-vve see the ernergenee of an oscillatory bloon1 in the average phytoplankton popula-
tion ·with a period of around 1 year which is interesting ·when we consider the annual 
nature of the observed blomns (although seasonal forcing is likely to have a role). 
In figure ( 4.7) we sec the nature of the oscillatory blomn in the n1ean population 
values of phytoplankton and zooplankton and in figure ( 4.6) we sho-w the evolution 
of the whole phytoplankton population. The initial excitation forn1s now due to 
the absence of zooplankton in the eddies and, a.s before, the bloon1 propagates via 
diffusion throughout the dornain. The tnain difference nuw is that the expanding 
phytoplankton vvave is not constrained to the vortices so the blomn decays and re-
turns to the quiescent. equilibriun1 before the process begins again. \iVhat is n1ore 
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( 4.42) 
Ai 11- R I) of t h org ni n1s. AI o all th pa ran1 et r are a in h pr viou t i n 
a pa rt from t h Ai · = p ;; whi h a r un1 d o b m a ll. Th b oun a ry condi t i n 
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Figure 4.7: 08cillato·ry bloorn ·in the ·mean concentr-a.tion8 of phytoplankton and zoo-
plankton, {CASE IV). 
values of these ,-\ we see n1nch of the qualitative behaviour of ｴｾｨ･＠ full n1odel. For 
rnost values of ,\11 and Ac we see that the systetn begins to show acctunulation 
(if one of the Ai > 0). Depending on the size or ,-\ vve get either a. steady sub-
excitation distribution or we see the excitation wave begin to propagate and then 
settle to steady distribution but with the vortex centre in a pern1anently excited 
sta.te. Figure ( 4.8) sho·ws the evolution of the spatial dis1;ribution of phytoplankton 
for Ap = A.z = 0.1. VVe see hovv the excitation wave begins to propagate then recedes, 
settling into a steady yet excited (at; the core) distribution. 
In figure ( 4.9) '"e see that the reduced vortex tnodel also adn1its an oscillating 
bloon1 solution. As in the full systetn, this only occurs for neutrally buoyant phyto-
plankton, A11 = 0, and slightly dense zooplankton. Vve found that too large a value of 
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The 1nechanisn1 for these oscillations is analogous to the full systen1. A lack of 
zooplankton at the origin (vortex core) leads to a rapid increase in phytoplankton 
which seeds an excitation that propagates outwards due to diffusion. Huwever, the 
pulse is diluted due to the fonn of the advection tenn and dies out, thus returning 
to the beginning of the cycle. One point vve 1nake is that there seemed to be 
son1e dependence on the radius of the eddy as, at least for sn1aller eddies Lv == 12 
(cotnputational units only), the oscillatory blomn disappeared. Our next area of 
interest is how these processes affect the aggregation, segregation and predator-prey 
contact rates of the phytoplankton and the zooplankton. 
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4.4 Aggregation, segregation & contact rates 
In this sect;ion, we investigate the effects of bloorn fonnation on the statistical prop-
erties of the organisrns' spatia.l distributions and hov1r it could affect the grazing rate 
of zooplankton. vVe use four different statistics which we vvill now introduce. 
To n1easure the rnagnitude of aggregation of each species we have the following 
two possibilities. The first vve call II1 and is defined as 
(Ci(r, t)) 2 
(Cf(r, t:)) ( 4.43) 
where (.) denotes a. spatial average and ci is the population density of species i. If 
the distribution is hmnogeneous then IIi == 1, while if all the organisms are all at one 
point then IIi == l/JV2 (where JV2 is the ntunber of rnesh points in the cornputational 
grid). 
To tneasure t;he degree of segregation of predator and prey in the systern we use 
a population correlation function, cij, defined as follows 
(Ci(r, t) Cj(r + r', ·t)) 
(Gi(r, t:))(C.i(r + r', t)) i =/= .i, r' == 0, ( 4.44) 
and the indices denote the different species in the systern. If species i and .i have 
identical spatial distributions then Cij == 1 and if they are located in cmnpletely 
separate areas of the spatial dornain then C.ij = 0. 
The final statistic we wish to use is a variation on the idea of the predator prey 
contact rate. It uses the difference in the relative fluxes of t.he phytoplankton and 
zooplankton which gives a measure of the rate at which the two organisms "rneet". 
In one spatial ditnension, the relative -flux of phytoplankton past a zooplankter, at 
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a given spa.tial location, is 
I
J:; Jpl· 
---  
z p 
(4.45) 
_ IP1::- zJpl 
z 
as both p and z are non-negative and asstuned non-zero. To now obtain an average 
cont;act rate (per unit tirne only) we cotnpute 
( 4.46) 
·where L is the length of the dmnain. Such an contact rate should be syn11netric, in 
the sense that it should be invariant -vvhen vve swap z for p and vice versa. VVe can 
see t.his by first noting that the relative flux of zooplankton past a phytoplankter, 
at son1e point in the domain, is given by 
analogously to (4.45). Similarly the rnean contact rate is given by 
1 [ ( · ·)] _ ｪｾ＠ r:;(t)pda: E r.z t - 1. 1. , L zdx Lpdx 
and so we find that 
E[r z(t)] - E[rp(l)] = f'(t) - JL IIJ1z - zJpl dx JL zdx fLpdx 
as required. 
( 4.4'7) 
( 4.48) 
( 4.49) 
Generalising this idea to 2-d \\re have an analogous expression for the averaged 
contact rate, f' ( t), 
- ( ) In II pJ.:;- zJp II dA r t = 2n 1. 1. , , 0 zdA DpdA ( 4.50) 
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·where R is the zooplankter's perceptive radius and D is the spatial dotnain being 
considered. Frorn [31], vve used R = 6 cn1 in line with the idea of the perceptive 
radius being around 2 to 4 body lengths. 
In figure ( 4.11) we observe ho\v the statistical rneasures discussed vary over t;he 
period of one bloorn oscillation. 
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Figure 4.11: Co·m.plete view of one per-iod of the oscillator·y bloo·m. 
\iVith this figure, and wit.h the help of the corresponding snapshots in figure 
( 4.6), we can describe in detail the behaviour of the planktonic populations and 
their spatial distributions. Fr01n (a) to (b) in figure (4.11), the phytoplankton 
abundance slowly increases but tnostly spreads (via diffusion) inside the vortices. 
During this period IIp ｾ＠ 1 since there is no localisation, only diffusion inside the 
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vortices. During this period, zooplankton nurnbers decrease due to the lack of prey, 
especially inside the eddies because of the inertial drift trying to exclude then1 frorn 
these areas. 
The phytoplankton blootn begins at point (b). Fr01n (b) to (c), the lack of 
zooplankton allows the phytoplankton to increase, although it; is always confined to 
the vortices. Hence, Tip decreases to a low value, a signature of localisation. At 
the satne tiine, the zooplankton starts to grovv again due to the presence of larger 
an1ounts of phytoplankton. This is also reflected in the sudden grovvth of the contact 
rate, f(t), just before the phytoplankton reaches its rnaxinuun just after (c). 
Frmn (c) to (d), the la.rger phytoplankton population aids the regeneration of the 
zooplankton, especially around the straining regions of the flow around the eddies, 
see figure( 4.6), which is where the phytoplankton had acctunulatecl previously. For 
this reason, llz decreases, a signal of zooplankton localisation. The zooplankton 
continues to grow, even while the phytoplankton abundance decreases (due to the 
fast/slo-w nature of the phytoplankton/zooplankton dynarnics). It is observed how, 
at this stage, zooplankton penetrates (via diffusion) inside the eddies, see figure( 4.6), 
counteracting the inertial drift. After point (d), in order to con1plete the oscillation, 
the zooplankton population begins to decay due to the lack of prey, and the phyto-
plankton travels below the equilibriun1 concentration before finally returning to this 
state at. (a). During this phase, both localisation funetions increase and the contact 
rate decreases due to the reduction of the ntnnber of both species. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have detnonstrated how inertial separation of phytoplankton and 
zooplankton could be a driver/ contributing driver (coupled ·with excitable reaction 
dyna1nics fro1n (107]) to generating phyt;oplankton blooms. Undoubtedly, other Ina-
jor drivers for the observed blomns could be factors such as ten1perature, irradiance 
and nutrient availability (see the excellent review paper by Legendre [57]). However, 
we suggest that the inertial characteristics of both phytoplankton and zooplankton 
can certainly aid in the occurrence of and in son1e regitnes cause the bloorn vvhen 
we incorporate turbulent flow. 
In section 4.1.4, we developed an analytical expression for the change in the 
energy spectnun of an inertial pa.rticle inunersed in steady, hon1ogeneous turbulence. 
Kraichnan's [53] work on 2D turbulence concluded that the energy in the syste1n 
'vvas contained in the large scale eddies. It is kno·wn [97, 91) that light particles 
aggregate inside these eddies while heavier ones prefer to be outside the eddies in 
the straining regions. Intuitively, we tnight expect a higher/lower value of tt6 for 
lighter/heavier particles as lighter particles are forced into the energy containing 
eddies, while the heavier particles are excluded frotn these regions. This was what 
was indeed suggested by the analysis. 
In section 4.2, vve brought together the excitable reaction dynarnics and the 
turbulent flow, with inertial corrections. Not only did we observe that inert;ial factors 
can cause patchiness of the plankton but can also help cause a bloon1, for realistic 
inertial regirnes. The resulting oscillatory bloom had a period of approxitnately one 
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year. This situation differs fron1 other related \Vork on advection enhanced bloon1s 
[71, 16) as it requires no initial perturbation and is self-sustaining. 
Using a ·Sitnplified vortex tnodel in one spatial diinension, we back up our find-
ings that the etnergence of a bloom is dependent on the strength of inertial sep-
aration/advection. In fact, there appears to be son1e critical value of the advec-
tion/inertial para1neter which separates an excited regitne frotn a. quiescent one (see 
figure ( 4.10)) as well as the oscillatory bloom, supporting our explanation of ·what 
\Ve observed in out· ntunerical investigations of the full syste1n. 
In the final section vve investigated hovv bloon1 forn1ation affects the statistical 
properties of the spatial distribution of the organisn1s and the contact rates. In all 
but the oscillatory case we saw that the aggregation statistics Ili would go through 
smne transient phase and then reach an equilibriun1 value. This value would either 
be excited (Ili < 1) corresponding to a heterogeneous distribution or unexcited 
(Ili ｾ＠ 1) corresponding to a near hmnogeneous distribution. This is not surprising 
considering the dependency of excitation on the strength of separation/advection. 
\i\Then considering contact rates we developed a type of contirnnun contact rate 
based on the relative flux of the t\:vo species. Furthennore, the separation of the two 
organisrns can be either good or bad for the zooplankton population. For the extrmne 
inertial case seen in figure (4.5), the contact rate decreased, as we would expect 
because predator and prey reside in different areas. However, for the oscillatory case, 
the bloorn can propagate ·without restraint which tnea.ns n1ore phytoplankton n1ove 
into zooplankton populated areas thus increasing the contact rate. In particular, it 
is clear that the spatially averaged grazing rate varies significantly in response to 
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physical and population dynan1ics cues an it is unlikely that the averaged dynarnics 
can be properly represented by a classical systen1 of coupled ODE's 
· For phytoplankton populations subject to excitable dynan1ics and turbulent ad-
vection with inertial effects, the 1nean ｣ｯｮｴ｡｣ｴｾ＠ rate does depend on the extent of 
the patchiness in contrast to other approaches, such as the probabilistically derived 
results of Pitchford & Brindley [86]. 
vVhat we have dernonstrated is that, for zooplankton at the larger end of the 
size spectrurn (up to 1 ern), inertial effects can help initiate a phytoplankton bloo1n. 
Realistically, the n1echanisn1 behind the observed bloon1s is likely to contain contri-
butions frorn a variety of different sources. vVe hypothesise that inertia is unlikely to 
be the sole contributor but is a.ltnost. certainly a contributor to the bloon1 fonnation 
process as a ·whole. 
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5 
Plankton Patch Dynamics: The coupled 
oscillator approach 
The observation of the patchiness of oceanic plankton populations is a vvell docu-
nlented phenornena [33]. 1\!Iany driving 1nechanisn1s for patchiness have been sug-
gested, frmn large scale turbulent advection [2] to srnall scale individual responses 
such as predator avoidance and buoyancy [31). Regardless of the n1echanisn1, n1ore 
often than not these "patches" of plankton are not independent as tnany fonns of 
coupling can exist between nearby patches (for instance diffusive coupling or the 
effects of higher predation). In the first part of this chapter, we would like to 
dernonstrate, when considering the plankton to inhabit a patchy environtnent, that 
spatiotetnporally varying dynamics can arise fron1 a ntunber of different sources. It 
has been observed tha.t tin1e series of larval plaice populations around the British 
isles display high levels of synchronicity [32], even when the habitats are far apart 
and rnay or may not be linked via the population dynatnics of the patches. In 
the second section, we show how external forcing can force the synchronisation of 
patches, even when they aren't explicitly coupled and exert no effect on the forcing. 
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5.1 Bidirectionally Co11pled Patches 
In the follo·wing section, we consider the case vvhere the patches are coupled together 
explicitly. A simple starting point vvould be a reaction-diffusion equation such as: 
(5.1) 
vvhere the vector s represents the interacting species, the reaction dynatnics are 
given by G and .D is the diffusion (which, depending on the spatial scale, may 
denote turbulent advection or swinuning behaviour). In [66) a "patchi' version 
of (5.1) was considered whereby each patch is diffusively coupled but has spatia.l 
variations in the reaction syst;etn G. Here, we propose a spatially (lD) discretised 
paradign1 for patch dynatnics. Coupled lattice tnaps generally have the fonn 
where i denotes the lattice point and n. is the discrete titne variable. However, 
plankton populations are best represented as continuous titne variables due to the 
effect of overlapping generations [46), so it is preferable to use the following tnodel 
(5.3) 
whereby we have continuous reaction dynatnics. For the situation we consider here 
we etnploy the following "no-fiux" t;ype boundary conditions, Eo = En+l = 0. Here, 
we shall tnostly consider the synunetric coupling case ( Ei-l = Ei+l = E, \f i) but do 
assess the non-synunetric case. 
To represent the reaction dynatnics, G, vve use a well known three cmnponent 
nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton (NPZ) n1odel, so that s = (N, P, Z). The NPZ 
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n1odel that \Ve will use was constructed in [102) but investigated in detail in [26) and 
[27). It takes the fonn 
dlV iVa )...(3P2 
d·t ( W)(b P) P + 1·P + <) p<J Z + '"ydZ + k (No- JV), 
dP 
dt 
e + J + c p,- + -
JVa A.P2 
( W)(b P) P- ,.p- ?. p<) Z- (s + k) P, 
e + 1 + c ｦｬｾ＠ + -
dZ aAP2 
d·t - ·) p?. Z - dZ. fl- + -
(5.4) 
Here JV, P and Z are the biotna.ss of the nutrient;s, phytoplankton and zooplank-
ton respectively. a is a tneasure of the tnaxin1un1 grovvth rate of P, b represents light 
attenuation by water and c specific light attenuation by the phytoplankton then1-
selves. The higher predation is denoted by d and e is the half-saturation constant 
due to the uptake of nutrient by the phytoplankton. Phytoplankton are lost frmn 
the systen1 by two tnechanistns, sinking of P given by s and the cross-thennocline 
exchange rate (with deep water devoid of phytoplankton) denoted by k. JV0 repre-
sents the nutrient level below the tnixed layer and 7' the phytoplankton respiration 
rate. Here, a and ,8 describe zooplankton growth efficiency and excretion. Finally, 
/', /\ and fl denote the rates of recycled higher predation, zooplankton grazing and 
the zooplankton grazing half-saturation coefficient respectively. See [102) for tnore 
details. Typical paratneter values and units of the above quantities are presented in 
Table 5.1. The nature of the higher predatory response is a s01newhat contentious 
subject. The n1odel as above einploys a linear functional response, but it has been 
suggested that a quadratic or Holling type III fonn n1ay be rnore accurate. Vve 
are tnore concerned with the collective dynatnics and use this rnoclel purely for the 
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sake of exan1ple. The dyna1uics of the uncoupled systen1 are ·well docmnented [27] 
fron1 equilibria to stable lin1it cycles to chaos under variation of the closure (higher 
predation) rate d. Unless explicitly stated vve shall consider cases where the individ-
ual patch dynatn ics are chao tic as these cases are the n1ost interesting in tenns of 
possible routes to desynchronous patch dynatnics. In the next two sections we shovv 
that, in our spatially discrete systetn, the transition to non-synchronous collective 
dynamics can correspond to one of two possible bifurcations and later, we look at 
what we can expect to see when we have variations in the individual dynatnics. 
5.1.1 Patch Synchronisation 
As Inentioned, our n1ain interest is to see under ·what conditions the individual 
pa.tch dynmnics cease to be synchronous giving rise to spatial (as well as ternporal) 
irregularity throughout our patch lattice. i\!Iuch work in recent years has considered 
t;he general behaviour and synchronisation of coupled oscillators [6, 34, 77, 82]. By 
synchronisation, we tnean that t;he asyn1ptotic dynainics of all the individual patches 
are identical and are constrained to son1e tnanifold, which we henceforth refer to as 
i\1s, defined by 
jil;!J. _ {17\r'· p'· zt 1 Ｑ ｾｾＮｲｴＮ＠ _ Ｑ ｾｾＮｲｴ＠ pt _ pt zt _ zt} 'IS- [\i> i>u·i ｾＧｲｩＭＡＧｪ＾＠ ·i- j> i- j Vi =/= j, Vt. 
The boundary of synchronous and non-synchronous behaviour corresponds to a syn1-
metry breaking bifurcation such that the synchronous attractor A E J\15 loses stabil-
ity transverse to lv15 . This "blowout" bifurcation can be calculated using a variant 
on the concept of Liapunov exponents [25] (see Appendix for a n1ore ·thorough re-
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Table 5.1: Default paraineter values for the NPZ rnodel in (5.4) . 
Pararneter Syrnbol Default Value 
Phytoplankton growth rate a 0.2 (rnday)-1 
Light attenuation by \Vater b 0.2 111-1 
Light attenuation by phytoplankton c o.4 n12(g c)-1 
Higher predation of zooplankton d 0.142 g C rn-3day-1 
Nutrient half-saturation constant e 0.03 g c 111-3 
Cross-thennocline exchange rate k 0.05 day-1 
Phytoplankton respiration T 0.15 day- 1 
Phytoplankton sinking s 0.04 day-1 
Lower rnixed level nutrient concentration 1V0 1 ｧｃｮＱｾ Ｓ＠
Zooplankton grmvth efficiency Q; 0.25 
Zooplankton excretion fraction ,B 0.33 
Regeneration of zooplankton excretion I 0.5 
Zooplankton grazing rate /\ 0.6 day- 1 
Zooplankton half-saturation constant p, 0.035 g c 111-3 
Pateh to patch flux €· 1. Bifurcation pararneter 
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vie-vv of the concepts used in the follovving section). The Liapunov exponent of the 
base point x E A in the direction u E T_")\18 is given by, 
1 ｾ｣ﾷｔ＠/\(x, u) = liln T log II DGt(u) II dt, 
T-too , 0 
(5.5) 
·where DCit( ·) represents the Jacobian of G(·) at titne t and 'r:tJ11s is the tangent 
space of i\18 at the point a.:. The noT'mal Liapunov exponent, ＩＮ｟ｾ｟ＨｸＬ＠ v), is defined to 
be, 
1 {T 
A.L(x, v) = Ｉｾｾ＠ T lo log II IIer:?;Ms)-L o DGt(v) II dt, (5.6) 
and IIV' denotes an orthogonal projection onto the vector space 11. If we assmne that 
A supports sotne natural, ergodic invariant; measure [25], f-L, then the tin1e averages 
defined in (5.5) and (5.6) will be equal to the space averages 
and 
A= i log II DG(u) II dtt(x), 
A.L =;·log II IT(T.vMs)J_ o DG(v) II dp,(x), 
A 
and consequently converge to finite set of constant values. Firstly, -vve should define 
what we tnean -when \Ve say attractor and we work with the following two definitions 
1. A is a:n asymptotically stable attractor if it is stable in the sense of Li-
ap'unov and the basin of attractior1- of A, jJ(A), contains a ne'ighbourhood of 
A. 
2. A is a Milnor attractor if IB(A) has non-zero Lebesgue ｭＬ･｡ｳｾｴｲ･＠ and there 
e:Dists no pTopeT cmnpac/; subset, A' C A stwh that jJ(A')=fJ(A) 'ttP to a set of 
zer'o m,easuTe (A is 'indecO'lnposable) 
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·where the basin of attraction, ,B(A), is just the set of points vvhose orbits' forward 
time li1nit is the invariant set A. By Liapunov stable vve n1ea.n that, for every 
neighbourhood [J of A, we can find another neighbourhood, 11, such that G1·(\1) C 
f 
U, V t E llt This is the fairly standard topological definition but we will see that 
vve have instances where ,B(A) contains no neighbourhood of A but is still large in a 
measure-theoretic sense. This is why we include lVIilnor's (67] weaker definition. 
These nonnal exponents 1neasure the contraction/expansion of perturbation vee-
tors transverse to 1\l.ls. If now we define /\Tax to be the largest nonnal exponent then 
the local stability of the synchronous at tractor A is detern1ined by the sign of Ｌ｜ｾｌ｡ｸＮ＠
If it is negat;ive then Sinall perturbations ':vill die out exponential1y but if it is pos-
itive then disturbances initially grow "' e.\Tax t until the non-linear tenus kick in 
(and A, while still an at.tractor in J\115 , has a basin of attraction ·with zero Lebesgue 
n1easure in the full phase space). Panuneters such as the diffusive coupling c are 
called nonna.l paratneters as they don't affect the dyna1nics normal to 1115 . This 
asserts the continuity of the A.1_ w.r.t. nonnal paran1eters allowing the defining of 
I/ 
ｾ＠
I 
a clear bifurcal;ion point. For nonnal para1neters categorised the scenario into two 
types of behaviour: 
I 
1. I-Iyste·retic blowout; ｢ﾷｾｐｵｔ｣｡Ｎｦ［ｩｯｮ＠ For son1e specific value, 7Jc, of son1e arbitrary, 
normal coupling para1neter tJ the chaotic set A will be tnarginally stable. Be-
yond the critical value of v the attractor is transversely unstable but trajec-
tories with initial conditions close to J11s will experience a chaotic transient 
orbit, which closely resetnbles the invariant set A but will eventually n1ove off 
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to the ot;her attract.or/attractors avvay from 1\lfs. This is also referred to as 
the s'ub-cTitico.l case as the attractors created aft;er the blowout bifurcation are 
contained in 1\l.ls. 
2. Non-hysteTetic blowo'nt bifm·ca./;ion After we have passed through Vc there will 
be a phen01nenon called on-o.ff ·intenniUency. This is where the orbits close 
to ills ·will spend a long thne very near ills but every once in a while they 
vvill burst away fr01n the at;tractor in the tnanifold. The titne spent in these 
bursts is typically short con1pared to the tin1e spent. near the n1anifold. The 
non-hysteretic case is called snper·cTilical as the fatnily of attractors etnerging 
frotn a blowout exist in the whole of phase space but are said to be stuck (8] 
to the invariant 1nanifold, il1s. 
In figure (5.1) we plot the n1axirnal nonnal Liapunov exponent, >.fa'\ which we 
calculated for the two patch, syn1n1etric coupling case, EI = E2 = E. Vve see that 
the synchronous state loses transverse stability below Ec = 0.002 (3 d.p.) as >.fax 
passes through zero. In figure (5.2) vve show the attractors in (iV1, JV2) space for 
E1 = E2 = 0.003 (just above Ec) and for E1 = E2 = 0.001 (just below Ec) to illustrate 
the difference in the systen1 before and after the blovvout bifurcation (this is an 
I 
J 
･ｸ｡ｾｮｰｬ･＠ of on-ofT intennittency). 
This shows that if the coupling is sufficiently low, any stnall differences in the 
initial conditions of each patch will initially grow exponentially (until the non-linear 
terms kick in). The calculations were n1ade for the sin1plest case of two interacting 
patches but can we extend the idea to arbitrary ntnnbers of coupled patches? 
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Figure 5.1: A plot of the ｮ＿Ｌ｡ＮＺｾＺｩｭＬ｡ｬ＠ nonnal Liapv.nov e:z;ponen,t, /\Tax, venm,s the patch 
co·npl'ing, E. VVe see the .fir·st blowo·ut bifwrcation OCCU.TS at a.ro·und Ec=O. 002. Just 
below th,is value of the co'u,pling, the synchr·onO'llS state A will cease to be an attractoT 
for· the whole syste·m. 
5 .1.2 Dynan1.ics of coupled oscillator systetns 
\T\fe consider a fairly specific fonn for our plankton patch lattice systen1 in (5.3) as 
this type of diffusive coupling suits the systen1 we are considering best but \vhat of 
the dynatnics of a n1o1·e generic coupled oscillator systen1. Firstly, let us 111ove to a 
more rnore general frainework than that in (5.3), so 
S = G(S) + EL Q9 H(S), (5.7) 
where S = (s1 , s2 , ... , sn)T represents the species present (the si are rn-dimensional 
vectors and i = 1, ... , n denotes the lattice point). The reaction dynarnics are gov-
ernecl by the function G(S) = (G(s1), G(s2), ... , G(sn))r. The 1natrix EL denotes 
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Figur 5.2: Attractor in the (N1 N2) plane before E1 = E2 = 0.003 {left) and after 
E1 = E2 = 0.001 (right) the blowoztt bifurcation. We can clearly ee that after the 
blowout bifuTcation the sym,-metTy of the system, is bToken and 1 and N2 evolve in 
a non- ynchTonous 1nanner. 
th l ttic coupling matrix and H an a t arbi rar (as u med C1 ) func ion 
encon1pas ing bo h th natur of h coupling (lin ar/non-lin ar) and which of 
th pat h p ci will b oupl d o imilar/ diff r nt p cies in h other patch 
in th lattice. Workin · und r th a un1ption that th s nchroni ation manifold 
(s1 = s2 = · · · = sn) i an in ariant rnanifold con train the urn of all the l n1 nt 
in a parti ular row of EL to un1 to z ro o I: (EL) ij = 0. 
j 
S t n1 u h as tho in (5.7) hav b n seen to exhibit global1, n hronou 
b ha\iour (Heagy et al. [3 ] · P c ra and Carroll [79] · P ora [80]) for 'ariou t 'P 
of lo al and global ou pling matri and clu teT n hroni ation (Bel kh et al. [14]) · 
for certain non-local coupling r gim o illator rn hroni tog th r in group but 
th r i no n hroni ation b tw n th group . In thi work w con ider onl 
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coupling Inatrices which allow only the possibility of a globally synchronous state, 
both for relevance and breadth of the applications. 
5.1.3 General stability analysis of coupled oscillator arrays 
Given the global synchronous solution (s* (-t) = s1 = s2 = · · · = sn), the variational 
equation governing Stnall perturbations ei = Si-s* (t) of the ith lattice point is given 
by 
(5.8) 
where e = (eu ... ,e.,Jr, In is the '/'1. X n. identity tnatrix, Q9 is the direct (tensor) 
product .. The tensor product of t'wo square n1atrices A (n x n) and B (1n x Tn.) is an 
·rnnx Tn,n block n1a.trix obtained by replacing A·i:j by AijB. Here, DG and DI-I are the 
Jacobian tnatrices of G and H, respectively, evaluated at the synchronous solution. 
As a comn1only occurring example, the case of nearest-neighbour sytninetric diffusive 
eoupling ('-'vith no flux boundary eonditions) vvas one of several considered in Peeora 
and Carroll ＨＧＷｾＩ｝＠ and Pecora [80]. For this scenario, the coupling funcLion H is just 
the n?.-din1ensional identity tnatrix (so only siinilar species variables are coupled in 
the lattice) and EL = E E, where E is a positive scalar and the coupling matrix is 
defined by 
-1 1 0 0 
1 -2 1 0 
£= (5.9) 
.. 
0 0 1 -1 
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The lattice Jacobian, the bracket in (5.8), would then take the following fonn 
[80], 
DG- Elm Elm 0 
Elm DG- 2Elm. Elm 
0 
0 
0 
(5.10) 
To isolate variations transverse to the synchronisation n1anifold frotn those inside 
the synchronisation tnanifold, discrete Fourier transforms were etnployed so as to 
diagonalise the coupling 1natrix EL and leave the 1natrix in (5.10) in block diagonal 
fonn. This change of coordinates yields the following Jacobian n1atrix, 
DG 0 0 
0 DG + Elm[l 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 DG + Elmf'n-1 
(5.1.1) 
where /'k = -4 sin2 (1fk/2n), for k = 1, ... , n- 1, is an eigenvalue of the tnatrix in 
(5.9). So, the stability of the spatial tnodes in the lattice systen1 are governed by 
the following individual block variational equations, 
(5.12) 
vvith each block corresponding to a discrete spatial Fourier n1ode. As can be clearly 
seen fron1 (5.11), the n1ode k = 0 corresponds to the variational equation for nlo-
tion inside the synchronisation tnanifold and the Liapunov exponents of this tnode 
correspond exactly to those of a single oscillator's dynainics. Orthogonality of the 
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Fourier n1odes tneans that all the other non-zero n1odes govern the dynatnics of 
srnall perturbations transverse to t;he synchronisation tnanifold. Hence, if all the 
Liapunov exponents of these tnodes are negative, the global synchronised solution 
·will be stable. 
The dependence of the eigenvalues /'k on the nun1ber of oscillators, n, tneans that 
the scalar coupling values for which we see stable synchronisation vvill also depend 
on the rnnnber of oscillators present. Indeed, in [79, 80], not only was this effect 
analytically predicted and nun1erically observed but that, for non-identity forn1s of 
the coupling function H that there could even be a lin1it on the rnnnber of oscillators 
for which a stable synchronous solution could be realised. The interested reader is 
referred to t;he work in (38, 79, 80] for a thorough analytical and nun1erical review 
of the dynatnics of this example and other types of coupled oscillator systmns with 
constant cou piing n1atrices. 
Frmn a biological/ecological viewpoint, the idea that the lattice coupling tnatrix 
is constant throughout the lattice seen1s sotnevvhat silnplistic and hopeful. There are 
likely to be local variations in the coupling rates betvveen lattice points, va.riations 
in tnigration strategies/ tnixing rates for exatnple. Given the structure vve consider 
in (5.3), this vvould lead us to t;he folloviring, non-synunetric fonn for the coupling 
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rnatrix, 
-E2 E2 0 0 
E1 -(El + E3) E3 0 
EL = 0 E2 -(E2 + E4) 0 (5.13) 
0 0 En-1 -E·n-1 
and again I: (Et) ·ij = 0, so the synchronisation 1nanifold is invariant. under the action 
j 
of the lattice flovv (5. ?) . 
In the exatnple systen1 and references given previously, the constant, synunetric 
nature of the lat;tice coupling 1natrix allows for the use of discrete Fourier trans-
fonns to block diagonalise the coupling n1atrix which then allows one to analyse the 
stability of the resulting spatial Fourier n1odes inside the synchronisation n1anifold, 
k = 0, and transverse to the synchronisation 1nanifold, k =!= 0. 
The case where we have a coupling 1natrix such as the one defined in (5.13) does 
not appear to have been analysed in a sin1ilar n1anner in the literature, presun1ably 
because the non-constant, non-syn1n1etric nature of the coupling n1atrix does not 
pennit the spatially n1odal decon1position of the lattice Jacobian. In the previous 
systetn, the scalar coupling E needed to see stable synchronisation depended only on 
DG, the fonn of the lattice coupling 1natrix, the coupling function's Jacobian matrix 
DI-1 and the nun1ber of coupled oscillators, n. However, with the added possibility 
of local coupling variations, it would seen1 likely that any loss of stability of the 
synchronous state could also be dependent on a particular region of the lattice a.s 
well. 
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To see -vvhat possible effects such local coupling variations rnight have, let us 
consider the variational equation for the vector variable C = ((1 , ... , Cn-l)T, where 
(i = s .i- Si+b ·with the Jacobian 1natrix DG evaluated at the synchronous solution 
(C = o), 
( = (ln-1 ® DG + £t ® Im) (, 
and the (n- 1) x (n.- 1) tnatrix Ej; is given by 
E_L-L - 0 
0 
0 
0 
(5.14) 
0 
0 
0 (5.15) 
The equation in (5.14) is the variational equation for srnall perturbations trans-
verse to the synchronisation tnanifold. Fro1n the structure of £t, we can see that, 
barring the "boundary" lattice points i = 1, n - 1 and n, the coupling term Ei 
directly affects only the dynan1ics of the variables (i_1, (.i. and Ci+l· Let us consider 
the follovving deco1nposition of the full lattice phase-space, S, 
(5.16) 
and Si E s.i, Vi. The variables 'i-ll ci and ' ·i+l govern the fate ofsnlall perturbations 
of the synchronisation tnanifold in the space si, defined by 
S i+2 s i = EB.i=i-1 j· (5.17) 
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The sirnplest scenario that one could envisage is vvhere, to begin with, Ei = E, Vi. VVe 
novv ass tune that there is son1e critical value of the scalar coupling, E = Ec (depending 
again on .DG, D.F-1, the lattice coupling tnatrix and n), below which the synchronous 
state is unstable. If vve have the situation where E > Ec, but IE- Eel << 1, then what 
happens to the systen1 if vve vary just one of the lattice point coupling pa.ratneters, 
As was seen, varying only this Ei affects transverse perturbations of the synchro-
nisation tnanifold in the localised space S.i. If indeed E > Ec, but IE- Eel << 1, there 
should be a threshold value of Ei for which sn1all perturbations to the synchronisa-
tion tnanifold in Si didn't die out and in fact grew, leading to the existence of one, 
positive norn1al Liapunov exponent. However, this seetningly locally originating 
blowout bifurcation n1ust in fact n1anifest itself as a loss of stability of the globally 
synchronised state. VVe can analytically den1onstrate why this n1ltst be t;he case but 
the analysis requires that we first assun1e that; there is son1e value of Ei > 0 below 
vvhich the tnaxitnal nonnal Liapunov exponent corresponding to the fate of stna.ll 
perturbations to the synchronisation manifold· in si, J\Tax( i), .is positive. 
By the n1ultiplicative ergodic theoren1 of Oseledec (1971), we can decon1pose the 
space orthogonal to the synchronisation rnanifold, T J1.1.1., in the following tnanner. 
There exist linear sub-spaces F 1 :::) · · · :::) Fk, such that T J\1.1. = F1 EB · · · ffi Fk (where 
k = 1n(n.- 1)), and 
. 1 j'T Ｏ｜ｾ＠ = lin1 T log II TirMj_ o DGt(v) II dt, 
T-too 0 
(5.18) 
where Al > · · · > J\1_, II · II is the Euclidean norn1 on JRm(n-l) and the -X{ are 
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the Liapunov exponents nonnal to 1\15 . Next, vve define the linear tilne evolution 
operator, A(t), for ((t), ·which satisfies the following set of equations, 
C(t) = A(t)C(O), 
A(t:) = :Tj_A(t), 
i\(0) = lrn(n-1), 
(5.19) 
vvhere :Tl_ is the bracket on the r.h.s. of (5.14). The norn1al Liapunov exponents 
can now be defined (Eclnnann & Ruelle [25], Appendix) to be the logarithn1s of the 
eigenvalues of the follo·wing lin1iting 1natrix, 
(5.20) 
Let H11 , ... , Hlk be the eigenspaces of the eigenvalues a.1 , ... , a.k of the lin1iting 
n1atrix defined in (5.20). Now, 
(5.21) 
Let us now consider sotne generic transverse perturbation vector w E T 111 l_, 
''vhere 
(5.22) 
and wJ E H':i· Since the Inatrix i\T(t:)A(t) is synunetric, the eigenvectors are or-
thogonal. Hence, 
k 
II w 11
2
= L II \Vj 11 2 , (5.23) 
j=l 
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and furthennore, with wTAT(t)A(t)w =II A(t)w 11 2 , -vve see that 
/..: 
II A(t)w 11 2= L II A(t)wj 11 2 . (5.24) 
j=l 
Using the fact that /\f = log(aj), 
(5.25) 
and if we factor out the tern1 in e2.Ai t we have that 
Now, a.s t ---+ oo, e2<.>.i -.Ai)t ---+ 0 because .X}_ > · · · > .\1_. This 1neans that 
the long tenn behaviour of the perturbation w is don1inated by the first tern1 in 
(5.25). However, we have one positive nonna.l exponent and by definition this tnust 
be /\}_ = /\Tax(i). Hence, any generic perturbation will be exponentially expanded 
and we have a global blowout. 
To illustrate this effect; ntunerically, a lattice of eight diffusively coupled NPZ sys-
tetns was considered. Ntunerical investigation showed that, for the nearest-neighbour 
diffusive coupling with a single scalar, t, to represent coupling strength, the eight 
patch systmn exhibited globally synchronous behaviour for coupling strength above 
t ｾ＠ 0.0075. In line with the theoretical scenario discussed previously, \Ve reduced 
the value of one of the coupling paratneters (in this case t 4) when the systen1 is 
close to the global loss of transverse stability. In figure (5.3), we plot the te1nporal 
difference in the nutrient variables for adjacent patches, JVi - N i+l, for i = 2, 3, 4 
and 5 so that we look at the dynatnics transverse to the synchronisation n1anifold 
in the lattice points closest to the region where -vve have decreased the coupling. For 
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c4 < 0.001, the globally synchronous state loses stability, giving rise to the dyna.1nics 
seen in figure (5.3). 
10 -N.i-
- 0 . 02 
-0 .04 
ｾＵ Ｐ Ｐ＠ 4000 450 0 sooo 
N'4 -NS-
0.06 
- 0 . 04 
5000 s ooo 
Figure 5.3: Ni(t)- 1\Ti+l(t), fo'T' i = 2, 3, 4 and 5 ajteT any tTansient behaviouT has 
gone. The synchTonised solution is v.nstable thToughoat the whole lattice. 
As can be seen frmn figure (5.3), the tna.gnitude of the bursts fron1 synchronicity 
are greatest in the two regions exactly adjacent to ·i = 4, where we decreased the 
coupling. In fact, -vve can quantify this bursting by con1puting the following average, 
'T T 
1 ;· 1 J ((i) = lin1 T II (i(t) II dt = lirn T II s.;,("t) - si+l (t) II dt, 
ｔｾｯｯ＠ ｔｾｯｯ＠
(5.27) 
0 0 
wpich (under the a.ssurnption that the attractor is ergodic) should converge (a.hnost 
everyvvhere) to a constant value for each ·i by Birkhoff's ergodic theormn (Eckrnann & 
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Table 5.2: BHrsi"'ing m.eas'ltre defined 'tn {5.27) for· -the case of a blowout frorn aUeTin,g 
only one co·upling pa-rarneteT (row 1) and whe-re all the co'ltpling paTam,eter·s aTe eq1.wl 
b'll.t below the synchronisation th-reshold (Tow 2). 
2 3 4 5 
((i) (Ett = 0.001) 0.0045 0.012 0.013 0.0044 
((.) (Ei = 0.001, \;f 'i) 0.054 0.055 0.054 0.056 
Ruelle [25]). Non-zero values of the ((,i) are indicative of non-synchronous dynan1ics 
\i\rhile for synchronised systmns, ((i) vvill converge to zero as T -t oo. Table 5.2 
shows the rnunerical results for the values of the quantity defined in (5.27) for the 
situation where we lower only one value of the coupling (first row and E4 = 0.001) 
and when all the values of the coupling are the sarne but below the synchronisation 
threshold (second row and Ei = 0.001, \;f·i). 
As can be seen frmn table 5.2, for the first case we see that ((.i) is different as 
we rnove away frmn the lattice point; for which \Ve decreased the coupling yet it 
displays a synunetrical decrease. This is in contrast \-vith the second scenario where 
the corresponding lattice values of ((i) are ahnost identical. Vile point out that this 
sin1ilarity is not supported at the lattice boundary points for the no-flux coupling 
scenario as the coupling changes at; t;hese points but nun1erical investigations showed 
that, for periodic boundary conditions, the quantities ( (i) were all converging to 
sorne value independent of i. This is because of the shift-invariant [38) nature of the 
coupling. 
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VVe rnention that convergence of the bursting rneasures (t;,i) was quite slovv, the 
results given were for 106 iterations, these differed little frorn results obtained at 
750,000 iterations but did differ sornevvhat frmn results obtained at 500,000 itera-
tions. Vve hypothesise that the reason for this is that the tilne average in (5.27) nntst 
be long enough to sn1ooth out the sporadic bursting follovved by longer periods of 
near synchronous behaviour typical of such systerns after a blowout bifurcation has 
occurred. 
These nun1erical sinnllations give son1e weight to the idea that, if we allow for 
local coupling variations, a global blowout can arise fi·on1 a n1ore localised event. As 
seen in table 5.2, t;he asynchronous bursting is strongest around the region where 
the coupling pararneter was decreased. VVhile computing the point at ·which the 
n1axin1al nonnal Liapunov exponent becornes positive gives us the pararneters for 
which synchronisation becornes unstable, the silnple ergodic average bursting quan-
tity defined in (5.27) a.llows us to (m.1n1erically at least) investigate son1ething of the 
local lattice dynarnics after this blowout event, if only in tenns of the severity of the 
asynchronous behaviour. 
This situation obviously considered varying only one of the coupling pararneters 
while keeping the rest constant and just above the synchronisation threshold. For 
n1ore cotnplicated scenarios ·where n1ore than one para.n1eter is varied, -vve can expect 
a n1ore cmnplicated interplay of local stabilising/ destabilising influences. In general, 
when allowing for local cou piing variations, one is ahnost certain to observe such 
locally originating blowout bifurcations, for a variety of coupling parmneter cmn-
binations but we also hypothesise that, as was seen in the scalar coupling systerns 
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studied in [38, 79, 80), these pararneter values for which we see a blowout bifurca-
tion vvill also alter with the type of lattice coupling n1atrix and ntnnber of oscillators 
present. 
5.1.4 Further Pathways to Irregular Patch Dyna1nics 
So we see that low enough coupling s1;rength can allow the onset of spatiotemporally 
heterogeneous patch dynatnics but this is not the only possible route in our patch 
lattice systern. For one, we have not yet addressed the situation where there are 
differences in the underlying reaction dynarnics of each patch and there is also the 
fact that -vve n1ust consider what effect smne low levels of systen1 noise rnight have. 
5.1.5 Riddled basins of attraction 
Riddled basins of attraction \vere first investigated in [3]. A basin of attraction is 
said to be locally riddled if there exists o > 0 such that, for arbitrary x E ,B(A) 
and any E > 0, the E ball B€(a:) contains a positive rneasure set of points whose 
orbits exceed a distance o fro1n A. A basin of attraction is globally riddled if, for 
arbitrary x E ,B(A), B€(:1.:) intersects ,B(A) and the basin of son1e other attractor 
with positive rneasure. This rneans that any open set in ,B(A) ''rill have a non-zero 
fraction that will either n1ove a specified distance away from synchronicity (local 
riddling) or converge to another, non-synchronous att.ractor (global riddling). 
If the basin of attraction of A, ,B(A), is either locally or globally riddled then the 
synchronous state ·will not be stable to low levels of noise. Riddled basins fonn when 
one of the saddle cycles, fron1 the usual cascade to chaos, etnbedded in A becmnes 
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a repelling cycle. This causes the creation of infinitely rnany repelling 'tongues' 
foliating off of A. A schen1atic representation of this is given in figure ( 5.4). For the 
case of local riddling, it is not too difficult to see that any mnount of noise will, with 
probability one, push all orbits into one of these repelling regions. The orbit will then 
tnove sorne specified distance frotn synchronicity. This phenmnenon has been called 
attract or· bubbling [6]. For the case of global riddling -vve have a rnore extretne version 
of attractor bubbling as the orbit is continually n1oved into the basins of attraction 
of the non-synchronous/synchronous attractors. VVe can envisage a type of back 
and forth behaviour associated with this attraction/repulsion frotn both attractors. 
\iVhether the basin is locally or globally riddled, noise driven intern1ittency ( attractor 
bubbling) will give us sin1ilar patch dynatnics to the post blowout scenario described 
previously. 
A final consequence of riddling is that our notion of an attracting set tnust 
"weaken" and we can only use the notion of A being an attracting set in the sense 
of l\!Iilnor, [6?]. If A is locally riddled then A cannot be asyrnptotically stable. This 
is because we cannot have Liapunov stability as we tnay define son1e neighbourhood, 
U0, of A such that, 
U15 = U B0(x), (5.28) 
a:EA 
If vve now take 6 to be the 6 frotn the definition of local riddling, then any 
neighbourhood, 1l C U0 (such that A C 11), contains a subset of positive Lebesgue 
n1easure, 1/ (and son1e T E ｾＩＬ＠ such that 
inf II G 7 (x)- G 7 (z) II = 8, 
zE,;-
(5.29) 
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Figure 5.4: A schem.atic r·epr-esentalion of lhe Tiddl·ing bifar·cation. Unstable tong'tL.es 
for·m, at a cusp at; P and ever·y pr-e-irnage of P (only two are shown bv.t theTe are 
infinitely nwny em,bedded in A). Or·bit"s inside the tongues are repelled fr01n A b'ut 
outside they are attTacted as AT(L'{ < 0. 
vvhich tells us that GT(1i)nU6 = (/J and, hence, GT(V) </. U0 • Note that the condition 
is not V T > T because of the eventual re-injection [6] of such orbits back towards the 
synchronisation 1nanifold. l-Ienee, A is no longer an asy1nptotically stable attractor 
as 11 Vi'as an arbitrary ｳｵ｢ｳ･ｴ ｾ＠ of U8. The smne argutnent applies to the case of global 
riddling but the second condition for asyn1ptotic stability is also violated as fi(A.) 
contains no open sets, hence no neighbourhood of A. 
The transition frmn locally riddled to globally riddled basins (48, 59] is now a 
fairly ·well understood process. The first pathway frorn locally to globally riddled 
basins involves a boundaTy cTisis, \-vhere the basin of attraction fi(A) of the syn-
chronous state A collides ·with the absorption area, A(A). The absorption area is 
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defined to be the sn1allest open set such that A c A and Gt(A) c A, i.e. the sn1all-
est open set ·which contains A and is forward-tiine invariant. Asstuning that initial 
conditions outside ,B(A) diverge to infinity, if the basin of A is locally riddled then 
A c ,B(A). For son1e critical value of the coupling, Er say, the boundary of the basin 
of attraction, i3(A), collides with the boundary of the absorption area, A. After this 
boundary crisis, the basin of attraction ,B(A) is riddled with points that diverge to 
infinity. The second transition fro111 locally to globally riddled basins requires the 
birth of a new attractor inside one of t;he repelling tongues seen in figure (5.4). For 
a n1ore cotnplete explanation and exa1nples of the two bifurcations involved in the 
transition frotn locally to globally riddled basins of attract;ion, the reader is referred 
to the work in [ 48, 59] 
To see if the basin of attraction of A could be riddled, for certain values of E1 
and c2 , -vve can look at the eigenvalues of the saddle point mnbedded in A. \iVhen 
all the real parts of the eigenvalues of this fixed point becon1e positive, then the 
basin of A ·would be riddled. \iVe found one real eigenvalue ,\ = -0.048442 which 
is independent of both E1 and E2 so changing these two paratneters cannot cause 
t,he riddling of ,B(A) by the saddle fixed point. Since the most unstable saddle 
point in A cannot becmne a repeller it is very unlikely that the periodic orbits 
can either. Riddling has been observed in discrete population tnodels with ske-vv 
product; structure, [3], and local riddling seen1s a generic phenon1enon in coupled 
oscillators so it's absence here does not preclude it's presence in a different systen1. 
Intuitively, global riddling is not a likely phenotnenon in such coupled systen1s due to 
the strong non-linear restraining 1nechanisn1s of tnost continuous population Inodels 
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(thus retnoving the possibility of the boundary crisis 1nechanisn1 described) and the 
uni-directional nature of the coupling (that is we consider the case ·where Ei > 0, 
'V'i). 
5.1.6 Generalised synchronisation of patches 
The final scenario -vve consider is when we have s1nall fluctuations in the paratneters 
of the reaction dynatnics governing each patch. This is a rnore general case of (5.7): 
(5.30) 
vlhere we allow for the fact that the dynmnlcs governing each patch will not always 
be the smne. This type of patch pa.ratneter variation has been exatnined in the con-
tinuutn sense by [66] and [61]. Variation in the underlying parmneters of plankton 
dynatnics has been hypothesised to be a driver of phytoplankton bloon1s such as 
red tides a.nd it is also feasible that there are sorne variations in para1neters over 
large spatial scales. \iVhat does this ilnply for our coupled patch lattice Inodel? In 
general, there are three classes of behaviour for systerns with detuned pararneters 
and each depends on the size of the paran1eter mis1natch and the strength of the 
coupling. Exact synchronisation of the systen1s is no longer possible, but a less rigid 
definition of synchronisation has been recently developed, [94] and [1], in which the 
dyna1nics of individual patches are related by sonw continuous (possibly stnooth) 
rnapping and are thus said to be in gener·a.lised synchr·onisa.tion ( GS). l\1any tertes-
trial ecological systmns have sho-vvn quite high levels of generalised synchronisation 
[17, 49, 52] and the well known Canadian Hare-Lynx data set exhibits spatially 
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coherent chaotic oscillatory behaviour (phase synchronisation in this case). In this 
section we den1onstrate how to calculate regions of paratneter space for vvhich -vve 
going to see this generalised synchronisation of the patches. 
l-Ienee, the three possibilities for the dynatnics of the patch lattice are: 
1. For stnall para.n1eter n1is1natch and sufficiently strong coupling, there exists a 
diffeon1orphis1n •napping the dynatnics of one patch to another (A. is knovvn 
as nonnally hyper·bolic, [110]). 
2. For coupling strength below a ｣･ｲｩｾ｡ｩｮ＠ value, differentiability (and possibly 
other properties) is lost but there is still a continuous relation between patches, 
[94, 78]. 
3. For the chaotic case, as Ｇｾｲ･＠ increase the paran1eter n1is1natch (or equally de-
crease the coupling), this detern1inistic relation is lost and the patches evolve 
in an unrelated tna.nner. 
The first condition, nonnal hyperbolicity of the attractor A., can be ntunerically 
established again using Liapunov exponents. The definition of nonnal hyperbolicity 
[11 0] requires that vectors transverse to T.'Cl11s experience contraction stronger than 
vectors inside T.'CJ1d8 . If this condition is satisfied then, for stnall paran1eter Inis-
matches, the subsequent invariant; tnanifold will be diffemnorphic to 111/8 . In tenns 
of Liapunov exponents, this 1neans that we require that for all :c EA., v E T.'Cl\18 .1. 
and u E T.'l;iVIs, 
(5.31) 
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·where .ATax is the tnaxiinal nonnal Liapunov exponent and .AA-111 is the stnallest 
Liapunov exponent of A. However, as noted in (50], this is a necessary condition, 
but not sufficient, as -vve cannot calculate the n1inin1al Liapunov exponent for all the 
unstable cydes e1nbedded in A. Whether this set of zero n1easure can generically 
effect the nonnal hyberbolicity of A is still an open question. 
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Figure 5.5: A plot of the ｮ･ｺ､ｮｾｬ＠ nonnal hyper·bolicity cur·ve in, ( E1 , E2) space. Above 
the curve the GS will be a ､＿ｊｽＧ･ｭｮｯｲｰｨｩｳｮｾ＠ {up to a set of zero rneasure) but below it 
will not be. 
For the NPZ systen1 in the chaotic regi1ne, we found that .AA"in = -0.096. Figure 
( 5.5) shows a neutral nonnal hyperbolicity curve, in ( E1, E2 ) space, for the case of 
two coupled NPZ systen1s. \¥e add that the calculation of this curve did not en1ploy 
a type of n1odified Newton 1nethod to find the zeros of the function G(E1 , E2) = 
.ATa."<(E1 , E2)- ＮａｾＱｩ ＱＱ Ｈｅ Ｑ Ｌ＠ E2) due to con1putational constraints. Instead we e1nployed an 
ad hoc algorith1n, which we found captured as 1nuch of t;he curve as possible but 
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unfortunately couldn't cmnpletely retain the sytnmetry of the curve. 
To look at hovv this property varies \i\;rith the dynatnics of the original patches 
figure (5.6) shows the satne curve in (d, E) space (synunetric coupling so E1 = E2). 
Surprisingly we see that quite strong coupling is required for A. to be nonnally 
hyperbolic, except within a neighbourhood of the chaotic regirne around d = 0.142. 
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Figure 5.6: Ne·t.ltTal nonnal hyper-bolicity c·nr·ve zn (d, E) space. JVote that stro·ng 
coupling ·is req·u·ired for nornz.al hyperbolic·ity e:ccept arottnd the chaotic r·egim.e. 
This effect can be understood by consideration of figures (5.7) and (5.8), where 
vve plot the Liapunov exponents of A with regard to the closure rate d. vVe find 
that there is always a relatively large negative exponent; except around t;he chaotic 
regitne. Very negative values of ａｾＱｩｮ＠ 1neans we require strong coupling so that J\Tax 
satisfies (5.31). 
In figure (5.9), we see the nature of the generalised synchronisation \\7hen the at-
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Figure 5.7: Plot of the thTee Liapunov e:Eponents of A as we vaTy the closur·e par·am,-
ete·r, d. The inset shows a close ·up round the chaot··ic region at d ｾ＠ 0.142. 
tractor A is norn1ally hyperbolic. The titne series of nutrient for t-vvo, non-adjacent 
patches exhibit phase synchronisation. This situation has been observed in the 
Canadian hare-lynx data [17, 49], even though the individual patches evolve chaot-
ically their phases were ahnost identical over large spatial scales. If we decreased 
either the coupling strength or the size of the stochastic pararneter perturbation, 
this phase-synchronised behaviour would be lost. 
5.2 Unidirectionally Coupled Patches 
In the first section, the coupling between patches was in both directions and full 
synchronisation (of identical systerns) 'vas possible but its stability depended on the 
strength of the coupling. Another class of coupled systen1s exists where the coupling 
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goes in one direction only and consequently one systen1 will be independent of the 
other, while the other systen1 feels the influence of the first systen1. For two variables 
these are called skew pr-oduct- systen1s and in a silnple rnapping forn1at they have the 
general structure, 
for the one din1ensional variables, Xn and Y.n· The biological basis for looking at 
systerns of this type is where the plankton populations reside in reservoirs or lakes, 
or are separated by large distances. In these cases, coupling is unlikely to be fron1 
direct interaction of the planktonic species but fron1 large scale environmental fac-
tors such as ternperature. As previously 1nentioned, high degrees of synchrony in 
the tilne series of larval plaice in the Irish and North Seas have been observed in 
(32] and it is unknnwn ·which factor dmninates, Inigration or ten1perature. The fore-
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ing of synchrony via large- scale envirmunental effects in linear stochastic systems 
has been dubbed the iVIoran efFect [44]. In the following section \ve ai1n to give a 
tnathen1atical reason behind how this pheno1nenon 1nay be occurring in non-linear 
ecosysten1 n1oclels \vith external forcing. 
5.2.1 External coupling & Patch Synchronisation 
In line with the general set up of section 4.2, the dynan1ics of the patch inhabitants 
is denoted by G but vve now consider son1e external forcing field, E, such that E 
exerts an effect on the patch inhabitants s but is itself unaffected by thmn. This 
could be anything fron1 tmnperature to salinity but \-ve consider it only in a general 
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sense. This 1neans vve have t;he following so-called drive-response systen1: 
E = F(E), 
(5.32) 
s = G(s,e,E), 
and the coupling frmn the (autonmnous) drive systen1, E, to the response systmn, 
s, is characterised by the paralneter vector e (under the assurnption that if e = 0 
both systmns evolve independently). 
In general, systen1s of this kind cannot fully synchronise (E( t) = s(-t)) but they 
can generally synchronise in a slightly weaker sense than defined in the section 4.1.3. 
In [1] the generalised synchronisation of chaotic drive-response systen1s, such as the 
one in (5.32), was defined to be associated with the existence of son1e transforn1ation 
¢: E -t S taking trajectories on the attractor in the drive space E to the at tractor 
in response spaceS, i.e. s(t) = ¢(E(-t)). It is assutned that this is also independent 
of the initial conditions of the response syste1n, s(O), as long as they are inside the 
basin of attraction of the generally synchronised attractor. The existence of cp is 
also only required alteT transient8 have decayed and in [1] the following properties 
of (p were laid down: 
1. ¢ has no explicit tilne dependence. 
2. Points in E space are 1napped to points inS space. The function qJ need not be 
injective and consequently not invertible but has a finite rnunber of branches 
(with smne rule for n1oving frmn branch to branch). 
3. On each branch, ¢ will be locally continuous. 
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This notion of GS is weaker than in the bidirectionally coupled case but still 
a.llows for the prediction of response variables when only the drive variables are 
knovvn. The tnain result fr01n [1] was that by constructing an au:-ciliary system,, 
ｩｾ＠ = G(r 8 E) , , , (5.33) 
which is identical to the original response systetn, vve can detect the presence of GS. 
Statistical tests for the confidence of the existence of such a deterrninistic transfor-
tnation (p exist, [78, 94], but this so called au1:ilia1·y syste,ms approach defined in [1] 
is a n1ethod that is easily ilnpletnented, both rnunerically and experin1entally. The 
pretnise begins with the asstunption that if all the response systen1s (s1 , ... , SN) are 
being driven by the satne driving signal, E, then they will inhabit the smne attrac-
tor, so long as their respective initial conditions lie in the sarne basin of attraction. 
It is possible tha.t si(t) = Sj(t), i =J .i, but quite unlikely if si(O) =J Sj(O), especially 
in the chaotic case due to exponential separation of nearby orbits. However, if the 
response systen1s are synchronised to the drive systen1 (via¢) then it is natural that 
the solution s.i(-1:) = s.1(t) exists. 
It transpires that the stability of the complex, generally synchronised oscillations, 
si(t) = ¢(E(t)) is equivalent to the stability of the con1paratively sitnple regilne 
where s.i(-t) = Sj(-t) . To see this equivalence, first consider the linearised equations 
for the evolution of ei(t) = si(t)- ¢(E(t)) and ej(t) = Sj(t)- ¢(E(t)) and naturally 
i =J j. \lYe have that 
ei = DG 1;(¢(E), 8, E)· ei, 
ej = DGt(¢(E), 8, E)· ej, 
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(5.34) 
and DG 1• = BxG(.LY, 8, E(-t)) is the Jacobian 1natrix of G, evaluated for the gen-
erally synchronised 1110tions. The linear evolution of ei(t;) - ej(t) = si(t)- Sj(t) is 
identical to that of ei(t:) and ej(-t), 111eaning they have the san1e Jacobian n1atrix, 
DGt(·, 8, E) as in (5.34). This now 1neans that the linear stability of the generally 
synchronised lllOtions ei(t:) = S-£(t)- (p(E(t)) in E EB si is both a necessary and a 
sufficient condition for the linear stability of the synchronised n1otions si(t) = Sj(t), 
in E ffi sl EB ... ffi SN. Consequently, if the external forces act strongly on the patches, 
the dynainics of the individual patches will becmne synchronised. 
The auxiliary systern approach vvas developed in [1] for the detection of GS in 
these uni-directionally coupled systetns. Here, we shall begin frotn the opposite 
direction and sho-vv that any type of large scale forcing of planktonic populations 
(with such a drive-response structure) can force the dynamics of uncoupled patches 
to synchronise, if the "forcing" (coupling) is strong enough. Indeed this could well 
be the type of process at work where we see synchronicity in seemingly uncoupled 
larval plaice populations (32] or in the Canadian hare-lynx data (49). The auxiliary 
systmns approach involves only two response systmns but here we have generalised 
the idea in a logical1nanner to an arbitrary nutnber of response systmns and turned 
the argtunent around to show that population synchrony can be a result of the envi-
rontnental driving systen1 being generally synchronised with the response systen1s. 
To den1onstrate, ntnnerically, how this process occurs we shall consider the re-
sponse (and naturally the auxiliary) systen1 to be defined by the NPZ systen1 in 
(5.3). For the driving systen1, we consider the scenario where E is chaotic but the 
ideas apply to any kind of foreing dynan1ics. The Rossler systmn has long been used 
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Figure 5.10: Th e chaotic Ro ler· attractor in (x1 , x2) space. 
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when the response and auxiliary systen1 have slight para1neter differences. The 
ans·wer lies again in the idea that the 1na.nifold in question Inust be nonnally hyper-
bolic. The robustness of the tnanifold s(t) = ¢(E(t)), thanks to (5.34), is equivalent 
to the robustness of the n1uch siinpler 1nanifold, s(t) = r(t). If this sitnpler tnanifold 
is nonnally hyperbolic, such that condition (5.31) holds, then the dyna1nics of the 
response and auxiliary systmn(s) will be generally synchronised thernselves, but in 
a n1uch stronger 1nanner than that iinplied by the aforen1entioned definition of the 
transfonnation cjJ. 
.5.3 Conclusions 
By viewing interacting plankton patches as a coupled lattice type model we have 
den1onstrated several different routes by which vve see transition fron1 synchronous 
(spatially homogeneous) to non-synchronous (spatiotetnporally varying) dyna.n1ical 
regirnes. This non-continuum approach 1neans \Ve can classify sorne of these tran-
sitions in tenns of a bifurcation (blowout and riddling bifurcation) by using a two 
patch syst.en1 as an exarnple and dernonst.rat.e (analytically and nun1erically) hnw 
these results would generalise to n, coupled systen1s. Also, we show what effect son1e 
variation in patch systen1 parameters tnay have. vVe classify the types of generalised 
synchronisation of patches and again how we can c01npute areas of paran1eter space 
in ·which each definition applies. 
'lve considered only norn1al coupling paratneters here but we could expect that 
n1ost actual reaction para1neters would not be nonnal. A tenn of sorne debate in 
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tnost tnodels of plankton dynatnics is the higher ｰｲ･､｡Ｑｾｩｯｮ＠ or closure tenn. Vve 
ernploy a sitnple linear fonn but, frmn our perspective, we could consider a coupled 
fonn of the higher predation function. Predatory fish can presun1ably travel fr01n 
patch to patch significantly n1ore effectively than zooplankton and phytoplankton. 
One idea we considered is to assmne that if a fish saw n1ore prey in one patch it 
would prefer to concentrate on that patch. Thus vve considered the following type 
of higher predation function 
xzi + (1 - x)zi' 
where i -=/= j and x E [0, 1]. Thus a predator will choose which patch to feed on based 
upon zooplankton nutnbers in each patch. Here x is a type of biased predatory term 
as if x < t, the predator prefers Zj and vice versa for x > t. Also, it is easily seen 
that x is a nonnal paratneter and in 1\is the closure tenn reduces to the original 
linear fonn. Using d as our patch bifurcation parameter is -vvork for the future and 
it will be interesting to see the in1portance of higher predation on patch dynatnics. 
Sitnilar transitions are observed when we vary non-nonnal paran1eters and a good 
revie·w of the phenmnena observed when varying non-nonna1 parameters can be 
found in [9]. 
Another open question concerning the existence of chaotic plankton ､ｹｮ｡ｾｮｩ｣ｳＮ＠
Due to the huge atnount of effort required to collect a emnplete and reliable data set 
of spatio-tmnporal plankton distributions, it is difficult to decide between stochastic 
and possibly chaotic effects. However, field data of the dynatnics of diat01n co1nn1u-
nities [100], showed the presence of chaos. Indeed it has been suggested that chaos is 
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a good natural state for populations, [4), in that c.haotic fluc.t.uations allow the per-
sistence of coexisting spec.ies even in unfavourable conditions. \1Ve hypothesise that 
a c.oupled analogue of this pheno1nena 1nay have been observed here. The strongest 
fonn of generalised sync.hronisation requires that the sync.hronised attractor be nor-
Inally hyperbolic., (5.31), v\Tl1ic.h in turn dictates the strength of the coupling t;hat 
is required. For the linear elosure model and the (structurally and paran1etrica.lly) 
different quadratic. closure tnodel, the n1ost negative Liapunov expoD:ent vvas large, 
except around the chaotic regitne. This rneans that, around the chaotic. regiine, the 
coupling required for the attract;or to be norn1ally hyperbolic is 1nuch weaker. This 
behaviour can not be verified for a general chaotic. population n1odel but is likely as 
the individual dynatnics are less locked into their respective dynatnics in the chaotic 
regiine than in, say, a periodic regiine. The phenmnenon of generalised synchronisa-
tion has been seen in ecologicaltnodels [17, 49, 52] and data (Canadian Hare-Lynx 
syste1n) t;hat also exhibit chaotic behaviour. Perhaps this is ·because it is easier to 
generally synchronise when in a chaotic regi!ne as our ntunerical experi1nents have 
suggested. 
Echvards & Bees [27] also c.onsidered a quadratic dZ2 closure tern1 and found t.he 
existence of a chaotic solution, for different paratneter values than those described 
in the linear closure n1odel. To see if this type of generally synchronising behaviour 
c.ould be a generic trait., vve also calculated the values of the Liapunov exponents, 
l'or a range of values of d, as in figure (5.7). As we see in figure (5.12), there exists 
a region around the chaotic regitne close to d = 0.5, see figure (5.13), where the 
strength of coupling needed to satisfy the nonnal hyperbolicity condition, bar two 
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or three isolated discontinuities, is consistently less than anywhere else. This is pre-
cisely the effect vvhich allo·wed the patches to generally synchronise that n1uch easier 
in the linear closure rnodel. The other patch parmneter values for the quadratic 
closure 1nodel can be found in [27]. 
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Figure 5.12: Neutral nonnal hyperbolicity curve in ( d, E) space foT the q'LJ,adr·atic 
clos?.t.re nwdel. Note that stro·nger couz;l·ing is r·equired for nonnal hyper·bolicity except 
a·ro'Und the chaotic Tegim.e. 
The coupling of patches 1nay not ahvays be so apparent. Certainly for such large 
scale effects as temperature, external forces can act on patches with no direct cou-
piing whatsoever and smne evidence [32, 44] exists for this type of forcing having the 
ability to cause population synchrony. By adapting a test frorn [1] for the detection 
of generalised synchronisation of so called drive-response syste1ns, vve den1onstrated 
that if the external forcing exerts a strong enough effect on the two pa1;ches then 
they will synchronise. \Ale also rnention how this concept generalises to arbitrarily 
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Figure 5.13: Plot; of the ｮｾ｡ＺｺＺｩＱｮ｡ｬ＠ L·iapunov e:cponen.t- close up aro7tnd the chaotic 
·regi1ne, d ｾ＠ 0.5 for the quadratic closuTe 1nodel. 
n1any patches and what 1nay happen if the response and auxiliary systen1(s) have 
slight paratneter differences. 
Fron1 tnacro to tnicro scales, tnany ecosysten1s exhibit a patchy structure and 
fact.ors such as n1igration, tetnperature variation n1ean that each population patch 
tnay be coupled to several of t;he others (directly or indirectly). Although the work 
in this chapter is with regard to planktonic dynatnics, the non-linear 1nechanisn1s 
and phen01nena involved are applicable to terrestrial n1odels as well. Treating these 
interacting populations as a systen1 of coupled oscillators gives n1ore scope for both 
incorporating the coupling and ntunerical study so we suggest that patchy dynatnics 
are better studied in a non-continuun1 sense. 
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6 
Plankton Patch Dynamics: The non-linear time 
series approach 
In the previous chapter, vve saw that the dynatnics of patches of interacting plankton 
populations can be linked in a variety of different ways and tnany 1nethods for 
dealing with such systen1s are available. These rnethods are ideal for when the 
dynamical systen1s governing the patches are explicitly knovvn. However, vvhat can 
be achieved in an experilnental situation when only raw data are available? The 
answer is potentially quite a lot using established ideas fron1 the analysis of non-
linear thne series. Here we present in1plernentable n1ethods to first statistically 
measure if several patches of plankton are related randon1ly or detenninistically 
(generally synchronised) and then create a representative patch systen1 such that the 
error between the averaged systen1's dynarnics and the individual patch dyna1nics is 
n1initnised. Furthennore, we suggest that, even for chaotic data, we can circumvent 
son1e of the problmns of sarnpling populations over large length and ti1ne scales. 
The work is organi.sed as follovvs, in section 6.1 we briefly explain how to recon-
struct individual patch dynatnics fr0111 experilnental 1neasurmnents. The statistical 
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method of detecting generalised synchronisation of titne series, first presented by 
Pecora et al. [78], is briefly explained in section 6.2 along ·with illustrative exainples 
of the technique in practice. In section 6.3 we explain our Inethod of constructing a 
n1eta-patch tnodel frmn the individual patch tilne series, -vvhich is constructed in such 
a way as to keep as 1nuch of the individual behaviour as possible. In section 6.4.1, 
we outline a fairly standard predictive estiinator frotn non-linear tilne series theory 
and the pros and cons of using such a 1nethod in an experitnental setup. iVIodel 
fit;ting of experilnental data is an area of current interest [20, 46] in planktonic 
dynamics, specifically detecting various types of density dependence/independence 
in planktonic populations. The analysis of possibly patchy data is not restricted 
to just planktonic systerns. In fisheries tnanagetnent, large areas are treated as a 
single stock, but in reality they are often n1odelled [90) as possibly interacting sub-
stocks, which are then cmnbined into a single dynatnical n1odel for use in risk as-
sesstnent/management decisions. In section 6.5, using various constructed "patchy" 
data sets as exainples, v.re show how our nwthod of constructing a representative 
1neta population tin1e series can help to reduce the incidence of error likely to ap-
pear \vhen using less rigorous rnethods of satnpling. Sotne degree of noise (both 
process and observational) is ahvays going to be a factor and in section 6.6 -vve 
address smne of the existing tnethods of noise reduction and their good and bad 
points. 
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6.1 Delay embedding aild state space reconstruc-
tion 
l\!Iany theoreticaltnodels exist for planktonic populations [112] and they encmnpass 
a broad range of cmnplexity and type. Recently, by using experitnental titne series 
data, tnany attempts have been tnade to actually fit the data to specific types of 
population tnodels. However, this is not a nevv field; (3?] investigated field data for 
evidence of Lotka-Volterra type behaviour and in (30] Feller was looking for evidence 
of logistic type growth in biological systmns. In [46], several data sets were analysed 
for evidence of predator dependent prey dynatnics as opposed predator independent 
constructions, such as lVIichaelis-lVIenten or Holling type responses. Other sitnilar 
work on rnodel fitting can be found in (20]. These approaches first assmne son1e 
underlying systmn equations a.nd consequently fit the data to these equations. How-
ever, this is al·ways a tricky procedure as we can never truly be sure of the accuracy 
of the original rnodel. For instance, the n1odel tnay be chosen with smne fixed pa-
rmneter(s), but seasonally varying parameters, such as tetnperature, tneans that the 
form of the solutions of the originaltnodel tnay change quite drastically with titne. 
\iVith this in n1ind we present a tnethod of investigating possibly tnany interacting 
populations with no knowledge of the underlying equations governing the population 
and no restrictions on the nutnber of species present in the patch populations (apart 
frmn that there are finitely many of course!). The aitns are to pursue a sensible 
construction of a n1eta-population systern representing interacting populations and 
to construct a prediction of future population trends, all fron1 individual titne series 
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data frmn a selection of patches. Also, -vve would like to show how this n1eta-n1odel 
1night be ernployed for the purposes of rnodel fitting. Given a situation ·where the 
only infonnation we have on a clynan1ical systen1 is a n1easuren1ent of one systern 
quantity (variable) it 1night seern quite natural to asstune that there is little we can 
say about the clynan1ics as a whole. However, in [106] Takens proved that if we 
reconstruct the dyna1nics, via a technique called delay reconstruction, fron1 this one 
1neasurmnent then the ｲ･｣ｯｮｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｾｩｯｮ＠ -vvill be an en1bedding of the underlying dy-
narnics in smne suitably higher-dilnensional space. This tells us that the dynan1ics 
in t;he reconstructed space are qualitatively the san1e as (or sn1oothly conjugate) 
to the original dynamics. So, to understand the original systern we can gain rnuch 
insight by studying the reconstructed systmn. However, son1e infonnation is lost; we 
don't know the specific relationship between the reconstructed and original systen1s. 
This restricts us to 1naking only qualitative staternent s about the dynatnics of the 
original systen1, based on the observation of the reconstructed system. 
\lve assurne tha.t we have sotne specific systern, r(t), -vve wish to study and that 
an unknown process detern1ines the tiine evolution of the systern, f: r(t0 ) 4 r(t). If 
cp(r(t)) is son1e ｭＬ･｡ｳｵｔ･ｮｾ･ｮｴ＠ jitnct'ion (e.g. nutrient concentration, phytoplankton 
bi01nass) then the tilne evolution of r(t) is now given by the tin1e series cp(r(t)). 
In practice this 1neasurmnent will be discrete and we assurne for sin1plicity's sake 
that the interval of satnpling is constant, i.e. our tneasureinent bec01nes cp(r( ir)) 
for some suitable fixed r and i E N. The choice of the size of the delay is obviously 
in1portant and highly case dependent. Too stna.ll a delay and the dynan1ics would 
seen1 alrnost at equilibriurn, even if the original dynan1ics are oscillatory. Too large 
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and the systen1 ·would seen1 n1uch tnore rand01n (if the underlying dynamics are 
chaotic). Lastly, an extrmne (but perhaps very unlikely) case ·would be choosing a 
titne delay that is a int;eger hannonic of the frequency of oscillation and, hence, the 
reconstructed dynatnics vvould consist of a. fixed point. 
The above tnethod is used to discretely se:unple the systen1 to generate a new 
dynatnical systetn as follows. Given J\T tneasurernents <p1, ... , <(JN, we construct the 
following de-ditnensional dynarnical systen1 (and we obviously require that N > de), 
(6.1) 
where 'i is a discrete tilne variables and de is the mnbedding [106] ditnension. 
Now Ta.kens Em.bedding Theore1n states that if de 2:: 2rn + 1 (where nt is the 
original dirnension of the systetn) then the ､ｹｮ｡ｾｮｩ｣ｳＬ＠ in m_d, are given by F : si ----+ s.i+1 
and are equivalent to the original (discretised) dyna.tnics f: r(ir)-+ r((i+1)r) under 
SOUle (unknown) SlllOoth, invertible transfonnation II, i.e. f = rr- 1oFoii. Hence, we 
can qualitatively reproduce the dynatnics of a patch just by periodically tneasuring 
the concentration of one of the patch organisms. To sho-w how this is achieved ·we 
use the NPZ systen1 of the previous chapter as an exmnple (we already kno-vv the 
dynatnics but it serves well as an illustrative exatnple). The dynatnics are governed 
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by the following coupled ODEs: 
dJV JV a A/3 P 2 ( !V)(b P)p + ,.p + ? p?z + rydZ + k (No-N), dt e + 1 + c J-L w + w 
dP 
dt 
dZ 
dt 
iVa AP2 
( !V) ( l P) p - T p - ? p? z - ( s + k) P, 
e + 1 J + c p,w + w 
aAP2 z- dZ. 
J..L2 + p2 
(6.2) 
This systen1 displays dynarnics fr01n equilibria to lin1it cycles to chaos, under 
the variation of the closure rate, d. A detailed description of the equations in (6.2) 
can be found in [27]. By using T = 1 day a.s our delay vve can unfold the original 
(lV, P, Z) dynmnics fron1 the 3-dirnensiona1 state space into a 7-diinensional state 
space using only the phytoplankton concentration, P, as follows, 
Figure (6.1) shows the original dynmnics and the reconstructed dynarnics for d=0.1415 
and d=0.142. 
So if -vve can 1neasure the concentration of a particular patch inhabitant (e.g. 
chlorophyll concentration) then we can reproduce the dynatnics of the patch. How-
ever, the ailn of this work is to see how we can use these ideas to sin1plify interacting 
patches. One factor that could prove to be a probletn is that if we are smnpling over 
very large spatial scales, we cannot satnple all patches at the sarne tilne so there will 
undoubtedly be son1e intrinsic gaps in the data. Also, the situation -vve are investi-
gating is where we don't kno-vv if the patches evolve ra.ndon1ly or are synchronised in 
son1e way. If they are dynatnically coupled then we cannot sirnply sarnple each one 
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Figure 6.1: Reconstructed dynatnic 'lt ing P as the m.easurement function. In both 
.figure we plot (PiT P(i+S)T) {1nain), (Pt Zt) {inset) for d=0.1415 {left) and d=0.14 2 
{right). 
and mo onto h next hoping to bring all th data tog ther at th end regard] 
of he dela . Thi ' ould not how th ffect that pat h ha e on a h o h r a w 
V\ ou ld be cornJ aring the pat h d nan1i at fund am ntall diff r nt tim . 
So, gi en our patch data w would lik to what if an imilariti exi 
b tw n he indi idual p· t h d rnan1ic and if th re ar in1ilaritie , how can '' u 
thi fact to implify th tem. 
6.2 Experimental verification of generalised syn-
chronisation 
Gi n rnan< t im ri 1nea ur m nt u h a tho in figur (6.2) w would lik 
t if h pat he e' ol randornl or are linked (g n rail nchroni d) in om 
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detenninistic rnanner. There are rnany properties that we n1ight want to investigate 
such as the existence of a continuous function fron1 one patch to another, invert-
ibility (and injectivity) and also differentiability of this generalised synchronisation. 
Several con1peting rnethods have been developed for statistically testing for such 
properties as continuity and differentiability. \A/e present the n1ethod developed by 
Pecora et al. [·78] which corresponds to rneasuring the confidence in the existence of 
the required properties for generalised synchronisation. Other approaches, such as 
Rulkov et al. [94), used a variation on the idea of false nearest-neighbours to see if 
any functional relationship exists between the tirne series. VVe suggest the n1ethod 
developed in (78] prhnarily because it is sin1ple to apply, very versatile and as we 
shall see, yields good results even for relatively short data sets. By this \Ve tnean 
that you can decide the "level" of generalised synchronisation you wish to test for, 
frorn basic continuity through to diffe01norphic behaviour (differentiable vvith differ-
entiable inverse). Furthern1ore, the results consist of confidence probabilities for the 
various properties desired and are thusly easily understandable and interpretable. 
Here, vve shall test for the existence of a hon1eon1orphisn1 (continuous, invertible 
and injective) between the individual patches, as with experilnental data it semns 
s01newhat optitnistic to test for differentiability. To describe the tnethod for the 
statistical tesl; of continuity we first go back to the well known c; - 5 definition 
of continuity. The function f is continuous at a point x0 , in sotne n1etric space 
(X, d) (and d is the standard Euclidean rnetric in m;n ), if \fc; > 0, 3 5 > 0 such that 
d(x, a:o) < o =* d(f(x ), f(a.: 0 )) <c. In rougher terms, for any given neighbourhood 
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t 
Figure 6.2: Ti1ne series of two patch nutTie·nt m,eas'l.lTem,ents from. a syste1n of three 
d'iffusively co'upled JVP Z ｳｹｳｴ･ｮｾｳＬ＠ see ( 6. 2) and ( 6. 8). 
of f(a.: 0 ), we can always find a corresponding neighbourhood of x 0 such that all the 
points in this neighbourhood belong to the neighbourhood of f ( x 0 ). This guarantees 
that neighbouring points are n1apped to neighbouring points. 
The algoritlun itself starts by choosing smne values of£ and o and finding all the 
points ·within a distance o of a.: 0 . Now v\re check that all these points are vvithin £ of 
f ( :-,;0 ), if not -vve decrease o by son1e suitable atnount and begin the process again. 
Vie repeat ﾷ ｴｾｨｩｳ＠ process until all the ilnages of points in the o set are inside the E set 
or o is so stnall that no points can be found in the o set. If such a o exists, then the 
function fulfils the standard definition of continuity described above, at least at the 
resolution£. 
Secondly, a rmll hypothesis is developed to be used in the test for continuity. If we 
have rnade N tneasuretnents to generate our tin1e series then let JV..h be the nun1ber 
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of points in the 8 set and 11ifc: be the rnunber of points in the c set (typically J11c: > JV.fo 
as points outside the 8 set n1ay be n1apped in the c set). Naturally, the points :c0 and 
y0 are excluded and do not influence the st;atistical test. The null hypothesis is that 
if the two tiine series are related in a randon1 tnanner (independently distributed in 
the itnage space vvith respect to points in (X, d)), then the probability p of one of the 
1110 points rnapping into the c set is vvell estitnated as 1115 / N. So, consequently, the 
probability that all the 1110 points will be n1apped into the t set is pj\1,s = ( J\!fc:/ 1\T) lvlo. 
If this probability is suitably Sinall then t.he null hypothesis can be rejected 
and the two tiine series are not ra.ndon1ly related. It n1ust be en1phasised that a 
rejection of the null hypothesis is not proof of the alternate hypothesis, the existence 
of a continuous function. It rnerely gives us confidence that all the sarnple points in 
the 1116 set being rnapped to the c set is not due to a randotn coincidence. 
How can we express this confidence ntnnerically? The situation above describes 
a probability -vvith a binornial distribution, ｐＨｮｾ［＠ 1116 , p) (the probability of finding 
1n points out of 1116 in the c set given that the probability of finding one is p). The 
event of interest is in the tail of this distribution (rn, = 1116 ) hence the probability of 
this happening is p1\'I.s. The likelihood of the event can be de-fined as p1vi.s /Psup where 
]Jsup is the tnaxinnun probability in the binon1ial distribution usually occurring at a 
certain 1n < 1\118. This says that not only tnust pM8 be stnall, H must be sn1all in 
cmnparison with the rnost likely event. 
The confidence can now be expressed via the continuity statistic [78) 
C(c,'i) E (0, 1), (6.4) 
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where i indexes the point at which continuity is being tested at (xi = x 0 ) and we 
n1ake clear the explicit dependence on£. If C ｾ＠ 1 then we are confident of continuity 
at ＺｾＮ［ｩ＠ but if C ｾ＠ 0 ''ve are not confident of continuity because vve have no statistical 
basis on 'vhich we can reject the null hypothesis. 
This is clearly a test for continuity at a single point, so to gain a statistic for the 
whole ti1ne series we randmnly choose 1111> points in the tirne series and average C 
over these points as follo·ws: 
1 }dJ.> 
C(c) = j\!f; 2: C(c, i), 
p i=l 
C(c) E (0, 1]. (6.5) 
The subsequent statistics are highly dependent on the choice of £. If £ is of 
the order of the size of the attractor in reconstruction space then we would expect 
that C (E) ｾ＠ 1 even if the two original tin1e series were ra.ndornly related. If£ is too 
sn1all on the other hand, noise in the systen1 or cmnputational resolution will aln1ost 
certainly give us results where C(c) ｾ＠ 0. They are also dependent on the nun1ber 
of data points available as the stun in (6.5) will invariably in1prove with iVlp, this is 
son1ething we shall address later in this section. 
There is no set n1ethod for choosing the value of£ but we suggest that one can use 
general inforn1ation fron1 the tin1e series to provide a sensible estimate for the range 
of c. A logical upper bound for£ would be the magnitude of the largest variation 
in the tin1e series data, £ = sup { d( <pm,, l.fJn) I rn, n = 1, ... , JV}. Any value of£ larger 
than this will give C(c) = 1, even if the two thne series evolve in an uncorrelated 
rnanner. The situation for a rninin1un1 bound on £ is a. little 1nore cmnplicated. For 
one, we would like to be sure that we are testing local effects in the tin1e series, 
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but ehoosing c too sn1all 1nay incorporate effects that we have no real interest in 
investigating, sueh as Sinalllevels of system noise. A rule of thun1b "Yve would suggest 
is to eonsider values of c down to a distanee an order of Inagnitude srnaller than £. 
The test for inverse eontinuity of the generalised synehronisation follows again 
frotn the standard c - 5 definition, i.e. the function .f has eontinuous inverse at 
a point y0 , in smne 1netric space (17, d), if Vo > 0, 3 c > 0 sueh that d(y, Yo) < 
c =? d(.f-1 (y), f-1(y0)) < 5. Using the 1nethod deseribed for the eontinuity test our 
statistic. for inverse eontinuity at y0 is sin1ply 
. . ｰｾｍＢ＠
I(c, ·1,) = 1- -, 
Psup 
I(c, i) E (0, 1), (6.6) 
where now p = 1110 /JV (note that Psup, 1110 and ilifs will not; be the sa1ne as those for 
the eontinuity test). As before we average this point statistic. over randmnly ehosen 
points in the tilne series to get the average statistic. 
1 Mp 
I( c) = i\1! LI(c, ·i), 
p ·i=l 
I(c) E [0, 1), (6.7) 
and all the eon1n1ents and suggestions on the continuity statistic apply (with the 
obvious switch for c and 5). The final statistic. we ean eonstruet is a eonfidenee 
statistic for whether the funetion .f is a ho1nemnorphisn1 (onto and injective with 
eontinuous inverse). This ean be expressed by the cmnpound statistic., C(c)I(c). If 
this produet is dose to unity vve ean be eonfident that the funetion f is indeed a 
horneo1norphisn1. 
To show how the statisties ean be applied and how to interpret then1 we look at 
titne series taken fron1 the following eoupled array of NPZ syste1ns 
(6.8) 
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" h re h G j ar the arne a in th single NPZ sy t n1 in (6.2) and j = 1 ... 11/f 
denot the pat h number. Thi as a good paradign1 stem for man. ' oupl d 
pa ches and u ing th ph toplankton concentration of each pat h a th m asure-
ment for the tin1e eri con truction w will appl the ontinuit, /in\ er e ontinuit, 
algorithn1 for different paran1 t r cenario . 
Figur 6.3: Typical phas por-trait' for' adjacent patche (Pi Pj+l) wheTe (i) = 0.2 
and no param.eter mi rnatch (top left) (ii) E = 0 (top Tight) (iii) E = 0.005 and 
rnall variation in clo ure rate d (botto ·m left) and (iv) E = 0.2 and large var·iation 
in clo ure rate d (bott01n right). For the e irnulation we et M =3. 
Figur (6.3) hows he pha portrait of th tirn ri of adjacent patch . 
D tail of the fourth-ord r Rung -Kutta (89] proc dure emplo d in th int gration 
of (6.8) can be found in th Appendix. v¥ u e data frorn (6. ) to genera e I 
tin1 rie._ { wh r i = 1 ... JV and j = 1 ... 111/ for diff r nt par am r nario . 
Th four ituation sh wn in figur (6.3) r pr nt four lik l 
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systen1s: 
• Identical patches ' 'vhich are strongly coupled. The dynarnics are synchronised 
and the generalised synchronisation relation ci> : cp{ -+ cp{ is just the identity 
rnap. 
• Cornpletely uncoupled patches evolving in an randmn fashion. 
• Patches ·where the coupling is fairly close to the synchronisation threshold E = 
0.001 (42] and there is a sn1all, randmnly generated rnisrna.tch, ｾ＠ｾ＠ 0(10-4 ), 
in the closure rate d in each patch. 
• Patches which are highly coupled but there is a relatively large pararneter 
rnisrnatch, ｾ＠ｾ＠ 0(10-2 ), in the closure rate din each patch. 
In figure (6.4) we plot the continuity statistics for the four scenarios sho·wn in 
figure (6.3). V\fe see that for the synchronous case (i) that at all resolution scales 
c we have high confidence in the existence of the generalised synchronisation (as it 
is just the identity rnap ). For the cornpletely asynchronous case (ii) we see that as 
we decrease the resolution scale c, the confidence rapidly tends to zero suggesting 
that the patches evolve in a randmn manner. Case (iii) represents an interesting 
situation as the dynarnics are intern1ittent and consequently the systen1 spends long 
periods close to the diagonal, punetuated by bursts frmn synchronicity. This can be 
seen frotn figure (6.4) as we get a gradual decay to zero as we increase resolution, 
for exmnple we have that at c = 0.07, C(c)I(c) ｾ＠ 0.6 suggesting that the patches 
spend around 60% of their tirne in sync (at this resolution). 
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Figure 6.4: Continuity (top) , inveTse continuity (middle) and hmneonwrphisrn (bot-
tom,) confidence statist·ics for- the four' scenar·ios shown in fig·nr·e ( 6. 3). 
In case (iv) we see that the statistics are very good (C(c)I(c) ｾＱＩ＠ down to a 
resolution of around E = 0.025. Above this level the strong coupling guarantees 
generalised synchronisation but below the parameter rnisn1atch effects are evident 
in the rapid decay to zero of the statistics. All calculations -vvere rnade using 2000 
constructed data points. The value of Omin .for the calculation of C(e) was set to the 
sarne value as Emin used for the calculation of I( e) and Omin = Emin = 0.001. 
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In reality, large and reliable data sets are not always the nonn in rnany biological 
situations. IVIeasuring over large spatio-te1nporal scales brings with it very real 
constraints such as resource availability and firiancial liinitations. This applies to 
the n1odelling and n1easure1nent of not just planktonic ecosystems but other oceanic 
and terrestrial systen1s as well. To assess the sensitivity of the test to the an1ount 
of data present, \Ve look at the n1ost extren1e case (ii) (where statistically there is 
no relationship between patches). In figure (6.5) we see that, for a relatively shorter 
titne series, the statistic C(c)I(c) differs frmn that featured in figure (6.4) (cis fixed 
at 0.05) but, as vve increase the length of the tilne series the statistic C(c)I(c) rapidly 
approaches that seen in figure (6.4). 
0_9 
0 _7 
C(c)I(c) o_s 
400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 llOO 1200 
JV 
Figure 6.5: Hom.emnorphic co·nfidence statistic for case (ii) as we increase the 
anwunt of available data, N (c = 0.05 throughout). 
In figure (6.6) we show a si1nilar plot to figure (6.5) but for case (ii) (strong gen-
eralised synchronisation). For a resolution of c == 0.025, around ·where the statistics 
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in figure (6.4) undergo a. 1na.rked change, the hon1eon1orphisn1 confidence statistic 
C(c)I(c) is plotted against increasing satnple size, 
0.98 
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Figure 6.6: I-Iom.eom.orphic ｣ｭｾｦｩ､･ｮ｣･＠ statistic for case (iv) as we incr-ease the 
a1no'ant of available data, JV (E = 0.025 thr-o'agho'at). 
Even around the resolution (c = 0.025) ·where the confidence in generalised 
synchronisation drops off fairly quickly, the statistics show little difference as we 
increase the atnount. of available data. All types of confidence/likelihood tests are 
prone to inaccuracies for short ti1ne series, due to lin1ited data. However, the 1nethod 
en1ployed here seetns to converge to the expected result quite quickly with increasing 
data availability, even in the n1ost extren1e cases. 
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6.3 Creating a 1neta-population model 
In rnany experitnental scenarios (90] it is often advantageous to· construct a kind 
of rneta-rnodel which describes the general population trends. Hovv can we use the 
statistical t;est described in the previous section to decide which type of averaging 
procedure is best? vVe can separate the problern into two n1ain areas as follows. 
6.3.1 Randomly related patches 
If, after applying the confidence test, we find that the dynatnics of the individual 
patches are related in a randmn rnanner, -vve could average the dynarnics by rnodelling 
it as a linear stochastic process using, for exatnple, an autoregressive rnoving average 
(AR1VIA) (21] model: 
.R M R 
0i = O'.o + L L 01.{ (j/1-k + L !3k ci-k, (6.9) 
k=l j=l k=l 
where the (i are uncorrelated randon1 variables, R is the length of the regression 
and the 01.£ and f3k are the n1odel pararneters. This is a slight variation on a fairly 
standard stochastic approach to tin1e series rnodelling. The n1ain difference is that 
both individual patch tenus and their history are included in the first stun while 
the usual stochastic history tenn appears in the second sun1. The advantages of 
such a forn1ulation is that it can certainly capture the apparent cotnplexity of a 
problen1 and n1any routines exist in statistical packages to in1plmnent the n1odel. 
The down side is that because it is inherently stochastic, any predictive power is 
stnall in cmnparison to a detenninistic non-linear approach. Ho-vvever, we are rea.lly 
interested in the scenario when the patches are not randon1ly related so we go no 
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further with this model. 
6.3.2 Detern1.inistically related patches 
If we have found that, for a suitable range of our resolution pararneter £, that both 
C ( £) ｾ＠ 1 and I(£) ｾ＠ 1 then -vve can adapt various tnethods fron1 dynan1ical systmns 
aspects of tin1e series analysis. The statistics tell us that we can be confident that 
there exists son1e hon1eo1norphisn1 bet-ween individual patches, <I?(j, j') : <p{ -t <p{, 
·where j' is son1e arbitrary patch such that j -=/=- }'. Consequently, we can take any 
suitable cotnbination of the <J?(j, j') and gain a hon1eon1orphisn1 frmn any patch to 
another. So "\ili'e now consider the construction of a representative tirne series as 
follows : 
(6.10) 
where 'Pi = ( <p,}, ... , <pftf) and T( ·) is an operator to be established. The beauty of 
working in delay reconstruction coordinates is that any intrinsic phase difi'erences in 
the individual patch dynarnics <p{ can be factored into equation (6.10) right at the 
start when we reconstruct the dynamics fron1 the originalrneasuretnents. 
Severaltnethods exist for detern1ining a suitable operator T( ·) frmn an etnpirical 
tin1e series. The pr-oper orthogonal dec01nposition, POD [15], considers (6.10) as a 
tnodal decon1position, 
lVI 
<Pi = L AjUj(<p{), (6.11) 
j=l 
such that (J\J> Ui) and J\;J represent an eigenvalue/eigenfunction pair and the nurnber 
of degrees of freedon1 to be solved for, respectively. 
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This approach vvorlcs well ·when dealing with turbulent data when there is no a 
pTior·i knowledge of the ntunber of degrees of freedorn of the systen1. In 1nost practical 
applications, we kno·w explicitly the ntnnber of patches, 111. Also, the patch systems 
are generally synchronised hence, vve hypothesise t;hat a slightly sin1pler approach 
could be ernployed, one drawback of the POD is that it is con1putationally expensive. 
The second n1ethod consists of revvorking of (6.11) \vhere vve choose the fonn of 
the function,Uj, depending on the situation, leaving us a systen1 to solve for the Aj· 
How do we go about choosing the functional fonns of UJ? A popular choice in tin1e 
series is to use ·radial basis functions, [18, 22, 87, 99). Frorn the individual patch 
data we choose the Tad·ial basis centres, r 1, ... , rR, and fix B(:r) = Ｍ ｊｻｾ［ Ｒ＠ +c), for son1e 
suitable constant; c. The averaged thne series is now given by 
R 
<fJi - L Aj B(ll 'P·i- rj II), (6.12) 
j=l 
which can work well for global, non-linear approxilnations as we obtain the non-
linear behaviour frorn good choices of basis centres and the constant c, vvhereas the 
systern is linear in the Aj. The pararneter R detennines how rnany radial basis 
centres are used and is problen1 specific. 
The l;hird possibility we envisage is a ·weighted linear average (\iVLA), 
lvl L /\j <p{, (6.13) 
j=l 
which is coneeptua.lly the sirnplest of the three possibilities we have tnentioned here 
but is perhaps rnore accurate than the sin1plest notion of <fJ-i being sitnply the sample 
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patch n1ean (SPi\II) of the cp{, i.e. 
1 j\t[ . 
- - " J Cf?·i - ]\1[ L.__; cp i ) 
j=l 
(6.14) 
V\!e wish to preserve as n1uch of the ､ｹｮ｡ｾｮｩ｣ｳ＠ of the individual patches in the nevv 
averaged patch tilne series as possible so we choose to fit using the least squares 
error 
N 
e% = L(<Pi- ｣ｰｾＩＲＬ＠ (6.15) 
i=l 
for k = 1, ... , J\11 and where JV is the satnple length of the data. The error for the 
whole fit though is given by 
M 
" ') L.__;ek = 3(.\), 
k=l 
(6.16) 
-vvhere ,\ = (A1, ... , /\M)· S(.\) is quadratic in the Aj and n1any routines exist for 
the rninilnisation of such fonns (solving 8.xi3(.\) = 0 under the condition that the 
Hessian tnatrix is positive definHe). Throughout this chapter, vve used the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno rniniinisation algoritlun (89]. 
These n1ethods are based on the asstunption of a detern1inistic relation between 
the individual patch tiine series. If we apply our rule of thurnb for the resolution 
paratneter this gives us a confidence bound of roughly c 2:: 0.05 (where c is the 
resolution of the continuity/inverse continuity statistic). If the detenninisn1 statis-
tics are good above this threshold then vve can be confident in applying the ideas 
frotn non-linear tilne series analysis. If not we would be advised to use smne kind 
of stochastic n1ethod such as the rnodified ARlVIA n1odel (see section 6.3.1). The 
statistics for cases (i) and (iv) fronr figure (6.3) are very good, C(c)I(c) ｾ＠ 1, the 
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statistics for case (iii) are not as good but suggest prolonged periods of synchronicity 
interrupted by the "randon1" bursting indicative of systetns close to synchronisation. 
The statistics for case (ii) rapidly converge to zero as -vve decrease E, suggesting that 
the two titne series are randornly related (as we ·would expect of uncoupled chaotic 
traject.ories y\'ith difl'ering initial conditions). 
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Figure 6.7: Average en·or, e'i, for· /;he synchTonov.s case {iii) at t·im.e i between r{J1: and 
the <p{ when using Uw sa·mple Tnean (top) and the weighted linear aveTage approach 
{bottom.). The total sam.ple er-r-or foT the sa·mple 1nean was e2 = 18.764 and for the 
weighted l·i·near· a:uerage e2 = 16.26. Iier·e the n:wnbeT of data points ·used to obta·in 
the fit 1\T = 500 and the num.beT of patches was J\;f = 6. 
Figure (6. 7) plots the inter-patch error, when corn paring the sarnple tnean 1nethod, 
(6.14), with the weighted linear average 1nethod, (6.13), for case (iii), the syn-
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chronous bursting case where we are reasonably confident. of son1e level of generalised 
synchronisation. It can be seen that the weighted linear average tnethod perforn1s 
better than siinply taking the san1ple patch tnean, though the conceptual siinilarity 
of the tvvo approaches is ･ｶｩ､･ｮｴｾ＠ as the bursting behaviour occurs in the san1e places. 
The total error for the sa1nple patch n1ean (SPI'v1) was e2 = 18.'76 while the weighted 
linear average (V\TLA) n1ethod gave a total error e2 = 16.26. Figure (6.8) shows the 
siinilar error cotnparison for a systen1 of 6 patches in phase synchronisation, case 
(iv). In this case, the total satnple error for the sa.tnple tnean was e2 = 17.89 and for 
the ':veighted linear average e2 = 16.72. In both cases, the vVLA rnethod perforn1ed 
better (though not hugely) than the SPi\II tnethod. 
The radial basis function approach was in1plmnented but, for the scenario of 
near- synchronous patch dyna.n1ics that vve are considering, was very poor in tern1s 
of accuracy and cmnputational tin1e. To gain a level of accuracy appreciably close 
to those achieved with the vVLA and SPi\II tnethods, Inuch 1110re C0111putational 
effort was required. V.fe hypothesise that this is because the radial basis function 
approach works well for approxitnating very non-linear systen1s but is not as suited 
to approxitnating the weaker non-linear behaviour seen in the near synchronous 
systetns. On the 'Whole, the vVLA tnethod captured the the 'local, behaviour better 
than the SPi\II 1nethod but disappointingly did not radically decrease the inter-patch 
error as was hoped. The advantages of radial basis functions will becmne apparent in 
the next section v.rhen vve wish to rnake short tenn predictions of the patch dynatnics, 
given our n1eta-population data set. 
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Figure 6.8: AveTage erToT, ei, joT the synchronous case (iv) at; t·i1ne i between 'Pi and 
the <pi when 'lLS'ing the sample m.ean (dashed line} and the weighted l·inear aveTage 
appToach (iall line) foT a pa.tch system. e:r:hibiting phase synchr·on·isation. The total 
sa·mple e·rTOT .for· the sample 1near1, was e2 = 17.89 and for· the weighted linear· aver-age 
e2 = 16.72. ll ere the nurnbeT of data points used to obtai·n the fit JV = 500 and the 
'17/U'lnbeT of patches was J\1 = 6. 
6.4 Making use oftl1.e constructed meta-population 
time series 
In the previous sections, it vvas den1onstrated how one can first elucidate the link, if 
any, in the dyna1nics of interacting patches and then construct an average population 
tiine series vvhich preserves nlltch of the individual patch dynarnics. \Ale vvould like 
to show that one can then use this Ineta-population ti1ne series to both predict short 
tenn general trends in the patch systen1 and also ilnprove the quality of any fitting 
of the data to a specific n1odel. Fisheries scientists have long been trying to predict 
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trends in fish stocks [90] so as to offer better advice on the allowable catches of 
these stocks. Planktonic populations have a direct effect on the state of 1nany fish 
stocks [57] so son1e way of predicting trends in plankt.onic abundance tnay well be 
advantageous to the economically /ecologically hnportant analysis of fish stocks. 
Furthern1ore, the analysis of rna.ny n1ulti-species ･｣ｯｳｹｳｴｾ･ｮＱｳ＠ has concentrated 
on fitting a particular model to the titne series tneasurernents of that ecosystern 
[20, 30, 37, 46]. Particular n1ention is rnade by Jost and Arditi [46] that the lake 
frmn which they sarnpled the pla.nktonic populations had several linked populations, 
but that this was not factored into the treattnent of the data with regard to tnodel 
fitting. VVe suggest that constructing the rneta-population before perforn1ing either 
predictive ot· n1odel fitting procedures will increase the applicability of the results 
·when dealing ·with a patchy ecosysten1. 
6.4.1 Predictive estin1ation 
The rnain question -vve -vvant to address in this section, -vvith regard to predicting 
behaviour frotn possibly short data sets, is can we use our rneta.-population tirne 
series <Pi for predicting behaviour in the future dynan1ics of ｴｾｨ･＠ patches? This 
question can be addressed, asstnning underlying detenninistic clynarnics, using a 
consequence of Taken's etnbedding theormn. Given our rneta-titne series, <Pi, Taken's 
etnbedding theoren1 says that we will have some function :F such that 
(6.17) 
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where de is the ditnension of the etnbedding. This asserts the predictability of the 
titne series. However, since :F is not necessarily injective, it will not be invertible. 
\iVhat vve need to do is find a good approxitnation to the function :F. This \vill 
allovv us to predict the future behaviour of the titne series because the next point of 
the tirne series is detennined by the de previous ones. VVe now return to the notion 
of approxitnating :F by a linear cOinbination of radial basis functions which were 
briefly discussed in section 6.3. The following ideas have appeared in various works 
[18, 22, 87] but the a.lgoritlun we use was presented in this forn1 by Stark [99]. '"'e 
look for sotne approximation :F to :F and, in a silnilar fashion to (6.12), we have 
.R L Aj B(ll tpi- rj II), (6.18) 
.i=l 
where again r1, ... , rR are the radial basis centres, cpi =(£Pi, £Pi-l, ... , cpi-dc+l), B(x) = 
.J(:z:2 +c) for sotne suitable constant c. As before, we choose the A.i to 1ninilnise the 
least squares error 
N 
e2 = L(:i(cp.J- :F(<pJ)2, (6.19) 
·i=dc 
where lV is the ntunber of data points in the tilne series and we begin with i = de as 
delay coordinates require the last de points in the titne series to construct the next 
point in the reconstructed phase-space. Frotn (6.17), :F(ij:>i) = £Pi+l so c01nbining 
(6.18) and (6.19) \Ve obtain 
N ( .R ) 2 
e
2 
= ｾ＠ ｾａ［＠ B(ll {j>;- rj II)- <i'i+t (6.20) 
and upon defining the tnatrix Aij = B(ll <p.i-ri II) and the vector v, \:vhere Vi= cpi+I, 
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\ve have 
(6.21) 
So tniniinising e2 boils down to finding (;he /\j which tniniinise the Euclidian nonn 
of the vector AA.- v. This is a st;andard linear least squares problen1 and the n1ost 
efficient 1nethod is generally considered [18] to be the orthogonal deco1nposition of 
A. Consider the following refonnulation of A and v 
A=QR, 
(6.22) 
v = Qr+q, 
·where if Q = [qb ... , qm] then qfqi = 0 if i # j and qfq = 0 for ·i = 1, ... , tn. The 
tnatrix R is upper triangular with unit diagonal elements so ｾｩ＠ = 0 for i > .i and 
R-i:i = 1 for all i. Now using the above fonnulation -vve see that 
AA. - v = QRA. - Qr - q, (6.23) 
and consequently 
(6.24) 
However, \Ve know that q is ort.hogonal to the colun1ns of Q hence qTQ = 0 and 
finally we have that 
II ct 11 2 + II Q(RA.- r) 11 2 . (6.25) 
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So, the Ai required to rninitnise (6.25) can be obtained as a solution of Q(R..\-r). 
Since R is upper triangular vve can find the /\j very easily by back substitution so 
R. 
Ai = ·F-i - L Ri.i /\i 
j=i+l 
(6.26) 
inductively for j = R - 1, ... , 1. Nlany rnethods exist for cotnputing the vectors 
Qi such as Givens or Householder transfonnations but here we use the rnodified 
Gram-Sehr11idt a.lgoritlnn [56) \vhich is ruunerically better conditioned. The basic 
algoritJun defines a set; of auxiliary vectors qj for .i ｾ＠ i by the notation 
(6.27) 
where qi = ｱｾ＠ and q} =a:;, where A= { a 1 , ... , an}, so inductively, 
(6.28) 
with the convention that. R1:j = 0 if qi = 0. \Ve sitnilarly define the vectors qi for 
·i = 1, ... ,R+ 1 with q1 = v and 
q-i+l = q-i - f:q· 1, 1, l (6.29) 
fori= 1., ... , R ·with q_R+l = q and 
(6.30) 
Now we simply set AR. = f.n and use (6.26) to con1pute AR_ 1 , ... , --\ 1 via back-
substitution. The subsequent vector /\ gives us the optitnal approxirnation :f: of :F, 
subject to least squares fitting. 
This is a global batch rnethod but since it is extretnely unlikely that vve will have 
any real tirne data, there seerns little need in applying a recursive fonn of the above 
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procedure. However, a good description of such a rnethod can be found in [99]. 
Again we have the problen1 of hnw to choose the radial basis centres. The usual 
choice is frorn data in the tirne series itself. By this we rnean that, for sotne suitable 
indexing function TJ(j), vve require that ri = tp.11(j)' ·where vve choose 17(j) such that 
it gives us a suitable spacing between the basis centres. ｜ｾｔ･＠ can now express the 
elernents of A as 
(6.31) 
·where 
(6.32) 
In figure (6.9) vve plot a chaotic tirne series, 'Pi (the one used to produce the 
right hand side of figure (6.1)), and the approxilnation '1/Ji = f:(cpi-de> ... , 'Pi-1)· The 
first 1000 points \:vere used as the data sa1nple and the first 150 points were used to 
define the radial basis centres with B(:l:) = ·J:v2 + 2 as this value for the constant c 
gave the best fit (the etnbedding ditnension will be de = 7 throughout, in line with 
Taken's de 2:: Ｒｮｾ＠ + 1 condition). The choice of the constant cis problen1 specific 
and highly related to the ainplitude of the systen1s oscillations. For exan1ple, the 
prediction of a tirne series obtained frorn the chaotic Hen on systern in Stark (99] 
used c = 10, ·where points (:vn, Yn) in the Henon attractor are contained in the 
region (±1.5, ±0.4). In our reconstructed NPZ systmn, tin1e series orbits are in the 
interval (0, 0.4), prornpting our smaller choice of the constant c. 
The two t;irne series are virtually indistinguishable, figure (6.10) shm;vs the error 
at each iteration. The average error is around 10-4 for both the first 1000 iterates 
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Figure 6.9: ToJJ figu·re shows the tr-ue ti·me seT·ies 0i while the bottom, shows the 
appTo:cim.ation 1/Ji = F( 'Pi). The tinw se·ries was constntcted by sa1npling the phyto-
plankton population of a single JVPZ m.odel w-ith d = 0.142. 
(in san1ple) and t,he second 1000 iterates (out of s<:unple) suggest;ing that over-fitting 
has not occurred. By this we tnean that the approxilnation vvorlcs just as well for 
the sa.tnple used in its construction as it does for the next sarnple of points in the 
tilne series. Later we pay attention to the effect; of varying the length of the time 
series, lV, and the nutnber of basis functions, R. 
So now we can construct; an accurate estilnation of the underlying dynatnics, can 
we then predict forward in tirne? The ans·wer is yes but the question of just how far 
forvvard we can predict depends on the nature of the systmn itself. 
If it is periodic/ quasi-periodic then a good approxitnation :fi -vvill stay close 
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Figure 6.10: FiUing e·rro·r e.i = rfJi - 1jJ.i for the two tim.e seTies in figure {6. 9). 
to :Fj for a -vvhile before stnall errors gradually cause the approxin1ation and the 
actual t.itne series to bec01ne out of phase (see figure ( 6.11) for the case where the 
closure rated= 0.14) . For the case of periodic systmns this shouldn't cause concern 
because, provided the original tiine series contains a full cycle, we can silnply pa.st;e 
tnany cycles together. The situation is tnore difficult if the underlying dynatnics are 
chaotic though. One of the ha.lltnarks of a chaotic systmn is that sn1a.ll errors (i.e. 
ones resulting from the approxi1nation) expand exponentially with tirne [25] until 
they are of the order of the size of the systern in question. 
Put more fonna.lly, if the system is indeed chaotic (with sotne associated tnaxiinal 
Liapunov exponent [25], Ｑｾ＠ > 0) then all errors of size c5 ｾ＠ 1 will grow to an order 
of 6e'"n after n it;erat.ions. Let p be sorne tneasure of the order of n1agnitude of the 
systen1, such as the tnean population, then a silnple calculation reveals that if 
ln (p/ 8) 
n ::::::: _..;....____;_ (6.33) 
r..: 
then the error will be of the order rnagnitude of the systern and prediction bec01nes 
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Figure 6.11: Gr-adual phase sepa·ration of the appr·o:dm.at;ion (dashed line) and -the 
tnw tim.e seT·ies (solid line) foT [;he pe·riodic case. The i'inw seTies was constTucted 
by smnpling the phytoplank/;on, JJopulation of a single JVPZ ·model with d = 0.14. 
futile (n is often referred to as the Liapunov ti·me). 
Figure (6.12) shows how such a separation occurs in a chaotic time series. For 
the first 1000 iterates vve plot e.i =<pi- 'l/J.i (where ｾｨＫ Ｑ＠ = F(cp.J). From i = 1000 
100 iterations the error in prediction is already of the order of the atnplitude of 
the original tilne series, see figure (6.9), so predictions beyond that point would be 
pointless. So, for chaotic tirne series, short tenn predictions are all we can achieve 
but, as tnentioned in [4'7], a short tenn prediction of a chaotic titne series will be 
n1ore accurate than a short tenn prediction of a inherently stochastic systmn (such as 
the ARi\IIA systetn). This is because the ｵｮ｣･ｲｴ｡ｩｮｴｾｹ＠ in the chaotic systen1 develops 
in Lime, whereas in a stochastic systen1 there is smne level of uncertainty right from 
the start. 
vVith regard to randmnly related patches in section 6.3.1, vve briefly rnentionecl 
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Figure 6.12: PTopagation of small erTors when atternpt·ing to pTedict chaotic tim.e 
seTies. At i = 1000 we begin to pTedict fut'UTe points in the tirne se·r-ies geneTated 
again by sam.plin.g the phytoplankton population of a single JVPZ m.odel with d 
0.142. 
the ARIVIA tnodel ·which requires a historical data set to 1nake an approxitnation to 
the dynan1ics. The n1ore data that; are available, the better the fit. The satne is 
true Ｌ［ｾＬｲｨ･ｮ＠ using tnet;hods such as radial basis function approxirnation but the other 
factor here is that; the accuracy is also linked to the ntunber of radial basis centres 
that are defined. The n1ore centres -vve have, the n1ore accurate the fit (18, 22, 99]. 
T 
In Table 6.1, we ､･ｴｮｯｮｳｴｾｲ｡ｴ･＠ how the ctunulative error of prediction e = I:: leil 
i=l 
(ei = <fJi - '1/J.i and T = 1000) varies with both smnple length J\T and the nu1nber 
of basis centres specified, R. The t.irne series used in the siinulations can1e fron1 a 
single NPZ systen1 in the chaotic regiine. As is to be expected, the case with the 
longest satnple length and t;he n1ost basis centres is the tnost accurate. \i\That general 
trends are observable? Firstly, the dependence on the satnple length is non-linear 
as we see a n1arked decrease in the accuracy for successive equal decrernents in the 
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Table 6.1: Ctunulative squared error ·when varying the ntnnber of data points and 
the rnunber of basis centres. 
I N=500 I N=250 I N=l251 N=50 
R=100 0.0561 0.0563 0.0942 0.3803 
R=75 0.0737 0.0754 0.1031 0.4701 
R=50 0.1955 0.2153 0.2918 0.9072 
R=25 0.217 0.2361 0.3014 1.1036 
sarnple length, ·whatever the number of basis centres. Also, the relationship bet·ween 
accuracy and the ntnnber of basis centres seen1s non-linear as well. There is a srnall 
decrease in accuracy when decreasing the nmnber of basis centres fron1 100 to 75 
and frotn 50 to 25 but a large one when decreasing R frmn 75 to 50. This is seen for 
all lengths of the data set JV suggesting the possibility of a sigtnoida.l relationship 
bet·ween R and e. 
In general, the radial basis approach is quite suited to dealing with possibly short 
data sets as this lack of dat.a can, to sorne degree, be balanced out by specifying 
tnore basis functions. This cannot be said for the ARJVIA n1odel as it utilises only 
the available data. Also, n1ore sophisticated techniques are available [22, 87, 99] 
for choosing the radial basis centres whereby initially tnany are selected and then a 
tnodel selection algoritlun deselects "unilnportant" basis centres. 
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6.5 Applications to 1nodel fittir1g of planktonic 
dyna1nics 
The fitting of specific population tnodels to tin1e series data has been an area of 
interest for decades, fron1 detecting sin1ple forrns of population dynarnics such as 
Latka-Volterra (37] and logistic-type behaviour (30] to sex and age-structured, spa-
tially resolved population tnodels (90] . Such exercises can tell us tnuch about the -vvay 
the different species interact, for instance whether population density-dependence 
of various kinds is present [20, 46]. The gathering of accurate data over large spatio-
tetnporal scales is not an easy task for rnany terrestrial/ oceanic ecosysten1s which 
will inherently afl'ect the accuracy of any subsequent fit tnade using such data. As 
tnentioned in [46], inherent spatial (and tetnporal) heterogenities 1nean that you can 
be satnpling data frmn regions vvith differing dynatnics. 
Here, vve shall dernonstrate that the approach of first classifying the interacting 
dynatnics of patches, then creating a tneta-population tiine series accordingly, ca.n 
increase the accuracy of fitting a specific n1odel to a patchy ecosystetn. By fitting 
the chosen tnodcl to this averaged data we tnight expect to get a better fit than 
siinply using data san1plecl frmn just one patch, a.rithrnetically averaged data or 
data randotnly collected frmn the various patches, a problen1 touched upon in (46]. 
Given discrete rneasurecl data of the population of plankton s.i. = (ni,Pi, z.i), 
for i = 1, ... , JV), we want to fit this data to son1e specific rnodel for the plankton 
populations, e.g. Si = (1Vi, Pi., Zi) and Si+l = G(Si)· If (} denotes the vector 
of paran1eters of the explicit n1odel G, then to n1axi1nise the goodness of the fit 
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we n1ust tninilnise the error betvveen the data and the n1odel variables. Put n1ore 
fonnally, let the residual ri = si - si. vVe then calculate the (} that Inininlise the 
'} ) least squares error, ･ｾＨＨｊ＠ , where 
(6.34) 
where V is the diagonal variance tnatrix (36] and this rescaling helps to avoid badly 
scaled errors for highly variable data as rnany descent type minitnisation algorithn1s 
are sensitive to badly scaled variables (89]. This is because they require the calcu-
lation of the first and second derivatives of the function being rninin1ised. If stna.ll 
paran1eter changes illicit large changes in the value of the function, the a.Igorithtn 
can tnove beyond the desired Ininitnising solution. Conversely, for data with very low 
variability, this rescaling tneans that the algorithn1 doesn't locate a false ntunerical 
n1initna due to the "flat" nature of the function being rninitnised . 
. As an example case, we consider the data fron1 a systen1 of three coupled NPZ 
systetns (6.2), coupled as shown in (6.8). \Ale introduce a stnall randmn variation of 
0(10-3) in the paratneter d and set the base value of d = 0.14 (a sitnple periodic 
solution). The subsequent. patch dynarnics are generally synchronised but, for the 
purposes of illustration, we consider the following four data sets to which -vve want 
to fit the single NPZ n1odel: 
1. The data set 'D1 , constructed using the weighted linear averaging procedure 
defined in section 6.3. 
2. The data set 'D2 , constructed by taking data frmn each individual patch (three 
sarnples of equal intervals). Here we wish to tnitnic the effect of atten1pting to 
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"randotnise" the location of satnpling. 
3. The data set 7J3 , constructed by n1easuring the population of just one of the 
patches, ignoring the rest. This situation is silnilar to having a fixed n1easuring 
station. 
4. The data set 7J4 , constructed by taking the rnean (over all patches) population 
of each patch species. 
For the sake of argtunent, we now a.tten1pt to establish the value of the zooplank-
ton grazing efficiency, a frorn (6.2), which gives the best fit (w.r.t. a least squares 
error) between the n1easured dynatnics and the NPZ rnodel. To do this vve apply 
the sarne rninin1isation routine used in section 6.3 to the least squares error defined 
in (6.34) to con1pute this optilnising value of a. The actual value for a is a= 0.25 
and vve use this as our initial guess. In figure (6.13) vve plot the error ei = JVi- ni 
after fitting the data sets 7J1 and 7J2 . 
N 
The cun1ulative error for the fitting of 7J1 , e = 2:: leil, was e = 1.783. The 
i=l 
corresponding error for 7J2 vvas e = 2.605. In figure (6.14), ':ve plot the error ei = 
Ni - ni after fitting the data sets 7J1 and 7J3. The cun1ulative error for 7J3 was 
e = 2.116. 
The final data set we considered, 7J4 , vvas that obtained by sin1ply taking the 
sarnple tnean of the patches at each titne-step. Figure (6.15) sho-ws the error for 7J1 
and7J4 • The ctunulative error for 7J,1 was e = 3.126. 
In all cases, at least for the various constructed data sets considered here, fitting 
the n1odel to the rneta-population tin1e series increased the accuracy of the fit ·with 
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Figure 6.13: The fitting erro·r between the data sets V1 (full line) and V2 (dashed 
line). The optim.a.l val·aes of 0!. were 0.250311 (V1) and 0.250408 (V2) 
respect; to the other approaches considered above. 
6.6 Discussion Oil the Effects of System Noise 
One efFect we ha.ve not yet discussed is that of noise. The tnain purpose of the tneth-
ods we have presented is ultitnately to use then1 on real experimental data, -...vhere 
noise will always be a factor. This vvork has been dealing with purely detenninistic 
"clean" data as an exan1ple but in a real world situation the measured signal 1nay 
be fonned frmn a cotnbination of noisy and detenninistic parts, si = c.pi + (i, where 
c.p,i. is our detenninistic signal and (i represents some unknown stochastic process. 
This stochastic elen1ent (i generally will be a cmnbination of both observation errors 
and process errors (errors fron1 1neasuren1ent and the inherent stochastic con1ponent 
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Figure 6.14: The jitti·ng error between the data sets V1 (full l·ine} and V3 {dashed 
line). The optitnal valttes of a wer-e 0.250377 (D1} and 0.250313 {'D3} 
of the systmn). VVhen looking at fitting different types of predator-prey n1odels to 
n1easured data, [46) looked at differing fitting processes for different noise types ·with 
Inixed results. The tnethods vve have described will work best on a detenninistic 
process. l-Ienee, \Ve vvould require the separation of the Ineasured signal si into its 
two constituents, <pi and (i . 
Signal separation has been a hotly researched topic in signal processing for tnany 
years. One of the classical rnethods of noise reduction is that of Kahnan filtering 
[36]. This procedure is nonnally applied to observed data with detenninistic (lin-
ear) and stochastic (Gaussian) ele1nents. It filters the noisy observation by utilising 
both autocorrelation in the noisy signal, and the variance-covariance n1atrix of the 
predicted detenninistic and the observed noisy signal. This tnethod was originally 
designed for use on linear systeins but the generalised Kaltnan filter [36) uses the 
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Figure 6.15: The fitting error between the data sets 'D1 (full line) and V4 {dashed 
li·ne). The opt·i-rnal values of a weTe 0.250311 (V1) and 0.250419 (D,1) 
linearisation of a non-linear operator in the satne filtering algorithn1. This type of 
approach can be unsuitable for non-linear systetns, pritnarily because the linearisa-
tion estin1ate could be inaccurate, but especially for chaotic systen1s as, no tnatter 
how accurate the linear approxin1ation, the linearised dynatnics \viii exponentially 
expand stna.Jl differences, on the average [25]. 
Perhaps the tnost popular tnethod, in the case of a (non-linear) detenninis-
tic/stochastic tnixed signal, is to use the pn'<ver spectrun1 [25] of the observed signal. 
As an exatnple \\7e could consider the signal S·i as son1e periodically varying deter-
tninistic signal 'Pi plus sotne Gaussian varia.te C.i· If si has power spectnun E(w), 
for son1e frequency w, then vve ·would expect the spectnun to have Dirac cPs at w* 
which is the frequency of oscillation of 'Pi (also at the hannonics 2w*, 3w*, ... etc.). 
l-Ienee the peaked part of E(w), due to 'Pi, can be separated frorn the broadband 
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part due to the (i· Spectral n1ethods fall down when we have a linear con1bination of 
chaotic and stochastic signals because both tnay have a broadband power spectnun 
and as such cannot be easily separated. There are tnany types of non-linear noise 
reduction algorithn1s which ain1 to separate chaotic and stochastic signals and a 
good review of the better ones can be found in Kantz & Schreiber [47]. Also, Kantz 
& Schreiber developed the tilne series package TISEAN, available free on-line, -vvith 
inbuilt non-linear noise red1.1ction algorithrns and indeed other types of estilnation 
packages which can deal with systems in delay coordinates. 
6. 7 Conclusions 
VVe have presented a tnethod for classifying interacting patch populations and pre-
dicting future trends using tnethods frmn detenninistic tin1e series analysis. Firstly 
we check that the patch dynatnics are detenninistically linked (generally synchro-
nised) using a statistical test developed by Pecora et al. in [78]. vVe showed that 
the rnethod is useful even with a relatively short tilne series, often a problen1 in 
physical/biological ｰｲｯ｢ｬ･ｾｮｳＮ＠
In section 6.3, we suggested smne tnethods of constructing a tneta-patch tiines 
series, if the patches are generally synchronised. \iVhile discussing various possibili-
ties, vve etnployed a -vveighted linear average tnethod as, for the patch systen1s close 
to synchrony considered here, it gives agreeable results for very little cmnputational 
expense and is easy to ilnpletnent. It was seen that it also perfonned better than 
the popular tnethod of taking the san1ple patch tnean as the representative bulk 
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average population. However, \Ve should point out that this ilnprovetnent seen in 
the vveighted linear average approach was not huge by any rneans. 
In section 6.4.1 we addressed ｴｾｨ･＠ issue of how to use the rneta-tin1e series to 
predict short tenn trends in the patch systetns' dynan1ics. For this problen1, we 
outlined a non-linear prediction algoritlun using radial basis functions, first applied 
with regard to neural net-vvorks [18) but later adapted to helping predict chaotic titne 
series [22, 8'7, 99). Again, the n1ethod is relatively sirnple to apply and conlputa-
tionally inexpensive as the rninirnisation routine involves a rnodified Gran1-Schn1idt 
[56] n1ethod as opposed to rnore intensive Newton type descent algorithn1s. Also, it 
can deal with possibly short data sets, rnaking it ideal for use in a biological context 
when plentiful data tnay be scarce. 
In section (6 .5), using a constructed exarnple, we showed that the idea of creat-
ing such a representative patch tirne series could itnprove the quality of the fitting 
of real data to smne specific reaction n1odel. In both [20) and (46], n1ention was 
. rnade that data sarnpling sornethnes ignores any spatial or ternporal heterogenities 
and that this could naturally have a detrirnental effect on the quality of n1odel fits 
rnade vvith such data. The work presented here has tried to find ways of circurn-
venting ｴｾｨ･ｳ･＠ problerns, a.t least for the case where the interacting patches are not 
randornly related. Also, we have atten1pted to outline rnethods that can be applied 
to situations where there is relatively little data available or where there are gaps in 
the data. 
The work contained in this chapter is an extension of the work in chapter 5, in 
that even though the dynarnics of the systen1 are unkno\vn, we can still classify the 
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interactions and rnake better short tenn predictions for the dyna1nics of the patches, 
based on (possibly sn1all arnounts of) population data. Also, as in chapter 5, the 
ideas presented here are applicable to any type of patchy ecosysten1. 
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Conclusions & Further Work 
In the \vork contained in this thesis, the pritne tnotivations have been to investigate 
ho-w both the observed pat;chy nature of tnany planktonic populations and, their 
subsequent transport via the ocean, affect the dynatnics of the plankton. 
In chapter 2, a reduced, titne-perturbed tnodel for Langnutir [55} circulations was 
used to look at the possible role of chaotic advection in the generation of patchiness. 
Also, tnodels of chaotic advection have been sho·wn to be both silnpler to i1nplen1ent 
than a Navier-Stokes based approach [2, 5, 71] and useful for application to specific 
systen1s or geon1etries [12, 33, 76, 105]. It was sho-wn that certain types of chaotic 
n1odels can exhibit regions of aggregation and regions of high tnixing, which can 
cause variation in both the patchiness of the systen1 and the transport con1ponent 
or the predator-prey contact; rates. In the ex<:unple presented, it is even possible to 
analytically investigate the tnixing occurring in the systen1 and use these expressions 
to predict, for -vvha.t relevant envirorunenta.l/biological scales, swin1n1ing (diffusion) 
or advection will dmnina.te. This type of analysis is not possible for all tnodels 
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of chaotic advection, but other n1ethods fr01n dynatnical systmns theory could be 
applied to study factors such a.s tnixing and contact rates. Future vvork could be 
done by investigating the chaotic advection of planktonic con1n1unities in a tnore 
general framm:vork. 
In Chapter 3, the possible interaction between physical/swinuning characteris-
tics and silnple flovv fields, with regard to possible pattern fonnation, -vvas investi-
gated. A general non-linear reaction-advection-diffusion equation was considered, 
v;rith advection being tnodelled as a sitnple linear shear flow. Swin1n1ing behaviour 
and shape characteristics can significantly alter the diffusive behaviour of Inotile 
organistns, even under the advection of silnple flow fields (11, 42, 81]. Coupled '.-vith 
non-linear reaction tern1s this has long been kno-vvn to give rise to spatio-tetnporal 
pattern fonnation. This t;ype of systmn has been investigat;ed before, using specific 
reaction n1odels exhibiting behaviour such as activator-inhibitor [60] properties and 
excii;ability (16]. 
For the general reaction tnodel case, a linear stability analysis revealed that if the 
swilnming and shape characteristics are the satne (equivalent diffusion tensors) then, 
due to the fact that the difl'usion tensors n1ay be quite cornplicated, the shear can 
exert a destabilising influence on the systern. This result is contrary to that of Doer-
ing & Horsthemke [24], who considered silnple Fickian diffusion. The non-diagonal 
tenns in the diffusion tensor are the 1nechanisn1 behind the possible instability and 
the conditions under which such a bifurcation could be observed were discussed in 
relation to recent work on the diffusive behaviour of swin1n1ing organisn1s in shear 
flows, [11, 41]. 
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To investigate vvhat 1night happen when we allow the organiSins' c.haracteristics 
to differ, a -vvealdy non-linear analysis was perfonned for a two species systen1 with 
different diffusion tensors. For siinplic.ity, the analysis was perfonned about the 
no-flow, zero waventnnber instability. Sitnilar to the results found in the paper by 
Spiegel & Zaleski (96), the resulting atnplitude equation was not nec.essarily well-
posed, for certain diffusive regiines, suggesting that zero is not the critical -vvavenun1-
ber in these cases. Considering a 1nore general non-linear tenn than that in [96), 
the criticality of the instability was defined in tenns of the non-linear coefficients 
appearing in the a1nplitude equation. The tnain drawbac.ks of the analysis was the 
need to investigate the no-flow, zero \:vavenuinber instability, pri1narily because the 
non-zero wavenun1ber equations becotne too cmnplex to deal with. This asstunp-
t;ion of an instability for s1nall shear rates is probably unrealistic as the differences 
required in the diffusion coeffic.ients is usually too high, or the tilne-scale needed to 
see the instability develop too long. For stronger flow fields, the differences in the 
difFusive behaviour needed to see instability can decrease quite considerably [95). 
Further work could conc.entrate on using a specific. reaction n1odel to see how these 
biologieal factors such as swinuning speed and shape can aid in planktonic pattern 
generation, even for sitnple flow fields. 
The work on chapters 2 & 3 was prilnarily to den1onstrate that the advection, 
fron1 simple shear flovvs to chaotic flovl fields, of plankton and the various charac-
teristics of the plankton, prin1arily tnotility and shape, can aid (both individually 
and in interaction with each other) the patchiness of planktonic con11nunities. 
Phytoplankton blomns [5'7) c.onsist of localised, and/or short lived dra1natic in-
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creases in the population of phytoplankton and can be beneficial to shaping the 
year-class strength of a particular fish stock but also ·poisonous (Red tides) to oth-
ers [5'7]. In chapter 4, an attmnpt was tnade to incorporate the ideas discussed in 
chapters 2 & 3; natnely advection by cotnplex (possibly turbulent) flows and the in-
teraction of biological factors such as n1otile behaviour and density variations ·with 
the ilnposed flow. Specifically, \Ve investigated ho-w these cotnplex factors interact; 
and whether they ·can influence the fonnation of phytoplankton blomns. Truscott 
& Brindley [10?] proposed a two species Phytoplankton-Zooplankton (PZ) model, 
'rvhich exhibited excitable phytoplankton dynarnics, as a silnple n1odel for phyto-
plankton blomns. By incorporating this with a n1odel for synthetic turbulence first 
presented by rvia.rti et- a.l. [62], the effects of planktonic density variations were con-
sidered. It has been observed [91, 97] that inertial particles tend to have preferred 
regions of aggregai;ion when in1n1ersed in turbulent flow and planktonic organisn1s 
are knovvn to exhibit varying degrees of density differences [31, 65], with regard to 
the surrounding ocean. After perfonning a variety of silnulations, for various inertial 
regilnes, it was observed that, for a physically realistic inertial regilne, preferred ag-
gregation zones (due to density characteristics) init.iated a sn1all scale bloon1 in the 
phytoplankton population. This was when we began the sin1ulations with the plank-
tonic populations at their equilibri tun levels so, even though inertia alone could not 
initiate a. full scale blootn fron1 a hmnogeneous state, it tneans that the perturbing 
effects of processes such a.s nutrient up-welling [5'7, Tl.], known to help cause bloorns, 
can be aided by the inertial characteristics of the plankton thetnselves. 
A continuun1 expression for the phytoplankton-zooplankton contact rate, based 
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on the relative fluxes of the predator and prey, was derived to see how the inertial 
blomn altered the predator-prey contact rates. Conceptually, inertial separation 
should lower the contact rate, as predator and prey are being pulled apart to some 
degree. Hovvever, the separation initiates the bloon1, which subsequently spreads 
into areas of higher predator densities, thus increasing the contact rate. 
The energy spectrum of turbulent flow has been studied quite extensively [53, 54, 
70) in both tvvo and three spatial din1ensions. Frmn Kohnogorov's (51) k-5/ 3 inertial 
sub-range power law to l(raichnan's [53] k- 3 power law for 2D turbulence, the mech-
anisn1s of energy decay and fonnation are well studied. To see how these properties 
altered for inertial particles (as opposed to passive scalars), "''e used a wavenun1ber 
dependent difl'usivity, as used in Povvell & Okubo [88], a.s an approxilnation to the 
non-linear tenn seen in the N avier-Stokes equations. Coupled with the experinlen-
tally derived horizontal diffusivity-lengthsca.le relationship frmn Okubo (73), it was 
shown that the energy spectnnn changed for light particles (those forced into the ed-
dies) so as to increase the tnean squared velocity (intensity) of the corrected inertial 
flow. The opposite occurred for heavy particles (those forced into the straining re-
gions). This tallies quite ,well vvith the theoretical work on 2D turbulence [54) \Vhich 
showed that the turbulent energy is created inside the eddies, characterised by the 
enstrophy ( tnean square vorticity). Since lighter particles/ organisn1s aggregate in 
regions of high vorticity [91], it is logical to expect that they would have a higher 
intensity than those aggregating in regions of low vorticity. Nun1erical plots of the 
correct;ed energy spectra also showed the inertial influence to be n1ost important 
around the length scale of the large scale energy generating eddies. 
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Possible areas for further study of the ideas presented in chapter 4 are a spectral 
t;reattnent of the sin1ulated blootns. Powell & Okubo (88) exan1ined how shnple pop-
ulation dynan1ics could alter the energy spectra of organistns in1n1ersed in turbulent 
flo·w. It vvas seen that the energy spectra altered differently for 2D and 3D turbu-
lence, even for sin1ple population dynatnics. The flow in1plernented here is ideal for 
ntunerical study of the blootn spectra as the flow's energy spectnnn is sotnething 
defined by the user, so deviations due to populations dynatnical events could be 
directly studied as the underlying energy spectrum of the original flow is known. 
Also, sotne rnnnerical investigation of how the turbulent spectnnn alters with iner-
tial corrections would be useful, to see if the analytical predictions in section 4.1.4 
are correct. 
The Inodel for bloon1 dynatnics is quite specific in that it is a continuous tiine 
n1odel and the bloon1 is subject to "top down" control by the zooplankton. By 
"top down" vve n1ean that the fonnation of the blomn is controlled by the trophic 
group above the phytoplankton in the food chain. Logically, the other classification 
is tenned "botton1 up" as it is the trophic group below the species in question that 
controls the specific phenon1enon. Such "top down" blomn control is not always the 
case as poisonous bloon1s such as red-tides [57] are subject to "bottmn up" control 
by the nutrient population as they are not grazed upon by zooplankton. Huppert 
et oL (45] presented a n1odel for phytoplankton blomns, based upon control by the 
nutrient population. Also, nutrient up-welling is a well doctunented [57] driver of 
blootns, based on field observations and sitnulations, so further work could be in 
tnodelling the influence of up-welling of nutrient and perhaps the cotnpeting efl'ects 
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of top down/bottOin up control by zooplankton and nutrient, respectively, in three 
con1ponent Inodels of planktonic blo01ns. 
In chapter 5, the patchy dynan1ics of planktonic organisn1s was treated as a cou-
pled lattice of plankton patches. \¥e spatially discretised the problen1 and treat the 
resulting systmn as a lattice of coupled oscillators. This allowed n1ore scope in the 
para1neters that can be varied and also in tern1s of both theoretical and ntunerical 
analysis as n1uch recent work has coneentrated on the generic properties and analysis 
of coupled oseillators [1, 3, 6, 50]. Such systmns exhibit various fonns of synchro-
nised [34, 77, 82] behaviour and in chapter 5 it was sho·wn that spatia-temporally 
varying planktonic dynan1ics could result frmn suitably lovv coupling or even s1nall 
levels of syste1n noise. The -first patlnvay to unsynchronised patch dyna1nics was 
firstly de1nonstrated nun1erically using a sitnple two-patch systmn. Then, for a 1D 
lattice of arbitrary length, it was conject,ured and ntunerically den1onstrated that, 
for suitably low coupling in just one patch, the whole syste1n can exhibit unsynchro-
nised n1otion. The idea of spatial variations in the plankton dynamical n1odels has 
been investigated, in a continuun1 sense, by :Nialchow et al. [61] and l\IIedvinsky et 
al. [66] vvhere fish sehool 1notion was 1nodelled as variations in the higher predation 
(closure) tenn in the zooplankton dyna1nies. These papers detnonstrated that such 
variations could cause the appearance of spatio-ten1porally varying (even chaotic) 
dyna1nics for a systen1 perturbed fron1 equilibriun1. 
Spatial variations in the dynan1ies governing each patch is to be expected. Again 
using invariant 1nanifold theory [110], it was shown how we can con1pute the strength 
of coupling needed to give rise to a s1nooth relationship between the various patch 
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dynamics, a·t least for s1nall differences in the dynan1ics. The con1putational evidence 
suggested a curious role for chaos in such systen1s. For two NPZ tnodels ·with 
different functional fonns of the closure tenn, it was seen that the coupling needed to 
guarantee stnooth inter-patch dynarnics ·was }0\.ver, on the ·whole, around the chaotic 
regin1e than any-vvhere else. Previously, it has been suggested by Allen et al. [4] that 
chaos aids the persistence of coexistence dynan1ics, even in relatively unfavourable 
conditions, due to the atnplification in local population "noise". VVe suggest that a 
sin1ilar process Inay be at work here and that the chaotic dynamics help stop the 
individual patch dynatnics locking on to their particular isolated patch dynan1ics. 
This could consequently allow the patch dynan1ics to settle into a stronger fonn of 
synehronous behaviour for lower coupling strength. 
Spatially coherent oscillatory behaviour has been seen in terrestrial [17] and 
oceanic [32] ecosysterns where the coupling 1nay not arise fron1 direet inter-patch 
population interaction but could be a result of external environrnental influences 
sueh as temperature or precipitation. By reversing an idea on de·tecting gener-
alised synehronisation in so-called drive-response systen1s by Abarbanel et al. [1], 
vve den1onstrated the non-linear 1nechanisn1 behind the forced synchrony of patehy 
populations by external foreing factors and gave a brief ntunerical exatnple of the 
process using a rescaled ehaotic Rossler systen1 to drive a two patch array. 
The treattnent of patehy dynatnics as a systern of coupled oscillators is possibly 
silnplistic but has the advantages of being applieable to a wide range of scenarios and 
is easier to analyse than a silnilar continuun1 systen1. Also, the ideas and n1echanisn1s 
presented here apply not only to planktonic dynatnics but to any patehy eeosyste1n; 
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terrestrial or oceanic. 
In the fina.l chapter, the aiin was to extend the ideas and concepts of chapter 
5 to the situation vvhere all that is available is tnea.sured data of possibly one of 
the patch inhabitants and the dynatnics governing the systen1 are unknown. It was 
shown hnw the dynatnics of the patch systen1 can be reconstructed, using delay 
coordinates [47, 106), frotn just one of the patch inhabitants. Then, -vve presented 
a. relatively sitnple algorithn1, developed by Pecora. et al. [78), to detect if any 
deterministic relationship exists between the patches. Particular attention was given 
to the applicability of such an algorithn1 for short., possibly incomplete data sets, 
often a problen1 in tnany real world situations. 
If such a relationship vva.s detected,a tnethod was then presented for constructing 
a n1eta-population, representing the whole patch, which at!;en1pts to retain tnuch of 
the original dynatnics. Using exatnples of expected types of "patchy" data. sets (aris-
ing frotn factors such as fixed tnea.suretnent stations, ra.ndmn spatial satnpling etc.), 
it was shown that the relatively sitnple linear -vveighted average reduced the average 
patch error tnore than the aritlunetic 1nean of the patch populations, a n1ore popu-
lar tnethod. YNe also atten1pted to use a non-linear estilnation procedure, involving 
the use of '!'a dial basis functions [18, 22, 87, 99], but these were found to offer only 
cmnparable result;s to the ·weighted linear approach but -vvere con1putationally nntch 
tnore intensive. Arguably, for syste1ns very close to synchronisation there is no real 
difference bet·ween the t';"\'0 linear tnethods. However, for systen1s in phase synchro-
nisation, there can be large differences in the a.Inplitudes of the patch dynatnics and 
this is the type of effect the weighted linear average is better at capturing because 
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it assigns specific -vveights to each patch population, as opposed to assigning each 
patch the sarne weighting. 
Given this representative patch titne series, we considered how to use this (pos-
sibly short) tneta-population tilne series for 1naking short tenn predictions in the 
planktonic dynatnical trends. Since we are generally asstnning underlying detennin-
istic (possibly chaot;ic) dynatnics and a detenninistic relationship between patches, 
a non-linear prediction 1nethod is etnployed that; was developed in various fonns in 
[18, 22, 87, 99]. The predictive capabilities of the algoritlun -vvere displayed, even for 
chaotic time series data. Also, attention was paid to how the aJgoritlun perfonns 
for possibly short or incornplete data sets. It vvas shown that, unlike other predic-
tive Inethods such as ARl\iiA models [21, 47), Sin all data sets could be, to a certain 
degree, c01npensated for. This was because the non-linear predictor algorithm vve 
etnployed uses a specified ntunber of basis functions, which can be increased to in-
crease the accuracy of the predict;ion if the munber of available data points is low. 
This property also 1neans that we can use the predictor to fill in any ga.ps in the 
titne series, under certain specified conditions. 
The second possible use for sueh a titne series is for -fitting a particular n1odel for 
the population dynatnics to the observed data. This has been a field of interest in 
planktonic. dynarnics recently [20, 46), with regard to identifying density dependence 
(non-linearities) in the planktonic. dynatnics. It also fonns the backbone of 1nost 
analyses and stock assesSinents of fish populations [90]. The patchy structure of the 
underlying population under consideration is not always accounted for, as 1nentioned 
in Jost & Ardit;i [46]. The construction of the averaged tilne series goes s01ne way 
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to incorporating the patchiness and we dmnonstrated, for four constructed "patchy" 
data sets, how the algoritlun can itnprove the quality of the fit . The four data sets 
we considered -vvere: 
• Data sa1npled frmn just one patch, to n1ilnic the effect of a fixed Ineasureinent 
station. 
• Data satnpled at equal intervals frmn the different patches, akin to randorr1ly 
san1pling fron1 different sites. 
• Data constructed by sin1ply arithmetically averaging the patch populations. 
• Data constructed fron1 generally synchronised patches using the linear weighted 
average 1nethod described in chapter 6. 
The data set constructed frmn applying our weighted linear pathc average per-
fanned best in tenus of the goodness of the fit between the data and the NPZ 111odel 
it was fitted to. Again, the gain in accuracy versus the extra work is a payoff that 
the analyst n1ust decide is worthwhile. 'iVhat vve hope is that possible effects of son1e 
of the problmns that can arise fron1 sa1npling patchy ecosysterns have been outlined 
and how, for certain cases, they can be sunnounted. 
Patchy dynmnics will not always be detenninistic in nature and consequently the 
1nethods presented here ·will not be applicable. An increasing an1ount of research 
is being done into using tnore statistical1nethods such as n1axin1un1 likelihood esti-
nlators (39] and Bayesian decision theory [90] for highly stochastic populations with 
possibly a patchy jn1igratory structure. 
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The work in this l;hesis has been to investigate the con1plex interaction of the 
physical and biological influences on the dynatnics of planktonic systen1s. I-Iovvever, 
the treatrnent. of patchy dynamics is of vital in1portance to rnany ecosysten1s and 
it is hoped that son1e of the ·work presented here will also aid the understanding of 
these ·wider issues. 
The work frotn ehapter 4 on excitable inertial plankton in turbulence [92] has 
been published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London Series B: Bio-
logical sciences under the title Plankton blomns induced by turbulent flows. Two 
papers are eurrently in prepa.ration; one for subrnission to Physical Revie·w E [43] 
called Pla·nkto·n lattices and the chaotic s·u.ppression of patchiness and the other [42] 
entitled Chaos f:J synchrony in patchy ･｣ｯｳｹｳｴ･ｮｾｳＬ＠ for subrnission to the Bulletin of 
Iviat.hematical Biology, based on the work fron1 chapter 5. 
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8 
Appendix 
In this Appendix V\7e give a tnore detailed explanation of the technical tenus, defi-
nitions and the ntunerical n1ethods that ＬＺｾＬＬ･ｲ･＠ used in this thesis. The first section 
is all about the theory of stnooth dynatnical systen1s and cmnprises of a condensed 
review of sorne of the topics in [25, 28, 109, 110]. 
8.1 Ergodic theory of smooth dynamical syste1ns 
The analysis of sn1ooth dynarnical systmns, especially chaotic ones [25], has rnoved 
into a n1ore probabilistic field than the n1ore classical dynarnical systerns theory. In 
this section we briefly discuss basic tneasure theory and how this leads to the notion 
of ergodic measures and the probabilistic analysis of cmnplex dynarnical systmns. 
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8.1.1 Basic Measure Theory 
We call p, a 1neas·nr-e on I&:n if it assigns a non-negative value to every 1neasurable 
(Borel) set in Rn and: 
1. ft(f/J) = 0, 
2. p.(A) :::; ft(B) if A c B. 
3. If At, ... , An is a countable (or finite) sequence of n1easurable sets then 
or if A£ n Ai = f/J for all i ::/= j then 
\IVe call !L(A) the m,easttTe of the set A. For exan1ple, the n-ditnensional Lebesgue 
1neasure is defined as follows. If we de-fine S = { (xt, ... , Xn) E IR:.n I Xi E [Ti, si]} 
as a 'coordinate parallelepiped' in Rn, the n-din1ensional voltune of S is given by 
voln(S) = (-r1 - st)(1·2 - s2) · · · (T-n - sn)· \!Ve define the n-dim,erts·ional Lebesgue 
m,ea.s·uTe, ｛ｽｾＬ＠ of a set S to be, 
00 00 
｛ｽｾＨｓＩ＠ = inf { L voln(Si) Is c u si }, 
i=l i=l 
-vvhere the Si cover the set S. Lebesgue 1neasure is intuitively linked to the concepts 
of area (n = 2) and volun1e (n = 3). 
A probability Ineasure p, defined on SOllle space n, is a tneasure such that 
1. p(rl)=l, 
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2. p(A) ｾ＠ 1 if A c n. 
Any 1neasure p., defined on smne set 111 can be transfonned into a probability 
111easure, p on Jl1, where 
I - p.(A) 
p(A) - Jt(ll1)' 
for any tneasu rable A c 111. 
A probability 1nea.sure p is said to be ·invaTia.nt, under sorne tra.nsfonnation G, if 
p(A) = p( c-t(A)) \:It E ｾＫＬ＠
and A C ｾｮＮ＠
For dynamical systerns which n1odel physical systmns/processes, \Ve would like 
to concent;rate on physicaltneasures (ones vvhich we asstune represent sorne exper-
itnental tilne average). The n1ain requirmnent for the nun1erical approxiina.tions of 
the properties of such n1easures is that the rneasure is invariant, (8.1), under time 
evolution. 
'iVhen rnoving to ergodic theory, we consider the long tilne behaviour of the 
systetn; we ignore transients, and concentrate on attracting structures. If we have 
sotne attracting set A, or the dynatnicaJ systen1 governed by Gt -vve have the following 
definit;ion. If A supports sotne probability n1easure p, then p is said to be eryodic 
if p(A) = 1. This equates to the notion of A being indecmnposable. The orbits of 
points in the at tractor (up to a set of zero tneasure) explore the whole attractor. 
The e·ryodic ｴｨ･ＰＱﾷ･ｮｾ＠ states that, for every continuous function cp, 
litn T1 {T cp(x(t)) dt = J cp(x)dp(x), 
T-+oo Jo 
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for alrnost all initial conditions, x(O). 
8.1.2 Liapunov Exponents 
The eigenvalues of the Jacobian 1natrix determine the nature of a fixed point, as do 
the Floquet exponents of a limit cycle. Once we have son1e attractor, how can we 
assess the long tenn behaviour of initial conditions on this attractor? If we Taylor 
expand to first order about s01ne arbitrary initial state, x(O), we see that 
G(x(t) + c5) - G(x(t)) = ox(t) = DG(x(t))c5, 
where DGij = {)GijfJa;j· Asstuning that ox(t) = c5e>..t (for SOl11e .-\),we have that 
l j'T A= !hn T. log II DGt(x(O))ox(O) II dt. 
1-+oo 0 
(8.1) 
The constant /\ is called the L·iap·unov e:r;ponent of the point x(O) in the direction 
8x(O). Furthennore, t;he ergodic theoren1 tells us that the tirne average defined in 
(8.1) is equal ahnost every-where (a.e.) to the space average and 
A = /tog II DG(x)8x II dp(x). 
The m.'ultiplica.Uve er:qodic i;heo·rem. of Oseledec [74] goes even further. If vve have 
some con1pact invariant set l\II and there are real numbers /\1 > .-\2 > ... > An and a 
splitting of t;he tangent space a.t x E 11![, Tx111 = E1 EB E2 EB · · · EBEn (E1 ::J E2 ::J 
· · · ::J En) such that. 
t;hen x is said to be a Tegular· point and, furthennore, the set of regular points of G, 
R( G), satisfies p(R( G)) = 1. This holds for all G-invariant proba.bility n1easures p 
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supported in J\1. The .A1, ... ,An are the Liapunov exponents and the theorem tells us 
that the l;ilne average above converges to a finite, constant set of values (up to a set 
of zero tneasure). In silnpler tenns, vve can con1pute the thne average of one initial 
condition and this will represent the behaviour averaged over the whole attractor. 
A different definition of l;he Liapunov exponent is given by first noting, for con-
tinuous systen1s, that the linearised dynan1ics for stnall perturbations, 5x(t), are 
governed by the following equations: 
8x(-l;) = At6x(O), 
dAt = DGtA. 
dt: t 
If we define the eigenvalues of the following liiniting 1natrix 
1 
litn (AT A ) 27 t t ' t-+oo 
to be called ｏ ｾ ｪ＠ then the Liapunov exponents, Aj, are defined by the relationship 
/\i = log(cvj)· The CVj \vill be real and positive because Af At is a positive definite 
matrix. 
8.1.3 Practical cotnputation of Liapunov exponents 
Given the va.rious definitions for Liapunov exponents, what is the best ·way to go 
about actually calculating thetn? In pracl;ice, calculating the eigenvalues of the 
lirniting tnatrix defined in (8.2) is very difficult so an alt;ernative n1ethod(s) \:voulcl be 
useful. One of the tnost ·well used ideas is to analyse the rates of growth/reduction in 
phase space volume. First, \\'e asstnne we have the existence of n orthononnal vectors 
v6, ... , v0 (vvith phase space volun1e Till vb II). Under the linearised clynatnics, at 
i 
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SOille tilne I; > 0, 
Nuw, the component of v[, orthogonal to vi, grows like eA2 t. In general, the 
con1ponent of vi, orthogonal to v{, V.i :::::: i- 1, ... , 1, grows like eAit. So, vvith this 
orthononnal basis, we nnw ha.ve that 
/\ :::::: li1n ｾｬｯｧ＠ II ｶｾ＠ II . 
I.-too t 
However, this can lead to nun1erical overflow if/\ > 0 or the distance between 
vi and ｶｾＫｬ＠ bec01nes so sn1all it cannot. be con1puted accurately. 
8.1.4 Reorthogonalisation 
To circtunvent both these practical problen1s with the theoretical definitions, the 
linearity of the probletn can be exploited. Given son1e s, -t > 0 
If we novv fix s to be constant (usually probletn specific), we denote by ｷｾＫｳ＠
the orthononnal con1ponent; of AsvL w.r.t. Asvf, Vj = 'i- 1, ... , 1 (these can be 
calculated via a silnple Gran1-Schmidt procedure). In essence, we go forward for tilne 
s and then reorthogona.lise and renonnalise to avoid the nun1erical c01nplications 
tnentioned. This now yields 
\ - I' 1 l ' II ·i II /' ·i - 1111 - og wt+s , 
t-too ts 
which is a readily itnplen1entable ntunerical procedure for calculating Liapunov ex-
ponents. 
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8.2 Numerical integration methods 
In the thesis -vve ntunerically integrate a variety of ODE's and PDE's (both deter-
tninistic and stochastic) and in this section we give a brief overvie·w of the ntunerica.l 
schetnes employed. 
8.2.1 ODE integration 
For the int;egration of the various ODE's used in this thesis, two types of Runge-
Kutta [89J schetnes ·were etnployed. The first we will discuss is the second order 
Runge-Kutt.a, ·which is accurate i;o ｏＨＨｾｴＩ Ｓ Ｉ＠ and ｾＭｴｩｳ＠ the discrete tilne step used. 
Given the continuous dynatnics, 
x = G(x), 
in ｾｮＬ＠ we define the two vectors 111.1 and 1112 as follows, 
1n1 = ｾｴ＠ x G(x(t)), 
1112 = ｾｴ＠ x G(x(t.) + 1111). 
and the update fonnula frotn x(t) to x(t + ｾｴＩ＠ is 
x(t + flt:) = x(t) + m2. 
This is the tnethod used for the integration of the excitable phytoplankton dy-
natnics in chapter 4 as the spatial integration schetnes vvere second order accurate 
in space and time. Hence, the ten1pora.l integration schetne -vva.s chosen to be of the 
sa.tne accuracy. 
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The second n1ethocl we use is the fourth order Runge-l(utta schetne, accurate to 
ｏＨＨｾｴＩ Ｕ ＩＮ＠ Assuming that vve have the sarne governing dynatnics as above, we define 
the following [our vectors 111.1 , n12, m 3 and n14, 
n11 = 6.t x G(x(t)), 
m 2 = l'lt x G ( x(t) + ｾｭ Ｑ Ｉ＠ , 
m3 = l'lt x G ( x(t) + ｾｭＲＩ＠ , 
nL1 = 6.-t X G(x(t) + n13), 
and the updating fonnula for x(t;) to x(t + ｾｴＩ＠ is 
This is t;he ntunerical schetne -vve use for the integration of the ODE's in chapt;ers 
2, 5 & 6 as for a lot of t;he work in both chapters 2 & 5 we require accurate integration 
schetnes. 
8.2.2 PDE integration 
The integration of partial differential equations is a little bit n1ore cmnplex a task 
than integrating ordinary differential equations as we generally have both spatial and 
tetnporal derivative terms to account for. iVIethods usually en1ployed are spectral, 
pseudo-spectral, finite eletnent and finite difference n1ethods (89]. For the integration 
of the PDE's in chapter 4, we used only spectral and finite difference 1nethods. The 
first PDE that we had to integrate was the linear stochastic partial differential 
equation (SPDE) in (4.25), -vvhich describes the tetnporal evolution of the strearn 
function vvhich defines the synthetically turbulent flow used in this chapter. 
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By n1oving into discrete Fourier space, the SPDE frmn ( 4.25) becmnes a linear 
un-coupled ordinary differential equations. The discrete Fourier space is defined as 
in [62) ·where k = (k:v, ky) = 21f JV D.x(p., v) (where JV2 is the nun1ber of rnesh points 
on the computational grid, D.:c is the fixed grid spacing and \Ve henceforth use Greek 
indices to represent the point in Fourier space). 
The subsequent linear nature of the resulting sets of stochastic ODE's means 
that the exact integration fonnula [62] for 77wu(t;) to 7Jtw(t + D.-t) is given by 
in tenus of the nevv ra.ndorn variables, f3wv(t:) and 'Ywv(t:). These new variables are 
defined according to 
t+6t 
'Y1.v(t) = Q1.vDr,v J ds(f.v(s) exp((t + f'..t- s)v£p.v), 
I; 
where Qwu represents the discrete Fourier transfonn of the stirring operator, Q[.t\2 \72], 
fro1n equation (4.25). In Fourier space, the Laplacian, .Cwu, and divergence, VJ.Lv, 
operators are translated to 
2 2 ( (21fj.L) (21f'U) ) \1 -t .C1w = ( D.:c )2 cos JV + cos JV - 2 , 
1 ( ( . 21f p.) ( . 21fV) _ ) \7· -t ｖ Ｑ ｾＬｶ＠ = D.x exp z JV - 1, exp ﾷｾ＠ JV - 1 . 
This gives the det;ails of the integration algorithn1 but the full details of how the 
correlations and energy spectnnn 1nay be expressed in discrete Fourier space 1nay 
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be found in the paper by i\!Iarti et al. [62]. 
Next vve give a brief review of how we integrate the PDE's seen in equations ( 4.40) 
and ( 4.42) in chapter 4. These represent the reaction-diffusion-advection equations 
for the full inertial turbulence tnodel and the reduced vortex n1odel, respectively. 
To integrate these PDE's \Ve first; note that they occur in a general fonn 
au 
at = G(u)- \1 · (F(u)), 
where the operators G( ·) represents the spatially independent reaction dyna1nics 
and F(·) represents the spatial flux. If we assutne that T represents the finite 
difference schmne for the integration of the above PDE, then ＧｾＧ･＠ can rewrite this 
finite difference schen1e as T = T1 + T2, \vhere these two new d ifl'erencing schetnes 
are the schen1es for the integration of the operators G( ·) and F( ·), respectively. 
This tnethod of operator ''splitting" allows us to sequentially apply the differencing 
schetnes to the PDE and the full schetne \viii be stable [89] if the individual schemes 
it cmnprises of are stable. 
Given the fixed spatial and temporal grid spacings 6..:l: and 6..t:, the two-step 
Lax-\iVendroff (89) schetne, in 2 spatial di1nensions is given by the following algo-
rithrn. Firstly, we use the siinple Lax tnethod, this asstnnes that the systen1 is flux 
conservative and that the forward centred discrete titne derivative can be written as 
at;U ｾ＠ ＨＧｵｾＺＩ Ｑ＠ - ﾷｵＮｩｾｪＩＯ＠ 6.t. Here the index n represents the discrete tin1e variable and 
the indices ·i and .i the location on the 2D con1putational grid. The Lax schmne (89) 
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gives us the following initial step, 
n+l/2 _ n 6.t (Fn pn) 1li+l/2,j+I/2 - ui,j - 26.x i+I,j+l - ·i,j , 
n+I/2 n nt (Fn Fn) 
ui-H/2,j-1/2 = 'l.£1:,j - 26.x ·i+I,.i-1 - i,.i , 
n+l/2 _ n 6.t (Fn pn) 
7.li-l/2,.i+I/2 - 'U.-i,.i - 26.x ·i-1,.7+1 - id , 
n+l/2 - . n nt (Fn Fn) 
ui-1/2,.1-1/2 - ui,.i - Ｒ ＶＮｾ［＠ · i-l,.i-1 - i,.i · 
The Lax-\iVendrofl' schetne now utilises these intennediate quantities to calculate 
tl fl , pn+l/2 pn+l/2 pn+l/2 I F .n+l/2_ d tl fi 1 t le uxes i+l/2,.i+l/2> i+l/2,.1-1/2' ·i-1/2,.i+l/2 anc t-1/2,J-1/2 an . le Jna s ·ep 
' n+l - ' n nt (pn+l/2 pn+l/2 pn+l/2 pn+1/2 ) 
u'i ,.i - u.id - ＶＮｾ［＠ i+I/2,.1+1/2 - i-1/2,.7+1/2 + ·i-1/2,.7-1/2 - i+l/2d-1/2 · 
The two-step Lax-\iVendrofi schmne is second order accurate in both space and 
titne. The first step avoids the problmn of 1nesh-clrifting [89) as the full integration 
st;ep utilises the grid points either side of the grid location ( i, j) as opposed to s01ne 
( 
tnethocls, such as the silnpler Lax tnethod vvhich uses only those grid points to the 
left or the right of the grid point ('i, j). 
The spatially lD version of this algoritlun was also used for the spatial integra-
tion of the reduced vortex tnodel in (4.42). For this schetne, vve split the spatial 
integration into two-steps, one using the lD Lax-\iVendroff schetne for the advection 
step a.nd the weighted Crank-Nicholson schmne [89] for the diffusion tenn. The lD 
Lax-\iVenclrofi follows fro1n the 2D sche1ne explained above but involves specifying 
'\ 
only t'\vo intennediate points to go one full tilne-step forward. 
The weighted Crank-Nicholson schmne uses the following setni hnplicit-explicit 
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finite difference schetne for the standard diffusion equation, 
where the opUtna.l vveighting factor is e = 0.55 [89] and D is the diffusivity. Solving 
the above equation reduces 1;o solving a tri-diagonal linear equation for the ＱｬｾｾＫ Ｑ＠
fron1 the knovvn variables Ｍｵｩｾ＠ and the difference schetne is stable for all grid spacings 
and tilne steps. 
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